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“Roots, Basics, Beginnings”

BY PATRICK D. FLORES

To introduce the writing and the textual work
of Raymundo Albano (1947-1985) is to sort of
glide across terrains of “serious games.” Serious
because Albano ponders. But he also plays a
lot. Thus, the game of figuring out, challenging,
contesting, losing, gaining, testing, teasing,
baiting, biting. He does not seem to mind that
the thinking meanders, or that no thought
coheres. That being said, he, too, stakes certain
claims, and with conviction at that. He rolls
the dice, makes his moves, and leaps into the
“unthought known” of Mieke Bal. You might
want to call it his gambit, but for him, it is by
constantly paving paths, following through
efforts, and building on frameworks that an art
context may be able to animate itself, to achieve,
in his words, “style.” In Albano’s agenda, “roots,
basics, beginnings” (taken from an eponymous
exhibition in 1977) matter, and primarily
because they constitute the material through
which process or method takes place. Whatever
may be inferred or alluded to or implicated
emerges from these: lineage, rudiment, origin.
Whether critique comes in to complicate or
relations intervene, the “intelligence” of the
material cannot be severed from the “integrity”
of the lifeworld from which it is generated and
through which such lifeworld is reinvested.
Some would call this “context,” others would
say it is “impulse” or “urge.” Whatever it is that
may be brought to our attentiveness as that
which excites what we broadly reference as art,
it should, in the imagination of Albano, stir up
a world “suddenly turning visible,” a condition

quite akin to Michel Foucault’s “sudden vicinity
of things.”
True to the spirit of Albano’s expositions,
this introduction will not be long-drawn, or
“extenuate.” It keeps to the register and acuity
of his improvisations on the essay, criticism,
think-piece, polemics and poetics, theoretical
tract, manual or memorandum, field notes,
journalism, diary. To weave in and out of
these circuits of rhetoric and reflection is an
achievement in itself. So few have been able
to mingle all these pursuits and at the same
time direct a museum, create art, write poetry,
present papers internationally, and attend
to other errands besides. According to one
account in the eighties, one of those loose-leaf
ephemeral materials in the archive, Albano,
in spite of his administrative tasks, “manages
to paint regularly (‘evenings’) and in quantity
(‘possibly more than what a dozing painter has’)
and with marked development (‘I just keep my
theories sharpened’). To develop this technique
and for research, he makes posters (‘hangover
from printmaking days’), designs sets for
Bulwagang Gantimpala, conducts workshops
(‘to interact with people’), and is in constant
travel (‘through streets where one can discover
things that appear new’).” One watershed in
Albano’s career was his participation at the
Ninth International Biennial Exhibition of
Prints in Tokyo, an exhibition that was held in
1974-1975 at the National Museum of Modern
Art in Tokyo and Kyoto. He sent three entries,
5
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and Step on the Sand and Make Footprints
(1974) was conferred an Honorable Mention
by an international jury of which Emmanuel
Torres was a member. In an interview for
Sunburst (March 1975 on page 8), he confides:
“I just sent them a blueprint, a piece of paper
with instructions to spread enough sand for
four people to step on. It was the only floor
piece on the show. They said it qualified because
a foot print is…a print.” According to him, an
Italian critic raved: “The print goes back to the
primitive in man. The first print man made was
of his own body. A catalyst for the imagination.”
And that “a joke can win.”
This anthology addresses the concerns of
Albano in the intersecting fields of the creative,
the critical, the cultural, and the curatorial. It
is to these that Albano speaks: the discourse
and practice of art making and instilling it with
presence in the world of ideas, exhibitions, and
the particularities of lived life that is oftentimes
captured in the category of “culture.” This is the
ecology of his generous writing, its province.
And it is a robust ecology, something that
Albano, born in Bacarra in Ilocos Norte, had
learned quite early in life. His sister Fe Albano
MacLean relates that while Albano was in grade
school, he would design pillow cases for his
aunt to sew. He would also make lanterns and
decorate floats for Easter. In the late fifties, he
began to pursue writing when he was in high
school in San Sebastian College in Mendiola,
where he was involved with the school organ,
after which he took up English at the Ateneo
de Manila University and contributed to the
literary journal Heights. This anthology includes
some of his poems. It is worth noting that many
of the germinal modernists and interlocutors
of modernism in Philippine art history wrote
poetry like Aurelio Alvero, Hernando R.
Ocampo, and David Medalla. According to
the poet and literary critic D.M. Reyes in an
unpublished text: “With certainty, the poet
Emmanuel S. Torres has listed Raymundo R.
Albano as a voice worth the renewed attention
in the lyrical traditions of the Ateneo de
Manila. His poetry pursues a style at once
abstractive and pictorial—not as posture but as
fluent assertion of a fully achieved sensibility.
6

This command shows in the way he frames a
situation—eliciting drama in the ordinary, as
painting would seize upon an insight, stark
with tension. Drawn to nuance, Albano secures
poetic lines taut with details, the world of things
beheld in suspended animation—mirrors in a
dressing room, walls of lime, egrets and rain,
people and crickets, or even the remnants of
a lovers’ quarrel. His poetry lets loose howls
of music, too, as the undergirding tempo of
revelation, pulsing with fear, tenderness, or
cerebral calibration. Quite importantly, concept
emerges from his verse through patterns, for the
examined life gains dimension through fleeting
symmetries perceived in broken vigils. This
is the sensible effort of both poet and painter,
discerning shades of a single color or depths of
a solid substance, the refinement of perception
rendered as personal triumph.”
Albano never stayed overseas for a long time to
pursue studies. It was only in the late seventies
when he went to the University of the Pacific
in Stockton in California to fulfill a grant
as artist-in-residence. He became director/
curator of the museum spaces at the Cultural
Center of the Philippines around 1970 when
Roberto Chabet left seemingly in haste. While
at the Center, aside from making art (painting,
print, photography, performance, poetry), he
planned, curated, and wrote about the different
projects for the diverse programs of the space.
In 1974, for instance, as director of the Museum
department, he oversaw the following:
1. The collections of Arturo de Santos and
Potenciano Badillo. The de Santos collection
consisted of archaeological pieces from trade
ware to glass beads. The Badillo trove was
largely built around the Islamic heritage,
specifically of Maranao and Maguindanao
lineage, to include musical instruments,
weapons, and brass ware.
2. The Main Gallery that presented
retrospectives, surveys, and large exhibitions.
3. The Small Art Gallery that hosted
experimental exhibitions.
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4. The End Room, which was at the end part
of the Main Gallery, that became a space for
experimental chamber theater for “abstract
theater pieces and hyper-realistic dramas.”
5. The Thirteen Artists Program, a grant-giving
scheme to artists engaged in innovative work.
Over and above these, Albano initiated
publications like the Philippine Art Supplement
and Marks; a program for the regions
outside Manila like Los Baños and Baguio;
and platforms for the image like “Carousel”
(a slide-show project) and the exhibition
Otherwise Photography. It is clear that Albano’s
inclination was outward in terms of extending
the prospects of form and engagement. The
“outside” of the Center meant the art market,
too, or any other entry point into the public.
In fact, Albano was the curator of the early
projects of the art gallery that would later
be known as Finale Art File in the eighties,
including Four Masters, Four Worlds.
This anthology does not dwell on these; the
practice across the Albano years at the Center,
from 1970 to 1985, is so exceptionally dense
that it deserves a distinct study altogether. This
is to ensure a closer reading of the efforts and to
resist the temptation of conjuring hagiographies
on supposedly patriarchal potentates of socalled conceptual art and further flatten the
complexity of the Philippine art scene.

so we leave it for later. It might, however, be
germane to say at this point that Albano, while
keen to interact with the contemporary art
world whirling around him, was in touch as
well with the wisdom of Philippine modernists
like Hernando R. Ocampo and his superior at
the Center, the musical artist and musicologist
Lucrecia Kasilag. It should be instructive to
study how Ocampo, Kasilag, and Albano
conceptualized the “Philippine” in relation
to the nationalism, the nativism, and the
avant-garde around them. In this regard, we
look forward to recovering and reading the
manuscript titled “Things Change.”
This anthology begins and ends with Albano
speaking, not really writing. First, he responds
to questions posed by the art critic and artist
Cid Reyes. Then, he interviews Fernando
Zobel. Alongside his texts are some of his
poster designs and the documentation of his
installations as a curator at the Center. These are
all the intimations of the artist-curator who has
ceased to be mere imitator or native informant.
Let the basic work of research (artistic biography
and art history) and annotation (critique, theory,
aesthetics) begin and take root. And do not
forget the joy. Albano: “There must be more
comedy in art.”

One wonders, in retrospect, what had shaped
Albano’s mind. A conversation with his
colleague, collaborator, and conspirator Judy
Freya Sibayan would sketch out some contours.
A deep wellspring was the popular culture
around him, specifically of the graphic kind
to encompass the komiks, posters, billboards.
He was also fascinated with artists like the
bricoleur Italo Scanga; the video, conceptual,
sound, and performance artist Terry Fox;
intermedia artists Lynda Benglis and Michael
Snow; the conceptual artist Tom Marioni;
among others. He read Art Forum often and
was struck by the critical and curatorial work
of Robert Pincus-Witten. To just constellate
these trajectories is already a daunting task,
7
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Promenade
(For V.S.Y., Sr., walking white on Road 7)
Intruding the verdant virginity
Of grass right sidewalk 7,
I tattle, whistling pleasure
To hello jester weather.
The breeze like this is hairy on the nape.
I swell a Puckish glee
At this agreeable 4:30.
So I go
To this proposed square
To yield my body — freestyle —
To the notoriety
Of grass, rakish.
These pon-pon weeds
Break into lavish laughter
Like frothing coke in ice.
People and crickets
Who desire cheap leisure come here
To eat on grass, execute brief calisthenics
Of bermuda shorts,
And let laughter giggle.
I even see them — lovers sipping love
Over punch and pies.
Chuckling, until
I yawn, rising towards home
Yearning for a bath.
Depressing west strains brick
To cement walls, shaggy trees,
And this bench contented with being a bench.
He’s there.

He’s there

With a face more crossed than legs,
Trying to conceal all that matters
At my passing by
With colored comics.
Heights XIV (December 1965), 6.
9
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Raymundo Albano

Raymundo Albano was born in Bacarra, Ilocos
Norte on January 27, 1947. He obtained his
Bachelor of Arts at the Ateneo de Manila
University in 1968. He was presented the
John Mulry Award for Literary Excellence.
In the same year, he held his first one-man
exhibition at Joy T. Dayrit’s Print Gallery, and
several others at the Luz Gallery, the ABC
Galleries, and Sining Kamalig. He was granted
a Thirteen Artists Award by the Cultural Center
of the Philippines in 1970. In 1974, he won an
Honorable Mention in the Tokyo Biennale of
International Prints.
In 1977, Albano received a grant as Artist-inResidence under the Fulbright-Hayes Fund
International Exchange of Scholars at the
University of the Pacific, Stockton, California,
USA. He attended various international
conferences and symposia, and curated a
number of exhibitions such as the Philippine
Collection for the Asian Art Festival held at the
Fukuoka Art Museum, Japan and the Philippine
Sceneries Show in Beijing, China.
Albano was Museum Director for the CCP when
he died in 1985.
The interview was conducted in Albano’s office
at the CCP in April 1973.

CID REYES: In your capacity as acting curator

of the Cultural Center of the Philippines Museum,
you have pushed, promoted, and strived for public
acceptance of the ideology of Conceptual Art. How,
I wonder, is it relevant to the Philippine art scene?

RAY ALBANO: The thing is, we have the
mistaken notion that just because Conceptual
Art originated in New York, in Paris, or in
Germany, it should not be adapted here. Actually
we don’t really have that many practitioners
of Conceptual Art. There’s Joe Bautista, there’s
Johnny Manahan… The reason why the CCP
appears to promote this movement is because it’s

the only gallery in town which can provide an
outlet for this kind of art.
It is art representing ideas which cannot be sold,
and therefore the other galleries are just not open
to it. Only the Luz Gallery so far has been open
to this kind of “unsaleable” art.
We can trace the “seed” of Conceptual Art in this
country in some of the early works of [Hernando
R.] Ocampo and Luz and also in the work of
Abueva—his idea of a “floating” sculpture, for
instance—but this is going to need quite a long
thesis to explain.
CR: What has the Filipino artist done within this
new idiom of Conceptual Art?
RA: Let me point out, for example, the work
of Joe Bautista. I am referring specifically to
his “Post No Bill” work. Bautista showed two
things: the walls with Post No Bill signs, and the
photographs of these walls with inverted Post No
Bill signs. The idea was to confuse the viewers:
which is the real thing? When you look at the
photographs with the inverted signs, the ceiling
becomes the floor, and the floor the ceiling.
Actually it’s the photograph itself that is inverted,
and not the Post No Bill sign. Joe also took some
photographs of people walking on the ceiling.
There was also a note on the wall which asked:
“What if the wall turned upside down?” Bautista
illustrated this by taking inverted photos of
the room. Several questions are meant to be
raised in the viewers’ minds. Are you seeing a
different type of reality? A reality in which you
would rather say, walk on the ceiling than on
the floor? Would you rather have the lights on
the floor instead of on the ceiling? Is this other
reality—this “ideal” reality—more desirable than
the actual reality? The general reaction of course,
was that the viewers preferred this “ideal” reality
to the actual reality.
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Another interesting work was that of Yoli
Laudico who presented a box—a metal sculpture
in itself—with a hole, and the word “AIR.” You
open this box and find that it’s bare; there’s
nothing in it.
The idea behind this work is the verbalizing of
an impermeable object, an element—in this case,
air. It has to do with the purity of concept: you
must do it with fidelity, with devotion even. It has
to do with the purity of gesture: like if you feel
like trimming your nails with a bolo knife instead
of with a nail clipper… Conceptual Art also has
to do with the process of information, as in that
work which says: “See the wall as red.” That
presupposes that the viewer knows what red is,
or that he knows what color is… Bobby Chabet
exhibited buns of pan de monay which were
actually made out of papier-maché. There were
96 buns in all, spread out evenly on the floor just
as they would look inside a baker’s oven, but so
arranged that you could walk in between them.
The artist tried to camouflage the fact that the
essence of these objects was bread—he had the
buns painted pink—and that they were actually
pan de monay. The artist was toying around with
the mental behavior of his viewers, just as Marcel
Duchamp, for example, did with his piece called
“Fresh Window.” The shape of the object is there,
but is it really the actual object?
CR: What about you? What sort of “conceptual”

things have you done?

RA: Well, there’s a work I did which consisted of

100 poses. I had this idea of having a girl pose a
hundred times for an ID picture.

CR: Were these identical poses? Did the girl

change the expression on her face, or the angle of
her profile?

RA: No. The expression was identical
throughout. But I took the photograph
a hundred times. I mean, as opposed to
reproducing a hundred copies of one
photograph.
CR: What was the idea behind it?
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RA: It’s an investigation in time. You see, these
photographs were taken at the Nayong Pilipino,
and during this photograph session, people
were walking in and out of the room, people
were going up and down the staircase. You see
things changing; during all that time, things were
happening while this girl remained immobile.
CR: I think I remember seeing your work called

“Pitong Maria.” What was it about? What was
the idea behind this piece?

RA: Well, it had to do simply with my concept
of what a “Maria” is. I was actually looking
around for women who to me looked like the
Maria I had in mind. Of course my “concept” of
Maria varied from one person to another.
CR: You mean in every woman there is always an

aspect of—how shall I say it—“maria-ness”?

RA: Yes, I was searching for the ideal Maria.

She can be a probinsiyana, a mestiza, a society
matron, or a housemaid. But of course, I had to
see this woman first. But the problem, you see,
was I had no basic standard for knowing who
Maria was, and it frustrated me terribly. That’s
why I had to discontinue this work.

CR: But what if the viewer doesn’t get the idea

behind your idea? Are you not purposely being
obscurantist?

RA: Well, you just let the viewer wonder about

it all; of course you’re feeding him with certain
information. But if he doesn’t care, then he
doesn’t care. There is always this snobbish
treatment.

CR: Isn’t that something that you have been

accused of not only by viewers, but other artists as
well? I mean, of course, in your capacity as acting
curator of the CCP gallery?

RA: Yes, I have been accused of being snobbish
and of preferring the avant-garde. But there is
no truth to this; I have exhibited everybody,
not only those who have the craft but also those
who have ideas.

RESPONDING

CR: Why do you think a number of Filipino artists
produce largely pretty and decorative paintings?
RA: This is something that relates to the

RA: No. There is an article which I have just read,

an article written by Arturo Luz called “What is a
Filipino Painting”—this was in the 1950s, by the
way—and its point was: a Filipino artist creates
Filipino art.

merchandising aspect of their art. They feel
compelled to do something saleable. Most
painters, I think, paint something that people can
or will buy. There are, however, some who will
not compromise.

CR: Do you think that our young painters are
strongly influenced by foreign models? Is there a lot
of imitation going on?

CR: Most young painters are not at all concerned

RA: Influences, perhaps, but not imitation.

RA: You see, many of these new, young, and

CR: Do Filipino painters derive much from New

with pictorial problems but rather with how to
make a painting look good on the wall, how to
charm the buyers by doing safe and acceptable
work. Why?

emerging painters are, I must say, not literate. I
mean, they may be graduates of Fine Arts from
our universities, but that’s all. They are intent on
making art that looks like “art.” But then again,
there are painters who do extremely intelligent
work, like Jaime de Guzman. He used to paint
things which many people could not stomach,
but he had force, he had expressiveness, he had
mastery and an idea of scale… Or a painter like
Mars Galang; I’m referring to his early geometric
paintings, which are valid as paintings, designs,
or “banners,” as Ocampo once referred to them.
They are paintings that don’t look like “art.”

CR: Can I turn your thoughts this time to the state
of Philippine art criticism? What are your thoughts
on it?
RA: Nil, almost nil. Our critics aren’t critics at

all. They all belong to the 50s: the way they look
at painting is always in terms of “expressiveness.”
I don’t think these critics understand what is
happening to the new Luz, the new Aguinaldo,
or the new Chabet. A lot of their criticism is still
concerned with humanistic bullshit. As for Eric
Torres, when you read him you think he is going
to break into poetry.

CR: At this stage in the development and evolution

of Philippine painting, do you think this issue of
Filipinism in the arts still has any relevance?

Of course we have good Filipino painters and
bad Filipino painters, as in any other country.
Imitation almost always produces bad work; but
influence is another thing: I would welcome it.

York artists?

RA: If we speak of artists like, say, Mars Galang,

Rodolfo Gan, or even yourself—I think they
relate more to the tradition started by older
artists like Lee Aguinaldo, Bobby Chabet, and
Arturo Luz—more than to New York painters
like Kelly, Stella, Olitski, or Noland.

CR: Ray, do you think that the present generation
of young painters are still concerned with the idea
of painting a “Filipino” painting in the way that,
say, the generation of Ocampo and Manansala
was?
RA: Well, some of the young painters are still

pursuing that idea: how to do a genuinely
“Filipino” painting and, at the same time, be truly
original. But there are others who just go their
own individual ways. As for me, I think that a
Filipino artist will inevitably produce a Filipino
painting. It cannot be otherwise.

CR: Which direction do you think—[in] terms of

preoccupation—is Philippine art going to take in
the near future?

RA: Scale, large-scale painting…

in Cid Reyes, Conversations on Philippine Art (Cultural
Center of the Philippines, 1989), 163-166.
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Visit to Convent Ruins

“The situation was this before the quake: the cubistic
conventario stood behind the patio and the church. At the
rear, the long portico ran straight, stumbling into a private
place hedged with wild bushes. The underground bathhouse
crept there where curates permitted señoritas with long hair to
bathe with holied water, after which they put on white gowns
with blue bows, crossed the halls in flocks like egrets in April,
and socialized with the mestizos at the terrace. There, at the
southern end of the brick edifice, was where the grove garden
cut off from the sands. Brown river flowed during floods and
the sun was never reached by the trees.”
- Journal from the author’s grandparents

Still the storky pedestal supported
Rococos of the roof — now
Stitched by cobs and ruts.
Rubbles from walls of lime
Opened books of time.
Jump from one plane to higher plane
They call halls.
This is how they look now:
Gray of the old, drab like six o’clock.
Noiseless because, instead of echoes,
Debris of lime covet our cries.
We may dig into them: their worth.
At least, we may find gods of iconoclasts,
Barnacles of archaeology,
Shards of history
That was a stone’s throw ago.
Heights XIV (December 1965), 57.
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Installation: A Case for Hangings

When I was a child I used to join friends in
the typical childhood traditions: to climb
trees, raise arches, line streets with buntings,
climb towers to ring bells, burn Judas’ effigy
on Easter Sunday, make and hang lanterns in
December, and indicate celebration by hanging
something beautiful. Now it seems like there
is a deep connection between such childhood
“urges” and an artist’s open-mindedness in
expressing new sculpture—especially the
kind that hangs, leans, or gets support from
an existing structure, something that we call
an installation. The connection is primal.
The former is a custom, the latter a result of
academic evaluation. And yet it certainly gives
an explanation to the roots of the concerns of
artists doing this type of art.
Today, an installation is a term to describe
open sculpture or three-dimensional objects
that depend on the physical situation of a given
space. I use the term as a technical description
of a work that needs or needed to be attached to
the ceiling, wall, or floor, not unlike that of an
electrical installation. To the museum assistant,
when the work needs to be attached beyond
the hook-and-eye system, it is an installation.
(At least to the CCP Museum’s vocabulary, an
installation is not necessarily a type of art but
a work that requires some special technical
attention.)
Twelve years ago, the idea of hanging, spreading
on the floor, and attaching on the wall began
to be investigated as a vital aspect of sculpture.
Danilo Dalena’s “Levitation of Lazarus” was
hung from the ceiling, as if floating. Ray
Albano’s “Alice” consisted of painted metal
hangings, some spread on the floor with
three painted turtles moving about the room.

Through the years, installations enabled artists
to broaden their list of materials for art: sand,
stones, bags, rubber tires, painted bread, etc. It
became a matter of course for artists to resolve
their ideas by pursuing the logical lines of
tendencies their materials would go: spreading,
hanging, stretching, laying down arbitrarily,
etc. It became also a serious endeavor for artists
whose experiences flourish with literal things—
items taken from the outside world. From a
sculptural work made to hang, lean, or spread
on the floor, later came works that echo the
patterns of nature as exemplified in the works of
Junyee, Gene Banzon, and Santiago Bose.
In the exhibition Art of the Regions: Baguio/
Los Baños, Junyee created an environment of
structured branches, vines, and dry leaves—a
tribute to Mother Nature, a work that shocks
with truth and romanticism against established
norms of good old sculpture. Banzon deployed
her collection of strange leaves, branches, fruits
by hanging them in rows or lines, making
intimate psychological world experiences. Her
arrangements suggest cryptic myths. Santiago
Bose’s documentation of a sculpture he made
with the Ifugaos shows his collaborative
installations in nature.
All of the abovementioned treat installation as
a solution to the limitations of a space (gallery)
that does not provide the “nature” that their
works depend on. Hence the necessary hanging
or leaning. This is not to say that the works
are outright copies of nature—as in the case of
Natural History Museums—but that in echoing
the natural world, the artists confront the
characteristics of installation itself.
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In the CCP Annual 1980 exhibition, the works
of Ces Avanceña and Susan Aragon join those
of Junyee and Banzon. Avanceña’s work is a
tricky hanging of thin cloth stiffened to retain
its crumpled horizontality about 6 inches
above the floor. On the other hand, Susan de
la Rosa’s wall-size work of bamboo structures
covered with string is a tour-de-force piece as
it evokes webs and webs of feminist feelings.
Its being set-off one foot from the wall, its
floating quality as the fine lines joining a
hundred square structure disappear, its fiber
transparency all support the sense of beingstretched-in-mid-air tension in space.
As expected, Banzon’s corner work suggested
a leftover ritual or cryptic centripetal
arrangement.
But Junyee’s branch arrangements exemplify
total visual installation. Dry leaves attach to
the floor, dry branches hang from the ceiling
and float in mid air. Colored lights heighten
strange illumination of the work, shadows
spread patterns throughout the room. Given the
freedom to work on practically unconditioned
space, an art idea becomes more meaningful.
The fact that a sculptor no longer depends on
gravity alone changes attitudes towards the
concept of art itself. Which is why many artists
continually work on installations.
Now if one were to ask how this art came
about—among artists—it calls for some
musings on the local environment. Have we not
seen them before? In the Pahiyas of Lucban, in
the jungles of Los Baños, in our jeepney, in our
fiestas, in our religious traditions. If one were to
consider a medium’s intimacy to folk patterns,
installations are natural-born as against the
alien intrusion of a two-dimensional western
object like a painting.
Installations is a case that should support the
fact that painting as art is a purely western
phenomenon and that it speaks a language
foreign to the Filipino. If we have paintings
today, it is because there is an attempt at
exemplifying or competing in this field in the
western manner. There is no other criteria in
18

judging a painting than those for American
or European art, simply because we have
no native practice that is equivalent to this
art. Purist scholars who love to dig into the
indigenous will find no logical precedent for
painting, unlike sculpture. It may be that our
innate sense of space is not a static perception
of flatness but an experience of mobility,
performance, body participation, physical
relation at its most cohesive form. Thus
installation is akin to fiestas and folk rituals,
from all our ethnic groups.
Not that painting is altogether an error or a
spine that intervenes with the natural means
of expression. Needless to say, borrowed is
borrowed. The most we can say about it is that
it has become one of those introduced forms of
art—accepted, developed, and with a working
tradition that relates closely with its source.
For while Americans and Europeans view
our art as “other sources” we still grope at the
awkwardness of the painterly language as we
express ourselves, much like Filipino English,
although we have already declared to the world
that “such work” belongs to us, our own, can’t
be anybody else’s. We believe we will never feel
really close to home.
Maybe because the form we are dealing with is
not our own invention, to begin with. Maybe
the most fitting art form is “fiesta.” (Isn’t this
a form of “happening” or “performance”?) If
by academic norms we find the equivalence
of installations with fiesta decorations, isn’t it
more than just co-incidental? Installation as a
case to get through our authentic selves should
be taken seriously by those critics who may not
have thought of it in terms of new sculpture.

Philippine Art Supplement 2, no. 1 (January to
February 1981): 2-3.
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Philippine Art: Tradition and Westernization

Editor’s Note: The following is a paper read
by CCP Museum Director Raymundo Albano,
Philippine delegate to the Symposium on Asian
Contemporary Art held on November 3, 1980 at
the Fukuoka Art Museum, Fukuoka, Japan. Each
panelist was given ten minutes to present his
paper on the extent of and reaction to Western
influence on the development of contemporary
art in his country. The delegates from fourteen
Asian countries also answered questions raised
by members of a large audience during an
open forum. The symposium was conducted in
connection with the biggest exhibition of Asian
art to date.

Art in whatever definition deals with people and
tradition or history so, to begin this talk, may I
point out the interesting aspects of my country,
the Philippines:
First, there are 7,100 islands comprising the
nation (divided by land, united by sea), resulting
in variegated ways of life, language, culture.
Second, our country has always been a meeting
place of cultures—be it different cultures in
the east or in the west. Therefore we speak of
Filipinos and their experiences as a quintessence
of all native and foreign cultures—a quality
rather unique in this part of the globe.

The discovery of the Philippines on March
16, 1521 by Fernando Magallanes of Spain,
marked the formal arrival of Western influence
to this country. It was a complicated conquest,
simply because the conquest wanted to control
something total in us—our physical and spiritual
lives. The Spanish church and state was brought
in as one—to be later subsumed within an
existing culture or civilization, and so gradually,
the Spaniards themselves discovered the culture
that we had.
A few important things: we had an existing
pottery industry long before the Chinese traded
their glazed wares. We had ritual objects from
vessels to banners to weaving to grave markers—
all of which bore colors designated by the gods.
But all this had to be done by unknown citizens
who consider their craft a gift of fortune.
Academicians today will trace the beginnings
of Philippine art as purely western. We can
take it from this view: the term “art” was never
used until the Spaniards came, and the art that
we know today—paint on canvas or an object
on pedestal, do not refer to our pre-Christian
tradition.
By the 19th Century, there were already a
number of Filipino painters making their
own names in Europe: Juan Luna and Felix
19
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Resurreccion Hidalgo were winning major
awards while painting in the neo-classical style.
The revolution got them involved in presenting
their Greco-Roman allegories as political
statements.
In spite of this, western art and traditional
culture flourished as a function of religion.
Academic training of our artists were almost
like those of the priests—approvals for students
had to be given by the church and state.
Philippine art then had to be part of a purely
European tradition. Artists were trained
abroad. Models and materials came from there.
It was logical, therefore, that the Filipino artist,
after mastering his craft, had to make a Filipino
imprint in his work.
In the early 1920s, the Filipino landscape was
the emerging theme, in the impressionist style.
National Artist Fernando Amorsolo would
come out as its prime master, often highlighting
his landscapes with a Filipina woman. A
nationalist aesthetics supported his sensitive
rendering of the “Filipino light.”
In the 1940s another generation took over,
convinced by modernist aesthetics and later on
by abstract expressionism. Up to the moment,
American art, as well as those in Europe,
come as references to our works—but only as
references.
Simply because Philippine art today still bears
that uncommon sensibility that is lacking in
and will not be claimed by western art. It used
to be that critical biases led to comparisons
between local and foreign concerns, but
the Filipino artist was to be at a loss, or as
appearing below some level.
Today, Philippine art is competent,
sophisticated, in the level of international art.
Our artists work with the sense of humor of
a Filipino, the stamina of an Asian, and the
thinking of the world. They are informed about
what’s going on, and are quick to draw the
borderline. And they are active in investigating
the problems of Filipino experiences in art.
20

An exhibition series, Art of the Regions, at the
Cultural Center of the Philippines ushers in
the 80s with a campaign for a new attitude. It
liberates artists from the guilt of abandoning
their “native, authentic, or Filipino” character.
It focuses not on alien aspects but on what is
individualist, what belongs to his region. It
corrects biases and pseudo-nationalist attacks
by back-pointing out the sources of western art.
Filipino David Cortez Medalla was a pioneer
in Kinetic art and performance. Japanese
Yoko Ono was a pioneer conceptualist, and
Korean Nam June Paik pioneered in video art.
Among other things, westerners recognize
Asian influence as something vital to their
art. It is a fact that sometimes our colonial
mentalities forget this matter and we feel that
borrowing is such a grievous, unrewarding,
traitorous but inevitable act. But the 80s in
Philippine art will have to remove this bias
and adopt new processes and materials from
the environment—even if it will entail a deformalization of art itself. In the end, paint
and canvas may not be important for us.
Installations might be closer to our lives. We
will find out that what matters is the realization
that there is more of us in our works or even in
theirs.
And we should not only discover our sources
in local contemporary art. We should also
see them in international art. We may be
able to make a claim—and what a more
meaningful experience would it be if part of
our preserving our tradition is the recognition
that its scope of presence is worldwide.

Philippine Art Supplement 2, no. 1 (January to
February 1981): 14.
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Introduction to the Philippine Entries

spiritual reactions to the changing world. The
transference of energy through their individual
treatment of paper as medium is apparent and
strong in all the works.
Aspects in the conceptualization and
methodology of art have been observed to be
common in the art of the ASEAN countries.
These provide clues to the definition of ASEAN
art.
There are four aspects that characterize
much of ASEAN art. First, there is a regional
manifestation within the country itself. The
use of plant sap, dry twigs, objects found in
the provinces is meant to express local color.
Second, the strong influence of the oriental
language is there. Artists have been trying
to make use of Chinese painting techniques
along western lines. Third, there is a manifest
indebtedness to academic procedures in the use
of abstraction and materials, and a compelling
drive to individualize technique. Fourth, artists
resort to folk mythology, local manipulation of
materials to achieve dynamic surfaces, history,
and tradition to invent their own. Literary
images bring forth a visual sense of cultural
identity.
The selection has been made to underscore the
four aspects noted. It should be mentioned,
though, that the works embody a more
complex manifestation of concerns, and that
the artists’ intentions were not affected by any
new consideration. Each of the works does not
present all the aspects together; they do however
contain equally important tendencies and
images.
Twenty of our contemporary artists have
contributed their recent works for the ASEAN
exhibition of works on paper. Within the limited
confines of paper, they have made investigations,
elaborations, inventions, and other externalized
markings to reiterate the medium and their

The basis of Philippine art thinking is highly
western—and strongly of the American kind—
and therefore the works on the exhibit owe their
structures from their western counterparts. But
within the context of this exhibition, the works
make themselves visible as output of ASEAN
creativity—a circuitous blend of east, west, and
the cultural nuances in between.
The selection also introduces artists who may
dominate the region in the future.
Philippine Photographs
If there is an attempt at defining ASEAN
photography, it is most likely that it would be
along the subject matter in the pictures. The
selection of Philippine photographs emphasizes
content more than form and personal style to
present ASEAN life in a changing world in its
raw form.
The photographers in this collection have made
recordings of the events through the years, and
have marked time and people changing. It is
in the light of this time-measured experience
that the photographs become not just cultural
documentation but also anthropological as well.
The images touch on the variegated folk
practices of people in the different regions in the
country. There are fiestas to celebrate birthdays
of saints, rituals during the Christian Lenten
season, Muslim and tribal ceremonies, merrymaking town celebrations in honor of the Santo
Niño, and thanksgiving days after harvest.

Third ASEAN Exhibition of Painting and Photography,
1984.
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Summer Epigrams
Summer is right
at its fingertips.
i.
Dawning season is
when cocks instigate
the hush of light
waking the sun up at the right
side of mountains.
With season in
tails of charivari
shorten in kitchens
when early morning hints
at clock hand
to point where mirrors in dressing rooms

Words

reveal
duhats making their faces up

Bear the weight of words. They

the gutters.

Can assault your shoulderblades,

ii.

Wipe your brows. They can keep

Gladdened eleven o’clock

Your letter in its proper place.

is windy.
Clotheslines open mouths

		

with cavities like mad.

My language may hold the feather

Noon now, with beaches babbling bathers

Touch of Distance. With words

who rave at salt, thighs, and ultra-violets.

We can maintain our balance.

If I write you,

Streets carry parasols.
iii.

		

If

Soon

We pull memories together, close

bees exhausted of nectarine life

Windows and let darkness fall

break into hollows of windows

Like hailstones, we can perhaps

hearkening approach

Imagine death,

of egrets and rain.
Heights XIV (December 1965), 71.
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Heavier than we can bear.
Heights XV (September 1966), 35.

TEXTS
The Fifties, 1971, CCP Main Gallery.

The Best of Mabini Paintings, 1974, CCP Main Gallery.
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CCP Museum: The First Five Years

As late as three years back, I would meet
long-lost friends at the CCP lobby who still
ask, “What, you have art galleries here?” as
though the CCP Museum of art never existed
for some three years. We remember when in
1970, then Director Roberto Chabet would
think of poster ideas like getting Nora Aunor
or Elizabeth Ramsey to pose inside the Main
Gallery, looking at a painting, with a caption
that says, “Visit the Art Gallery.” But there was
no serious campaign done. The Cultural Center
was just at its infancy and all its moves were
under close scrutiny and observation. Today,
the seemingly slow build-up of development in
the CCP Museum can still make claims for the
tremendous increase of activities in the visual
arts.
What the CCP Museum emphasized in its
early stage was the introduction of advanced
art—labeled by reviewers as “avant-garde,”
or “gimmicks,” or plain “pakulo,” as though
such works were done by sensationalist young
artists who have not had thought wisely enough
to go on to the next phase of their lives. The
public was puzzled, dumbfounded to find
scraps of metal, scatterings of sand on the floor,
hanging planks and other objects that were not
associated with art, but intelligent enough to
re-examine what art was all about. At last this is
what we feel now.
‘Explaining’ exhibits
Later in 1972, the second phase of the Museum
Introductory Program started. While the earlier
phase just exposed the public to puzzling
works with no explanations, this second
started to “explain” exhibits through notes and
more guided tours and more analytical press
releases. Instead of organizing large exhibits

which considered a great deal of diplomacy
by including “all” artists, the Museum became
more emphatic and selective, but balanced as
to include children’s exhibits and an annual
for all artists. It made the Thirteen Artists
program permanent, establishing promising
thirteen young artists every two years. The
public became less curious with the giant capiz
shells at the CCP lobby and the tapestry of
H.R. Ocampo at the Main Theater and was
looking for more artistic things to see. This
“educational” phase was thus challenging and
determined what type of regular audience the
CCP was going to have in the future.
Any successful cultural institution has to
establish an audience that is more or less stable
and reacting to its services. A rapport between
artist and viewer must be established inside a
gallery through better directed exhibits. It is
only through regular communication between
audience and artist that art becomes relevant—
something that is as genuinely significant as
any other institution for the development of
a country.
Regular patrons
The audience that the CCP can proudly claim to
have today is basically the student. While there
is a bulk of tourists and visitors from provinces,
it is the students who are regular and who
visit the Center not just to accomplish their
assignments but also to experience what this
“new” art is all about.
Today, the limits and functions of the CCP
Museum are known. It has a Museum of
artifacts from the collections of Arturo
de Santos and Potenciano Badillo, a Main
Art Gallery for major exhibitions, and a
25
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Small Art Gallery for one-man exhibits and
“experimental” works. It also holds theater
presentations at the End Room. It has a
complete documentation of CCP art activities
and publishes irregularly a magazine on
the visual arts, Marks. The Museum office
accommodates regular visits of artists who
want to show their works for a “possible
exhibit at the Center,” who discuss projects and
plans for ephemeral works of art, who ask for
consultation regarding some research problems,
who dig into the Museum files for some
important data or ask for some other forms or
make suggestions. Out of this came interesting
projects of “unknown” artists and suggestions
which were included in its program of activities.

Looking back, we seem to transcend the
inevitable problems that still beset all art
museums in the world: lack of an ideal place,
misunderstanding with the artists, office
inefficiencies, and most all, financial limitations.
In spite of the dramatic change of climate in
the visual arts, what we accomplished is never
ideal, and five years is too short a time to create
an effortless ambiance of art that illuminates
its public and keep works of artists all the more
significant. The CCP Museum hopes to finally
set such ambiance.

Business Day, 10 October 1975.

Art in the CCP: 1970 to 1975

An exhibition of art documentation and works
exhibited once at the Cultural Center celebrates
the fifth anniversary of the CCP Museum. It
shows an exhibition of photographs of past
exhibits and shows, CCP Museum posters,
some of the key works of contemporary artists,
and a slide show at the End Room. To regular
viewers the exhibition is nostalgic and at the
same time, historical.
Art in the CCP after five years is an assessment
of continuous artistic activities. To date,
the Museum has established an audience
for its museum, galleries, and its intimate
theater. Though most of its audience includes
students, there is a strong crowd of tourists and
provincial visitors who frequent the Center
especially during weekends. Through a longrange plan and foresight, it kept its activities
going, resulting in a developing rapport
between the artists and the public.
One important project of the CCP Museum is
its Thirteen Artists Program, which gives grants
to thirteen promising young talents, every other
26

year. It establishes artists who have shown a
credibility and outstanding development in his
works. Through the Thirteen Artists Program,
the artist can produce any work that is noncommercial.
Art in the CCP has distinguished itself for not
making any business or other compromises.
It has promoted works borne out of art ideas,
concepts, or systems of invention. It is only
through its galleries that proper curatorial
work is done, which is to say that works are
given their most ideal space and ambiance for
experience. Its galleries have been frequented
by students of Literature and the Humanities,
in spite of its seemingly far location.
Paradoxically, the Museum has established
an intimate theater, the End Room, with a
company that has produced professional
intimate theater presentations as well as
a repertory of truly Filipino works. The
Samahan Sa Dulo, after a year of outstanding
performance, has been one of the few drama
companies that aims at creating an honestly
Filipino theater—contemporary, relevant, and
entertaining.
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The End Room, however, is not a base for
up-and-coming dramatists of the bigger stage.
In fact, it aims at specializing in intimate
theater, or any form discovered or invented as it
continues its programs.
The Museum has also recorded past art
activities and has supplied data for books (such
as Duldulao’s Contemporary Philippine Art).
Its Documentation Program intends to record
all art activities, in and out of the CCP, and
to put up a regular publication of significant
activities. Today, its bookbound documentation
is being used frequently as research material for
students and artists.
At present, the CCP Art Museum is holding
a balanced program of exhibitions, which
includes a national children’s art show, a

series of advanced art exhibitions, a major
retrospective exhibit, and an annual for all
major contemporary artists. A weekly timetable
should read like: videotape of art-around-town
on Tuesdays, movies at the End Room on
Wednesdays, lectures or soirees on Thursdays,
and intimate theater on weekends. It also plans
to have a permanent bulletin board for art
activities in town. In the meantime that it has
no building of its own, workshops, art classes,
art collecting are still being considered.
The CCP Museum hopes to create a living
cultural institution where people regularly visit
to experience new visual ideas and gain more
insights into the world around them.

Cultural Center of the Philippines Library, 1975.

Nestor Vinluan

Previous to this first major one-man exhibition,
Nestor Olarte Vinluan has been painting and
exhibiting works since student days, garnering
some awards which include a first prize at
the Shell Student Art Exhibition on-the-spot
painting category and at the Art Association of
the Philippines 1973 annual competition. His
painting activity can also be noted through the
various group exhibitions he has extensively
been joining for the past five years: with friends,
former classmates, in art competitions, in
traveling shows, in experimental exhibits, and
in inaugural shows for opening galleries. From
this can be traced the development of his art.
Vinluan’s pictorial concerns have always been
dealing with “organic forms” and “intense
color.” In each painting is found a textured
shape, usually appearing tri-dimensional, in
the midst of a dark or “deep” ground. A rocklike formation, suggestive of some terrestrial

or marine life comes ambiguously subsumed
within a perspective of dark color, in either
dark green, purple, or red. His recent works,
however, have denied the illusion of depth
he loved to deal with in the past. By painting
with almost flat light-shaded color for the
ground, his new works stress the flatness of the
surface, making his color expansive rather than
receding.
The series or works on exhibit at the CCP Small
Gallery are non-rectangular in format, large
pieces, dominated by shades of blue and violet.
“Eclectic” may be an apt description of the
artist’s preoccupation with making academic
references to past pictorial concerns. His
organic forms mark the process and technique
he has perfected. The distinctively limited
range of colors in a series can easily indicate the
period or phase he is in. The sudden inclusion
of recognizable images (such as clouds) on
abstract fields in his paintings attest to an
imagination beyond the realm of surface reality.
The abrupt setting-off between the organic
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shape and ground create a collage effect. And
the geometric but non-rectangular shapes of his
canvas (as well as their symmetry) recall ancient
window structures. It is this concern for shape
that Vinluan carries in all his recent works.

was based on. Seen therefore as “picturewindows,” the canvas shapes are apparently not
as arbitrary as they seem. The shapes are even
more assertive and convincing as they are on a
large scale.

It would perhaps be predictable and less
interesting had Vinluan pursued his concern
for shape by resorting to the formalist approach
of “shaping to confirm the form.” Otherwise
he could just have done cutouts of his organic
forms. Instead, what he did was to deliberately
do the reverse by letting his organic forms
oppose his canvas shape. The irregular organic
shapes within are more complicated than the
enclosing geometric shape. The organization
of the shapes within follows according to a
framework which all the more suggests the
window-frame structure which each picture

On a more profound level, Vinluan’s paintings
address themselves against other works.
The attempt at disorienting viewers who are
comfortable with rectangles works powerfully.
Convincingly, the works open ideas to the
concept of wholeness and shape and painting
in general. Mainly because the painting activity
responsible for all the eight large works in the
exhibit has been a combination of both skill
and intelligence.

Cultural Center of the Philippines Library, 1975.

First CCP Annual of Recent Painting and Sculpture

Here we are, artists and art-lovers alike,
experiencing endless waves of activities in the
arts, suddenly appalled by the great tide of
activities indicating progress, so to speak, and
almost getting to a flood of styles, techniques,
mediums, concepts, and even non-visual
interests. This year is always reported “better
than the past” and although we tend nowadays
to gauge personal findings on art’s business side,
we can still count some blessings.
This exhibition, the First CCP Annual of
Recent Painting and Sculpture, showcases
representative works from these activities,
mainly contributions of artists who have been
quite active recently and who have proven
dedication to their craft. Memories and
highlights of past shows should echo from here.
Timely enough, this exhibition has been
conceived to accommodate the more or less
28

valid claims for developments and innovations
so that we can see for ourselves how far our
artists have advanced. Every morning we turn
to the cultural page of the newspaper and notice
new works, new exhibitions, new galleries,
and new artists’ groups, all of which lead to
something substantial, we hope.
It has been planned that each artist submit
a work, and if he does this every year, his
development could easily be followed. Also,
his affinities with fellow artists—as to his
art—should be indicated. So ideally, each artist
contributes a representative work. What is
really important here is the artist’s enthusiasm
and sense of participation. In the next years
the more aesthetically antagonizing works are
anticipated.
As in similar annual presentations, the spirit
of the CCP Annual implies a celebration. It is a
season for the visual arts and the artists for this
matter. It is about time we recognize our virtues
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as well as our faults. Whoever will find himself
a space among others who may be in the same,
floating or sinking, boat. It is unusual for artists
to share their secrets beyond their cliques.
Though we do not exactly have reasons to
rejoice, it is certain that here we make historical
indications.
That the artist is still beset with unsolved
problems, it does not matter. It is true that he
still has to hoard the only available oil paint in
town just to do more paintings. Or that he has
difficulty with framing costs. Or that he is still
a victim of opportunists who publicize him
in exchange for his prized works. Why, what’s
wrong with his intelligence and inventiveness
being put to a test? After all, with scores of
“emerging” as well as “prodigal” artists, there
should be a more remarkable struggle for
survival.
The essence of the CCP Annual is its capacity
for revelations. For one thing, the works may

show professionalism in artmaking—the past
decade’s obsession. Related to this, we may find
some new sparks of subject matter as original
as H.R. Ocampo, Jaime de Guzman, Antonio
Austria, Bencab, to name a few.
Finally, the artist may find his work somehow
mislocated on common grounds. He may
have been hanging on to some aspects of his
works which he may now find not his exclusive
invention, or that his future plans may have
been realized after all, in another’s recent
work. But it’s all like that with art—difficult,
predictable, always edging on tightrope.
Though there is no cause for alarm, or grimmer
attitudes. We are in Ecumenical Situation.
All that one strives for is competence, not
competition.

Cultural Center of the Philippines Main Gallery, August
18 to September 19, 1976, Judy Freya Sibayan Archive.

Notes on Collage

Collage is such an invention so fascinating
even to the underdeveloped talent and has
manifested in so many mass consumption items
from school yearbooks to movie posters. Yet
only a few artists have used it with interest. This
exhibition shows a sampling of the works of the
artists who have made the effects of the collage
technique convincing.
Collage itself is an easy tool. It puts elements of
close or extreme relation together in so many
movable combinations and permutations.
At best it makes disclosures of surprise and
surfaceness and at worst it collects garbage. The
impression that it is an easy tool seems to be
more altruistic to those who have experienced
making sense out of collage’s virtues.

Roberto Chabet has accomplished a body of
collage works in the 1960s, many of which were
in black-and-white and monochromes. In his
black-and-whites are seen optical rhythms of
hard-cut markings, while in his chromatic ones
he succeeded in making hard-edged surfaces
ambivalent. At present his collages are done in
loose systems and incorporate a great deal of
drawing.
While Chabet utilized the optical energies of
abrupt surface cuttings, Rodolfo Paras-Perez
investigated in the literal densities of his collage
materials. By lighting his works behind, he
was able to establish surface and undertones,
revealing texture of skin and pulp.
Material texture and thickness are central to
Jose Joya’s collages. So much in relation to his
paintings, he used collage as a substitute for
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brush or literal surface. Like Perez he composes
torn materials like he did patchwork and paints
additional texture and lines to make transitional
connections between collage pieces.
While the above prefer plain and raw material,
Jerry Navarro introduces mass media pulp
from magazine prints to wrappers. The banal
subject matter (like a magazine pictorial) is
seen in the abstract and events come out of
recognizable images. Navarro’s introduction of a
literary information (snatches of familiar stories
gleaned from say, magazine ads) is somewhat
centered to his pictures.
Sticking things together happens to be a
practice close to the concerns of an artist who
sees order in naive clutter. Alejandrino Hufana’s
“primitive” collages are due to the gentle
abandon of the most banal materials the spirit
has taken hold of.
These were some of the activities of the past
decade and today, several artists have been

dwelling on the facilities of collage. Some of
our more mature artists like Arturo Luz and
Lee Aguinaldo have made original works using
collage and frottage but these were deliberate
efforts at excelling in the craft. Today, those
doing collages are making paintings first and
foremost even though collage happens to
be on the way. In his new collages, Chabet
expostulates on a new content by selecting
readable collage materials and chance-relating
them with the artistic process. To Impy Pilapil,
it is “odd-item-in.” She selects beautiful spoils
and discards to build around a composition. To
others, it is the chance-meeting of elements that
surprises them in the surreal sense.
Collage makes the artist treat his medium
abstractly, or at least develops in him a stronger
eye for the natural properties upon realizing
that a painting is foremost the objectification
of itself.

Cultural Center of the Philippines Library, 1976.

Portfolio

Portfolio, an exhibition of works in sets, is a
preoccupation with disciplining possibilities.
The artist in this case works within a given
condition—within the concept of a portfolio,
dictionarily defined as a portable case for
carrying detached papers, prints, or drawings.
As evidenced in this exhibition, what appears to
be important in the concept is the detachability
of physical looseness of its contents. The
detachability is physical but in essence, each
set’s totality is the distinct yet encompassing
relatedness of one part-piece to another, and of
this same part-piece to the whole.
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Each of the artists in this exhibition accepts
this condition with a certain maturity. He
understands that this condition is an essential,
external system which governs the creative
process only up to a point. The vision to create
starts from this end point; and the possibilities
are inexhaustible.
The problem is definite; the solution infinite.
This is the freedom that makes the artist accept
the condition—the discipline.
The artist creates. He has access to any material,
any medium, any process, any system that
he discovers within the “portfolio” system.
He experiments with colors, formats, shapes.
He experiments with aesthetic feasibilities.
He eventually comes up with a number of
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solutions—a number of good possibilities. With
each possibility is a greater number of inherent
possibilities. He exhausts them all. Not until he
has mastered the solution can he come up with
a work—a portfolio.
This exhibition was organized with the
conventions of a “portfolio system” to serve
as a guiding point. The participating artists
thus had to work on a given aesthetic of
relationships, sequencing, and repetitiveness—
that the total experience of each work would
entail a one-by-one viewing in a given time.
One part-piece may just appear as a “cute
miniature” which does not let us learn how to
see. On the other hand, a complete viewing
gives us the dimension of visual movement
which is close to a motion picture.
To control the infinite viewing of the
works (and therefore avoid a confusion of
endlessness), the works were given order by
the curator of the exhibition and installed
according to the conventions of an art gallery.

Portfolio started as an exhibition organized at
the Main Gallery of the Cultural Center of the
Philippines, containing works in a series of 8
to 36 pieces. We have reduced, edited, and
added a few works to come up with this
compact, small exhibition.
Portfolio consists of works by relatively young
artists who represent a new group of active
art thinkers. In so small a case have they
systematically and personally dealt with the
materials, mediums, and form imposed on
them. Although in this setup there are no longer
indications of artists exhausting possibilities, we
have selected sets to exemplify variations and
show the extremes or directions those artists
have chosen for themselves.
It is hoped that this exhibition be seen within
the context of its concept. Making endless
pattern variations has always been a Filipino
trait as genuine as his creative reactions to the
disciplines imposed on him.

Phyllis Zaballero Collection, 1976.

Some Notes on Roots, Basics, Beginnings

Q. What is the exhibition all about?
A. There has been a great number of
circumstances wherein painting was taken for
granted. Certainly it was regarded as a complex
activity made more complicated by some
humanistic notions that painting is all about
how artists feel about the world or how they
want to express what is within them.

Before we think of the turmoils of the heart
and the artist’s personal struggles indicated in
his work, let us know what painting is made
of—what are its sources of content, what are its

essentials, what new experience does it want
to share with us. It is knowing what painting is
literally all about.
Q. Why roots?
A. Sources of painterly subject matter.
Filipinos paint their surroundings because
these are the direct sources of colors, shapes,
lines, etc. Mauro Malang Santos paints the
shanties (barung-barong) for their scaffoldinglike structures. Antonio Austria wants to
paint festive colors, so painting a jeepney is an
occasion for him to do so. Ang Kiu Kok does
not just draw a table; he wants to convey the
multi-faceted aspects of the image.
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However, the artist is selective about getting
materials for his subject matter. And he
exercises selectivity in many ways. Mila Ignacio
selects the grammar of Chinese brushwork
to paint. Bencab chooses images of old
photographs. Sibayan crops from photographs
until all you see are pure shapes and lines.
Q. What about the basics?
A. Basic materials, procedures, processes.
Johnny Manahan’s work is concerned with
letting the paint just flow—a basic process.
Albano is concerned with the system of tearing
and mending. H.R. Ocampo produces basic
neurasthenic shapes. Arturo Luz creates a
shimmering variation of a basic gridwork.
Aguinaldo paints basic geometric window
structures. Chabet draws raw and simple
structures which he covers with one solid color.

About beginnings, it means the initial steps
towards new mediums and methods in
painting. Bautista shows carbon paper and its
markings. Marian Crisostomo uses dyes and
dye-process to show colors. Romulo Olazo
makes paintings out of handmade paper.
Samonte works on an almost mechanical
method of creating a textural painting. Phyllis
Zaballero follows a method of scaling small
works up to bigger paintings. And what’s new
in Vinluan is simply in his synthesis of different
Filipino painting styles but coming up with an
original work.

Q. So you grouped the works into three?
A. And yet, if you come to think of it, each
work embodies the three, like Bencab can be a
“root” for content, a “basic” in the transferring
of the image on paper, and a “beginning” in the
utilization of the subject matter.
Q. What is then the underlying character of
the works?
A. Well, each work can be seen in different
ways. It may be that we think of the works as
examples of “western” art when in fact there
is much of the oriental in them. The grid
work, the experiments in dye and paper, even
the blown up photograph can suddenly be
akin to Japanese screens, Chinese scrolls, and
sari-sari stores. The works are powerful visual
statements. Suddenly, such statements can be
understood in many ways.
Q. So painting must have to have some “roots,
basics, beginnings”?
A. Yes, otherwise there would be no paintings.
It also situates the work within a specific milieu.
We can say that finally, Philippine painting has
established its authenticity by the mere fact that
we know what it is and what it is all about.

Cultural Center of the Philippines Library, July 1977.

Thirteen Artists 1976

There’s a dream cherished by every Filipino
art student to achieve a degree of pleasant
success, marked by élan and affluence and
following trends of up-and-coming young
artists dominating today’s art market. Like a
newfound friend, art is an intent persuader,
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with documentary of success stories confirming
its healthy state, enabling him to try and stay
put where the “try” profits. Young artists
today manage to combine different purposes,
endeavors, and styles to cope with the situation.
The situation is, as everyone in the business
is prone to accept, encouraging. Sales in the
galleries are strong. Awards and recognitions
abound. There are several “Thirteen Artists”
shows in town, each claiming its own credibility
and uniqueness. It has become easy to do
painting it seems, that it somehow lacks to
recognize its lack at once. The problem with art
is that it has ceased to discover its problems.
With more efficiency in schools, more imported
materials, more books and publications on art,
and more demand for works, young artists have
been so encouraged that skill and workday
discipline are their common traits. It is a fact
that a young painter can turn out an Amorsolo;
a Joya, or even a Vinluan in a matter of minutes,
with some snatched brushstrokes to keep his
claim to individuality. And public acclaim
to his work—the kind that makes overnight
sensations—is immediate.
Only a few of the young commit themselves
to more profound theoreticizing, even if
the fruits of their mental activity will not be
realized. It is in their ideas that art becomes a
dynamic visual force, questioning the settled
structures of the senses. Their works, no
matter how commercial, consistently bear
notions of inventiveness and innovation.
In more direct terms, the issues being raised
in this year’s Thirteen Artists have something
to do with business, milieu, and most likely,
international competence. Business can dictate
styles as well as stop development towards
a meaningful direction. Only a few artists
consider the relationship of their works with
the rest of their artistic environment. And
while the bulk of talent is still geared towards
the search for identity and pictorial roots,
only a few investigate present-day awareness
of attitudes and sensibilities. If only to put art
back to its real purpose.

Any artist today working on art modes such as
still life, madonna-and-child, landscapes, views,
nudes, and brushstroke abstract compositions
can be accused of indulging in uncalled-forhand-calisthenics and therefore remains doing
exercises. The need to separate genuine ideas
from nonsense is apparent.
Not that commercialism should be outlawed
outright. Still, it can get into the way, and the
young artist tends to welcome this. But in the
midst of socio-economic forces the artist may
make hasty decisions and set convictions aside,
like a jacket on a summer day. The Thirteen
Artists program acknowledges genuine insights
of artists whose “crucial decisions” are about
to be made.
The Thirteen Artists this year are relatively
young, many of whom have had no important
achievement so far. The painters do not belong
to the group that relives nostalgia by copying
photographs. Nor are they the painters who
apply bright colors using conventional “art”
materials. Instead, they do sensitive markings
and indications on surfaces, and elaborate on
human behavior.
The sculptors depend on the peculiarities
of space. Height, light source, entrance, and
people assert the existence of objects which are
not at all meant to be monuments. The rest even
speculate on human behavior.
Once again, the Filipino public is presented an
exhibition of consistently intriguing objects—
works which defy expectations and fixed
notions on the nature of art. It is a different art.
It may be experimental or downright advanced.
In other words, it deals with the topic of “how
to see” or “how things determine perception.”
It is relevant art.

Thirteen Artists 1976 (Cultural Center of the
Philippines, 1976), n.p.
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Black and White

Gradually, eloquently, words triumph over
pictures in Susan Sontag’s book, On Photography.
As she dwells on all photography’s facets, one
becomes aware of the implications of a gesture,
and a photograph becomes a formidable,
persistent picture, as weightful as a painting: “A
photograph is not only an image (as a painting
is an image), an interpretation of the real; it is
also a trace, something directly stenciled off the
real, like a footprint or a death mask.” Although
the whole spectrum of her contemplation
was not directed towards photography as art,
it gives artists insights into the value of their
activities, their responsibilities, their lives. One
reads through scintillating phrases, images,
and insights unfolding endlessly. It is as though
photography itself, through some purgation
of insights, has rid itself of some implicating
malady.
When good photographs become “works
of art”—or something which can be sold or
exhibited in a gallery—it means that everything
the photographic industry has produced has the
potential of becoming an art piece, whether the
work assumes the function of news reportage,
fashion illustration, architectural documentation,
scientific evidence, etc. To an extent, the “art”
in this case has nothing to do with persona,
statements, or the nuances of the photographic
modes of perception. The incredible demand
of the industry to churn out more and more
images has somewhat formed the basis of what
is now our photographic achievement. Henri
Cartier-Bresson and the LIFE photographers,
for instance, always matched their art with the
interests of the reportorial industry. Up to recent
times, photography was basically a means of
multiplying the image of an outside reality.
In an attempt to assess such photographic
achievements, critics have categorized
photographs into the “formalist” and “content”
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types. The former includes those that are seen
as vital relationships of light and darkness—
obviously compositional, marked by accurate
processing to show perfect surface quality. The
latter deals with the time-space situations of the
external world, captured sensitively and without
distracting technical distortions. I’d like to think
that there are poets in-between these categories,
some transitional visionaries whose concerns are
just emerging in their exceptional understanding
of the hardware. It may not be an accepted
category as it can easily be pushed to one side,
but it is one simple way of validating works that
present truth that is not an illusion, or illusion
that is not the truth.
When Romeo Vitug shows us mangled parts
of dolls to objectify a story, then we know that
such parts of a photograph have been the result
of manipulated (or staged) vision. The camera
was put to its best advantage in the most ideal of
conditions because the elements of chance and
decisive-momentness have been minimized.
Photography has become institutionalized,
established, classified, and validated that no
serious photographer will deny its history. The
fact that a subject can be seen differently by
different photographers and that it has endless
possibilities inspire many practitioners, but
then such endlessness only confirms that the
vital exploration has ended and the reductio ad
nauseam pursuit for meaningful images is more a
superficial act. How can one for instance, record
all that he can see? And why should photography
be just an endeavor to record and/or revise fact?
Furthermore, why has photography, through its
medium, questioned its nature?
It took painters and conceptual artists to
recognize the camera’s inefficacy in providing
a flexible image to work on. Michael Snow
and others started showing pictures that
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needed instant processing or uneventful
images or pictures taken blindly by a camera
to demonstrate the foibles of perfect picturetaking. Photorealists painted to “beat”
photographers [who] went back to old 4” x 5”
or other large format cameras as a means of
producing better quality pictures. Aside from the
abovementioned, other kinds of photographic
tools from instant, box, and pocket cameras to
xerox machines have allowed for photographic
ideas based on the processes, mechanical
systems, and recording capabilities. Such “antiphotography” photographs have started artists
to think and explore the medium further and
pursue it to its now recognizable end. For a while
photographers were molding themselves to the
wit of Lee Friedlander, the raw-life frankness of
Diane Arbus, the ghostly drama and seriality of
Duane Michals, the zone system of Ansel Adams,
or the chic staginess of Emmet Gowin. Stylistic
lavishness provided little or no provision for
direct statements about photography. Any good
picture may be about picture-making itself, but
if it was intended to say more about collected
senses of realities, it does little to validate itself. It
may just be an “unjustified means” to some end.

objections to some problematic images, such as
blurred results, underexposures, overexposures,
parallax, overdeveloping, etc. It aims at
providing and validating options, paving ways
to new ways of seeing.

The implication of such basic facts is that
photography is an easy activity and unless it
reveals some points of arguments—points which
change attitudes towards associative imagery, it
remains at best, a minor artist’s major endeavor.

Again, whether photography is just a recorder
or it becomes a supportive work of art is
being considered. With the emergence of
video, performance, and site art, as well as the
growing importance of art publications in the
presentation of the works, photography again
takes a new role and photo documentation is no
longer a librarian’s or archivist’s dull endeavor, it
is now the artist’s way of validating his work—
one can even say that it is a way of making a
work lovely, and therefore more acceptable.

That structuralist photography emerged to
once and for all deliberate on the photographic
process which, traditionally, was a scientific
method, a technical means, is timely and logical.
Ansel Adams’ photographs, for instance, have
been appreciated in the light of the zone system.
Or if the portraits of Diane Arbus would be
described, one would discuss the evocation of
the subject and, if ever form is considered, allude
to standard ID portrait photography as the
photographer’s basis for her sense of detachment.
Structuralist photography is the awareness
and acceptance of the camera’s limitations, the
tool’s points of authenticity, from the visual
possibilities generated by the shutter, the
frame, the lens, etc. It investigates the inherent

In a sense, structuralist photography provides a
new morality to the whole act of picture-taking.
What our masters have tried to value was only
the collection of memories and the publication of
private realities—noted down with the shapest,
most professional craftsmanship. When Jan
Dibbets shows pictures of the same object with
different time exposures, or if Johnny Manahan
takes his pictures with the lens cap on, well, in
Dibbets’ case, we become aware of the validity
of each picture in spite of whatever quality of
lightness or darkness is in it. In Manahan’s case,
a so-called mistake, once placed within a verbal
context (as in “Self Portrait Of Myself With The
Lens Cap On”) still becomes serious evidence, a
positive manifestation of a negative presentation
of an idea. Several works have been exhibited
investigating photography’s basic structure in
an exhibit, Otherwise Photography, at the Small
Gallery a few years ago.

What is significant with the new documentation
is that artists include a new consideration
into their works by being aware that part of a
work’s visibility is its photographic potential, its
appeal to be experienced firsthand as it is being
presented in the printed page.

Cultural Center of the Philippines Main Gallery, June
9-July 31, 1978, Judy Freya Sibayan Archive.
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Wordworks, Graffitti, and other Works with Words

Several works of artists have, through the years,
attempted to incorporate words in their visual
statements. Their purposes have varied a great
deal from referring to the tradition of Chinese
painting to recent achievement in collage,
pop art, and conceptualism. Fernando Zobel
wrote down notations on his canvas as part of
his composition. Jerry Navarro would make a
collage out of magazine text. Roberto Chabet
pasted down some pages of “grey textures” or
what we call body text. A variety of sensibilities
makes for the variety of purposes in this
collection word-works, graffiti, and the works
with words.
Verbal language, being a most viable form of
communication, has a complementary hold
on the visual arts. Works have titles in words,
are registered, appraised, and talked about—
critically and otherwise—in words. Sometimes
when the painting becomes “difficult,” words
serve to negotiate for this gap between the
work and viewer. Words can be handy as they
can be problematic presence.
That the work can stand on its own without
explanation causes such relative problem. To
what extent must words be used to enhance a
visual work? The works in this exhibition are
appropriate case examples.
The tradition of “painting” a quotation in
oriental painting and the tradition of book
(graphic) design, have brought together
integrated wordworks and/or works with
words. Pictures enhanced an otherwise drab
calligraphy or typography, on the other hand,
words motivated artists to create such pictures.
Thus a whole tradition of illustrational art
came to be as important as printed literature.
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In recent times, painters, in their pursuit of
interesting mediums and techniques, have
tried to incorporate such printed words in their
mixed-media efforts. Collage art records words
in the works of important artists from Picasso
to Rauschenberg. Dada and Surrealism took
any concrete object as “art” material, including
printed and written matter. In more recent
years, words became literal pictures, projecting
their own colors and shapes as in the works
of Jasper Johns and Robert Indiana. In any
manner, such words (or names or letters) were
generally used as literal materials—as textures
or shapes perhaps, the way paint or cloth or
paper would be used to cover the canvas.
When typographical words become materials
of painters, should their meaning be denied?
It seems there is no way of draining words
of what they represent. The more one tries
to examine works with words, the more the
words elicit nuances of their meaning. If John
writes “Blue” with red paint or if pop artist
Roy Lichtenstein copies deadpan comic strip
complete with balloons, it is actually zeroing in
on the visual properties of verbal language.
Words are devices which can be used.
Typographical words are therefore pictorial
devices. Conceptual art—this universal
phenomenon—has shed forth a new angle
of purpose in the use of verbal language. In
general, conceptualism has made words into
devices to trigger off specific pictures in the
mind, to make sure that such picture takes
[on] the same effectivity as painting and not
as literature. When a work says “Step on
the Sand and Make Footprints,” one gets the
picture right away. On the other hand, when
Napoleon Abueva shows his “Bridge of Love,”
the viewer instantly realizes that the title was
responsible for the positioning of the manand-woman figures.
Sometimes, the use of printed matter in a
painting or collage delineates the artist’s way of
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seeing. It tests one’s sense of abstraction, one’s
limits in perceiving such materials as purely
sensuous materials.

have not yet challenged the distinction between
words and pictures simply because they have
not clarified such distinction.

The range of possibilities of word-painting
has indeed become fascinating. Artists in this
exhibition attest to this. No Filipino painter
has ever made extensive investigations on this
matter, for some reason. For one, word painting
has the risk of failing under the category of
poetry or graphic design. For another, artists

And yet they have used them as accessorial
devices to some of their works, alternatives to
drawings, or brushmarks. Words in this case
assume no less than double meanings.

Cultural Center of the Philippines Library, January
1979.

A Decade of Developmental Art

Pardon the attempt to borrow a trendy
operative word to explain a type of art, but
“developmental” is such a word which was used
insignificantly before, along with “experiential,”
to try to validate, or put within an art-critical
context, some works which by their nature
tended to be inaccessible, simple but difficult.
Now these works no longer shock us, or shock
us as much, because for a decade now, such
scattering of artistic impulses, raw and robust,
have become familiar, no longer unindentifiable
and perhaps no longer defying. What is
important is that Philippine contemporary art
bears traces of these innovations. Even the late
H.R. Ocampo, in an attempt to catch up with
the updated lingo, tried to reduce his shapes to
simple waves. There must have been something
relevant (another operative word) to such
visual exigencies, because the issues stayed on
to pursue the logical innovative achievement of
the 1970s.
The decade needs a recap of its events, hence
this exhibition. But before this, however, there
is a need to assess if not clarify institutional

standpoint and to make this different or
separate from say, current Philippine artistic
notions. The former provides the venue for
a variety of concerns, balanced to include
a program of activities which range from
children’s art to intimate theater to world art to
classic masters. This is so because the institution
envelops multifunctions, and serves people.
Certain limitations, mainly budget and lack
of a great art collection (which should not be
expected in a ten-year period), directed efforts
and thrusts, though not necessarily ideals,
constantly changing positions in order to
establish a more general pattern which is taking
a longer period of time but is perhaps closer to
authentic goals. As a result, the CCP Museum
established an image of contemporariness,
high on risks, low on establishment shows.
So strong is the image that, to this date, many
other important exhibitions passed unnoticed.
There was not much interest in the Center’s
comfortable efforts.
It is this image of risk-taking that brought
58,000 paying visitors to the Center last year,
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and more this year, most of them coming back
for the next “puzzling” shows. The apparent
interest is in keeping with our motives of
providing didactic material—something that
tries to involve the intelligence of the artist and
the audience, a fine curatorial control, but still
leaving some fringes that fascinate our desire
for the Beautiful Unknown.
The works, fortunately or unfortunately as
the case may be, take the form of hardly
tested materials. Earth, sand, raw wood, and
other by-products of nature serve as oils and
canvases. Arrangements and methodologies
spring from enlightened polemics. Any which
way new ideas receive accusations, but this is no
longer an arrow that hits a point. The need to
introduce more contemporary ideas is logical as
the activities of an art community become more
developed. The measure of an institution is its
contribution to the development of its concerns.
Art, in this sense, is developmental.
In this exhibition are works that deal with
the basic philosophical questions about art
and existence. To be specific, the works are
questionings on “What is painting?” and
“What is sculpture?” or what makes them so.
An underlying sparseness and clarity enhances
the idea. In any case, the answers are visual,
physical, sensual. What makes them question
our preconceived ideas is their convincing
power and energy contained within their
material properties as they are set free or
manipulated by the artists. It is not uncommon
for the developmental artist to use any material
such as sand, raw, wood, rope, or whatever
that is beyond accepted “art supplies”, such as
oils and acrylic. The works are thus difficult to
accept.
Difficult, as they impinge into our minds and
test our intelligence. Much critical writing
in the early 1970s dealt with the realization
of the supremacy of intelligence over pure
craftsmanship, indicating the handicaps of most
of past art. Not even the Apollonian-Dionysian
theory of classifying art of the 50s and 60s—a
theory that gauged control and excessiveness
of exercise—touched on the basic question
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“why?” The questioning was therefore timely,
complement to the previous decade which
dealt with the issue of professionalism in
craftsmanship.
In the end, the problem lies in how much of our
openness to new experiences is acceptable by
us. Through art, our notions of things expand.
What is true, good, or beautiful is what we
realize as we confront art objects—barriers
which put us to a halt that leads us to question
what is it all about.
To artists, this metaphysical questioning was
agitated by a global desire for international
excellence, specially in the early 1970s. The
upsurge of international polemics and trends
(minimalism, pop, conceptualism) which
were adequately supported by innovative
artists—at rather turbulent age (flower power,
Vietnam war demonstrations, anti-imperialism,
mass media)—took all cynics and idealists
to thinking, working out, and presenting
ideas. The influence on Philippine art was
a continuation of the mainstream supply of
Western art to our western-based art. Many
of these developmental works are competent
and well within the time of their international
counterparts.
As they continue to teach us how to see, the
developmental works will mark our final
viability with a more international public.
It is a step towards global recognition, even
though the works are a step above normal
comprehension. But this difficulty is what keeps
artists ahead of their time, and in the meantime
that acceptance is harboring on such works,
a generation of new idea presentors emerges
again to set the phenomenon of the next
decade.

Cultural Center of the Philippines Library, October
1979.
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Further Dialogues with the Self

Indicative of a long period of impasse, the works
of Lee Aguinaldo in this exhibit are different
and more personal. They synthesize the whole
range of his artistic career as well as his personal
concerns, marking all the aspects of a vision that
is both metaphysical and graphic.
It is easy, because of the mixed-media treatment
to his works, to characterize this recent phase as
the logical development of a maturity, but there
seems to be more than this, something that
transcends the art-historical context of his art.
To establish this fact, one considers the
continuum of changing concerns the artist has
gone into in the past twenty or so years. As a
consummate believer in the exhaustion of an
idea as well as a believer that an artist should
not repeat himself, he developed his art through
specific phases. The Flick phase dealt with the
possibilities of releasing paint for color, touch,
and scale. The Galumph series dealt with
covering the surface with color images through
large brushstrokes. A period of frottages—
transferring magazine prints to paper by means
of lighter fluid—started his pursuits for intimacy
and repetition. Somewhere in between were his
excursions to pen and ink drawings and pencil
renderings of figures—paraphrasing the graphic
language of a range of artists from Rembrandt
to Reubens to Playboy photographers. After all
this, he began to discover the color intensities
of acrylic, and his Linear series of more than a
hundred major works came to reveal the most
exciting colorist in contemporary Philippine
art. With this body of works were furthered the
convincing power of hard-edged abstraction,
sparseness of elements, and craftsmanship.

Whatever happened to color in his new body
of works is one question crucial to ask. Small
black-and-whites with a lot of drawings,
collages, frottages, scratchings, and painting
are indicative of his enlightened means to use
a catalogue of his materials and techniques to
achieve his pictures. To prepare for this exhibit,
Aguinaldo started to deface colored magazines,
making collage, erasing, and retouching them
in order to come up with hazy, fully scratched,
tediously drawn, and repeated pictures. At an
early phase, he even defaced color prints of
his color paintings and reducing them to color
erasures and retouchings. Subconscious or
otherwise, this metaphorical self-effacement as
well as his internal review seem to reverberate
a theme that profoundly expresses the artist’s
further dialogues with the self.
The works on exhibit—mostly the later ones
done within this phase—best articulate his
personal disclosures as an artist. These are not
necessarily the best of the lot (he has reserved
a series for a book and another for a more
colorful exhibit), but these are the most intense,
energy in compact.
To be more specific, the underlying elements
have something to do with sources of light and
things lurking or reflecting—trees, bodies of
water, empty rooms, lofts, constellations, muddy
textures, desolate windows—all of which are
being revealed through intense erasures, fast
hatchings, violent transfers otherwise organized
in relief, collages, and finished by subtle shades
of grey and thick varnish. Apparently he has
done so much for so long, compressing this into
small subtle works.
It is in the actual viewing of the works that
the artist reveals his endless questionings and
risks in order to intensify his own vision of the
world. The overlapping activity and enormous
concentration in the working out, organizing,
making schemes, repeating, defacing, and
controlling are the externalizations of private
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feelings that have gone through a wide range of
experiences. The human dimensions come out
truthfully, expressed as a perfect fusion of mind,
matter, and methodology.
Lee Aguinaldo exemplifies the genuine concerns
of a contemporary artist. He has much to
say—without being parochial and emotional—

about the present world which he withstood
with endless questionings and risks in order to
intensify or assert our being. We view the works
as magnificent expressions of our—through the
artist’s—existence.

Cultural Center of the Philippines Library, 1979.

Philippine Art Today: Young and Developmental

Ever since postwar modernism spread
internationally, Filipino painters started to
question themselves. Not that they did no
questioning before—but strong formalist
influences of Western art schools, which
nurtured them, always made insistent imprints
in their works.
The lingering pastoral images of Filipino
women amidst bamboo huts beside streams,
applied with impressionist techniques and
academic composition, became classic.
Fernando Amorsolo, National Artist, captured
not only the setting but also the warmth of
Philippine sight in his canvases. Another
National Artist, Victorio Edades, still working
within the impressionist mold, negated the
lyricism of Amorsolo and introduced a more
tactile, less pretty subject matter. This soon led
to debates on what became the issue of the NeoRealists in the 1950s: the search for national
identity.
To translate western tradition into Filipino
brought about a body of works that established
many major artists who dominated Philippine
art for about 20 years. Names such as Hernando
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R. Ocampo, Arturo Luz, Vicente Manansala,
Fernando Zobel, Cesar Legaspi, Jose Joya,
Ang Kiukok, Anita Magsaysay-Ho, Manuel
Rodriguez, Napoleon Abueva, and Lee
Aguinaldo were all involved in inventing new
languages to express Filipino Contemporary
Vision. Statements ranged from journalistic
recording of the Filipino environment
to illusionistic rendering of planes and
perspectives. Attitudes ranged from nostalgic
representation of local icons (jeepneys,
ice cream vendors, slums) to international
abstraction or abstract expressionism. All this
contributed to an amalgam of techniques and
methods wielded by internationally competent
Filipino hands.
Professionalism in the 1960s eliminated
hobbyist tendencies. This went with a gallery
system and art patronage. Progress and
advancement were inspirations. Search for
identity became too academic to be dealt with.
The socio-political situation motivated many
painters to paint literary subject matter, while
at the other end, Roberto Chabet and Lee
Aguinaldo showed the aesthetic contingency of
abstraction.
The 1970s was therefore a crucial period, made
more crucial by socio-economic conditions.
Amidst demonstrations and barricades were
diverse artistic endeavors. The Cultural Center
of the Philippines supported artistic freedom
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with no business compromises, leading to a
“metaphysical unrest” among young artists as
they showed environments, installations, idea
presentations well within minimalist, pop,
conceptualist, and post-minimalist ideologies.
The experiences have been described as
“baffling,” or “powerful,” though sometimes
“ridiculous.” But such comments only
cultivated more advanced artistic enthusiasm
that in about 1973-1974, an interesting
phenomenon in Philippine art emerged. Works
have been characterized by a freedom to use
any available material as well as ideologies.
Evidently, the new experiences for Filipinos
were created by a youthful group of artists.
The works for this exhibition represent
contemporary Philippine art concerns in the
fields of painting and sculpture. The artists are
well-known, dedicated, and concerned with
trying out new expressions. This also represents
a range of ideas and styles, reflecting presentday international trends.

In all the works here, there is an attempt at
expressing the Filipino space—a distillation of
the artists’ experiences of their environment.
There is also an attempt at incorporating many
folk ways and procedures as well as from nature
itself. Which is why their art has opened up to
new ways of seeing, hence we have installations
and conceptual works. Idea presentations,
conceptual scribblings, loose rendering of paint,
superfluous use of color are parts and parcel
of the intense visual expressions the artists are
putting down on board. It should be noted that
present-day Philippine art is an offshoot of a
cultural renaissance being felt in the whole
nation—something which has been dealt with
a developmental art. With a high degree of
competition and sophistication, young Filipino
artists accept their being Filipino as expressed
in their colors, procedures, vision, ideologies,
and sense of humor.

Festival: Contemporary Asia Art Show, 1980 II
(Fukuoka Art Museum, 1980), 338-339.

The Philippine Entry to the Festival of Asian Art at the Fukuoka Art
Museum: Some Notes

Inevitably, in a manner so distinct but typical,
things began to take shape, to organize, to
reveal themselves. The process was slowly
moving, but surely, amidst all forms of
pressure which strengthened the structure. The
collection of contemporary works by Filipino
artists for the Fukuoka Art Museum exhibition
was organized with hopes of sharing authentic
Filipino visual experiences and ideas to the
museum visitors.
It was not easy to translate the meaning of
“sharing” into qualities evoked by art objects

which were created for specific purposes.
Universalities and common language for
human perception help in sharing, if we were
only comparing verities of different works
from different nations, but in order to leave
imprints that would illuminate the mind certain
compromises have to be made. Like art itself,
the process is not exactly neat.
But here we are with an adequate sampling of
Philippine art today. For the past five years,
the country underwent change in all aspects,
and art, too, followed. Not that there were new
paintings and sculpture, or new materials and
mediums, but that even the forms the materials
were taking were questioned. Artists were
beginning to ask themselves whether or not
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they were contributing something relevant.
They started to be concerned with their viewers.
So we tried to approximate communication
levels between the museum viewers and
Filipinos. The range of styles and concerns
assures at least something for everyone. Works
with clear intentions were chosen. Wit and
humor, toughness and ease characterize the
entries. Art, it seems, has to have good public
relations.
The collection includes several risky
propositions. One work was returned, another
needed fumigation, while another did not
have to pass through customs because it was
more of an idea presentation. Life could have
been more relaxed without such discomforts.
But it would be sinful not to include them, if
only for their disarming character and the fact
that they represent a major voice of our young
generation.
Time was when a painting was a formulated
composition of foreign elements, oil, canvas,
and the like. It was the thesis of an academe,
a fruition of what one felt according to such
artistic tools. To be significant would be to
carry the burden of one’s race as one created,
or as one reached to colors in tubes on
stretched canvases. Using conventional ways of
articulation—creating illusions, showing paint

first, expressing emotions through gestures,
chance-joining images, etc.—no matter how
personal one’s devices are, it is still the same old
rock-and-roll. Today’s Filipino visionaries no
longer find fulfillment in academic exercises,
unless of course their ideas have worldwide
competence. This is not a gesture of arrogance,
nor a perfect gauge for standards (this is only
self-evaluation). It implies, though, that aspects
of artmaking and the objects themselves have
not been fully subsumed into the Filipino
sensibility, hence the seeming superficiality and
incompleteness in the works.
Suddenly, things around us look all the
more beautiful. If fiestas and festivals were
formalized and dissected into rules, we Asians
may have had new forms of art. But since the
structuralization of things is such a western
form or order, and it is too late to consider
“fiesta” a “happening” or a “performance,” we
can at least investigate the other elements that
make up the framework of our designs. New
materials may mean taken-for-granted items.
Borrowing may mean adaptation of local-color
procedures. Experience may mean shockrecognition upon seeing the truth in us.
Art may mean a reinstatement of our tradition.

1980, Judy Freya Sibayan Archive.

Dateline: Fukuoka

“A most unlikely place.”
Some Hong Kong friends have told us that the
9th largest city of Japan, 1.7 million people, in
the Kyushu Island, would be an unlikely place
for art. But the memory of the four curators who
arrived here two years ago from the Fukuoka
Art Museum must have triggered everyone to
be thoroughly excited about an Asian show.
To some, it must be that the Museum is new.
Or that it is headed by the Mayor of Fukuoka
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himself. Or that it has just acquired a Picasso.
Heaven knows. But certainly a proposal to hold
an Asian show—the biggest yet—was fascinating
enough.
“Define Contemporary.”
Kagemusha was showing, and although no
interpreter would want to go with me (to
translate the work of a master into English), it
communicated well enough. Fukuoka’s New
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Otani Hotel provided the best location for
shopping underground. The Museum facilities
were quite impressive. Miss Rich was the official
interpreter, who must have been on duty in the
Museum for 24 hours. The Asian representatives
tried to discuss what “contemporary art” meant.
Already a couple of countries have distributed
full-color catalogues of their entries. There must
be a million Sanrio-types in Japan. The handout
I was distributing was the brochure of Art of the
Regions: Baguio/Los Baños. Well, contemporary
Japan took in our individual logistical problems
with a Western precision: call Manila by phone
if you have insurance problems. Or call Four
Winds. Call any place in the world on the spot
if something needs to be contacted. (Have you
seen the comic books of Japan?) It should be
artworks of the past five years because it can’t be
ten—Bangladesh is only 7 years old. I previously
planned to bring the show, Art of the Regions as
Philippine entry.
“No plant materials.”
Understandably, there were rules to be followed,
pressured by logistical exigencies. Each country
is expected to perfectly finish the job the
Western way, whatever that means. Works
would arrive one week before the show. Only
one week for the customs, set up, installation,
etc. The same things you send, the same things
you get back. Don’t insert brochures and other
things. Customs will check. And sweet Miss
Rich emphasized, no plant materials and there
goes my Art of the Regions, I thought. Korea
would send lyrical abstraction and variations of
Minimalism. And Indonesia would send their
masters from Bandung. At any rate, realizing
the limitation and the space—burlap wall, high
ceiling—there was to be a new plan for the
Philippine entry.
“Representative of everything.”
My boss suggested that I include one of each
kind, an attitude I don’t quite agree with but
which I always follow (and my friends say I
usually get away with). It always sounds corny
but that’s supposed to be what we are (Nick
Joaquin calls it halu-halo mentality.) Me and

my polemic moves, what will I do? Already,
names of artists have appeared in the papers
who claimed that they were representing the
Philippines in the Fukuoka exhibition. I knew
my snobbish friends would comment on my
mixed collection of entries but then, I said,
Fukuoka is certainly no New York, Paris, or even
Tokyo. All that was important to me were the
folks of that place. But no artist will consider my
considering the audience. At any rate, by that
time, frequent calls, reminders from Fukuoka
heightened the feeling of being pressured by
nosy artists who were curious to know who
are “in it.” It was not so much the personal
relations as the implication of our moves that
was important. Why, for instance, to echo one
of the representatives, is the show so organized
within a highly Western mold when it should be
Asian? Then one questioned why works had to
be expensive objects. Then one questioned why
works had to be transported one week before
the opening and nothing is left to chance. Then
one questioned why it was called a “festival” and
it was only a painting and sculpture exhibition.
Then one questioned why such contemporary
art had to be so bound within highly predictable
rules.
“Each country will have her own trick.”
Sulaiman Othman, my Malaysian friend,
predicted that each country will give her best,
but then “best” would mean “western best”
since there seemed no way for native things to
be appreciated. It’s pan-Asian, you know. How
will batiks fare? How will Chinese scrolls fare?
There must be a way of being contemporary
without being too Western. It’s either one is
paranoid or one is too literal to consider real art.
But I thought of doing at least one installation.
The work of Ileana Lee in the sculpture show,
masking tape on the wall, floor, and ceilings, at
least it does not destroy the facilities… but it
does not have to be sent… she has to do it there.
No, she has to be there. CCP has given enough
support for this project. Wait, find a way. Raise
funds maybe. But let me find people to do this.
In the meantime, finish the basic requirements.
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“Stand back as you are.”
Well then, what is the big plan for the show.
Why, what’s the fuss, what’s this all about, how
would one go about this? A national entry
for an Asian show… must be important, but
then there must be a way of saying something
without the self-promoting maneuvering of
people who are after grand publicity… well,
there would be no cheating… honesty is the
best diplomatic policy that I know… but
please, please treat the entries like artists did
it, like artists brought the works together—no
diplomats, no bureaucrats, just people knowing
the problems of art… which is to take risks, to
be not too cold, to make things complicated, to
create an aura of things casually placed there,
like nothing’s real and nothing’s permanent—
very contemporary.
“Welcome to Fukuoka.”
Mayor Shinto opened the exhibition, Festival:
Contemporary Asian Art Show, with a ribbon
cutting ceremony on November 1, 1980. It is All
Saint’s Day. Flowers and ribbons festooned at
the exhibit entrance, and then the show was on!
To steal the show were pretty ladies all in a row:
their halina smiles, ternos, and God-knowswhatever-Filipino-hospitality means as Ginny
Dandan, Phyllis Zaballero, Ileana Lee, and Eva
Toledo, graced the Philippine area. The day
before, Ileana was taping her dotted lines away
on the floor, wall, and ceiling. A week before,
Ginny imposed her way to clear things for
everyone: that in spite of her being woman she
could handle the job of supervising transport
of works, that because the Philippine works
had to detour unexpectedly, there was no need
to worry, that for academic issues regarding
Philippine art she was knowledgeable, and so
on. Lie low, I always reminded her. Be passive.
We’ll show them just what we can do. It will be
alright.
“The most exciting art community.”
Among all nations, only Korea, it seems,
has a critical tradition, one that may not be
essentially Korean, but is certainly polemic.
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This, the Korean spokesmen had to reveal
in a symposium after the opening. “Pannaturalism” was the term he used to refer to
works that evoke simplicity, sparseness, and
silence of form, close to Minimalism maybe
but polemicists will not tolerate comparison.
But their exhibition was just that: sensitive
use of materials, color, lines, poetic images
of raindrops, pleasant textures something
close to Lao Lianben’s or Albor’s. But it was a
handsome presentation, the exhibit. Perfect in
all aspects. Even if it did not take “risks,” it was
moving.
“Women of Fukuoka, unite!”
Well, the women made an impression. First,
maybe because their works were not that
feminine at all. Or maybe because they wore
“strange” clothes to match their smiles. Or
maybe they were able to find common grounds
with the Japanese women. No: women all over
Asia were lowly regarded. Which is why the
Philippine delegation was almost a feminist
movement… but wasn’t it? In the forum that
followed the symposium on how to preserve
Asian tradition, someone asked about the state
of women artists from the audience and he
was not allowed to be given an answer as the
question was not relevant to the topic. For sure
the Filipina delegates brought home a lot of
Japanese goodwill and admiration in the form
of silk kimonos and exchange works. I know,
too, that in spite of their feminist front—a most
effective booster for Philippine art—they did
their inevitable bits of shopping and shopping,
and being demure, and waking you up each
morning so you won’t miss the ride.
“Certainly the most contemporary.”
Up to this time, I can still remember how much
reprimands I took from Miss Rich regarding
fumigation and quarantine of things I was not
supposed to send in the first place. That Ileana’s
work did not have to pass through customs was
a mystery of unmatched lists of works. That
the logs were cracking and the bones were to
be thoroughly identified and examined posed
problems. The halu-halo worked immensely
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with the people concerned. From observations,
people crowded in the Philippine area to see
the works of Bose, Junyee, Ileana, Zaballero,
and the rest. The delegates of course were
curious to see more—on what’s going on here
right now. (Redza Piyadaza, noted critic of
Malaysia, passed by Manila on his way home.)
The energy—youthful and variegated—of
the works were almost contaminating. This
does not mean though that the individual
pieces were all perfect. But somehow, the
unconventional arrangement of the works and
their strange variety worked for charmingly
uneven effects. If there is restlessness as well as
fun, it is because the works themselves jolted
for individual attention. Curator Obigani of
the Museum recognized the fact that it was the
most contemporary entry.
“Goodbye, Miss Rich.”
I have kept all my reservations about the layout
of the works within the exhibition. I knew I
had to tell Ginny sooner or later, but on second
thought, maybe my idea is just one way. Ginny

preferred a disordered arrangement, which I
realize she consciously did to contrast with the
other countries, especially Korea, I guess. The
Fukuoka people have shown tiredness in their
faces trying to work through things they were
not prepared to understand. It was difficult for
them to receive installations as they did not
know how much it meant to Filipinos until they
saw the slide presentation of exhibitions here. It
did not occur to them that being contemporary
was dealing with virtually untested, unknown
realms of evidences that would lead to further
understanding of ourselves. But this is not to
say they have not thought of the worst to come.
The “dream show” is still to be curated and
sent with the best spirits abroad, but certainly
the Philippine entry to the Fukuoka Museum
showed how far Filipinos have gone ahead
and how true are the myths about the cultural
renaissance in this country.

Philippine Art Supplement 2, no. 1 (January to
February 1981): 12-13.

Developmental Art of the Philippines

way paralyze contemporary artistic concerns
especially those of the young artists. Thus
started what we call, “Developmental Art.”

About ten years ago, or just about the time
when Philippine art saw a new home at the
Cultural Center of the Philippines, a program
of activities in the form of exhibitions and small
grants was started. The plan was for a length
of time, for the next 20 years. And the basis
was the fact that the institution and the public
it was addressing itself to were new. There was
a need, therefore, to opt for a learning center
type of a Museum, but which would not in any

Within the scope of education, we shall define
what we mean by our term, “Developmental
Art.”
We are not referring to a whole school of thought
nor of painting styles. Nor are we referring to
a group or series of works which [we are] able
to identify for their qualities. It is a program
which yields results based on a total community
response.
It should be noted that the word “developmental”
was an operative word given by our government
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and press to government projects for fast
implementation. Activities that had the
nature of being under fast-action plans. The
building of roads, population control, or the
establishment of security units for instance, have
to be done quickly, within a period of days. In
fact a course, generally called “Developmental
Communications,” has been instituted by
universities such as the University of the
Philippines, to develop careers among radio-TV
or other media producers who would creatively
come up with audio-visual materials that instruct
the public with the latest methods of population
control or the existence of low-priced markets,
etc. The implication of a fast-action learning
method is similar to that of developmental art.
There are three elements involved: the artists’
group, the audience, and the CCP Museum.
To be specific, we refer to the presentation of
artists’ contemporary ideas within the context
of a learning public. As works of new artists
became more complex, the Museum’s curatorial
staff had to organize exhibits that would elicit
response and establish a healthy rapport. The
intricate trafficking of information and response
had to be maintained at a high pace. It became
the institution’s duty to maintain a balance of
pressures and achievement. After ten years, the
program is paying off.
As a background, Philippine art is in the Western
tradition, that is to say that what it is now
developed as a result of a long line [of] artists
who trained in Europe and the U.S. Painting,
for instance, is nowhere to be found previous to
the coming of the Spanish conquistadores. The
first Filipino great painters, Juan Luna and Felix
Resurreccion Hidalgo, were winning awards in
Europe with their Neo-Classical or Romantic
style. By the turn of the century artists emerged
who started to paint local color. The most famous
of them was Fernando Amorsolo, our first
National Artist, who captured Filipino gentleness
through his rendering of rural landscapes and
virginal women. Later-day modernists adopted
international styles of the day, but revising them
to translate local color.
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Philippine Art in the seventies went into the
crossroads. Art became big business. It promoted
all sorts of styles and disciplines. But it bred a
new group of artists who were more responsive
to the time, meaning, to the social, economic,
and aesthetic requirements of the people. It was a
time of questioning roots—a time to once again,
as in our government and people, assert the
Filipino identity. And so it was a time to unlearn.
Our artistic tradition, was well as our system of
art education had to be examined once more.
Ambassador Armando Manalo, then a critic,
stated that this was a “period of metaphysical
unrest.” Our program called the period from
1971 to 1975 the Exposure Phase. Advanced
art—experimental in nature—were deployed in
the galleries. The use of sand, junk iron, non-art
materials such as raw lumber, rocks, etc. were
common materials for the artists’ developmental
strategies. People were shocked, scared,
delighted, pleased, and satisfied even though
their preconceived notions of art did not agree
with what they encountered.
The Museum’s curatorial policy was that of
stimulating public minds and [at] the same time
allowing the artists to question and investigate
with their work. Minimal explanations in the
form of notes and brochures were distributed.
Everything was practically taken with a grain
of salt. It was a powerful curatorial stance—it
created some negative forces, too—but it took
the risk in establishing an attitude that prepared
the public towards a more relevant way of seeing.
For instance, bringing pieces of junk to the
gallery for aesthetic perception would lead one
to consider virtues of things considered ugly
and cheap. It made one relatively aware of an
environment suddenly turning visible.
The emergence of a new generation of artists
equipped with knowledge and insights into
current international trends pressured the CCP
for attention. For an establishment to accept
and promote such uncategorizable visual
propositions was rather controversial, and yet it
was the only workable plan possible. Exhibiting
more established works would be duplicating the
commercial galleries. A permanent collection
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is not possible to have because the CCP has no
building and accompanying budget yet. A bias
for interdisciplinary tendency stems from the
fact that the Cultural Center promotes the “seven
arts” together.
Now, the artist’s idea is one thing. The other is
how to make such work accessible to the public.
True, the audience of the CCP Museum is a
learned lot—in Humanities classes mostly—but
advanced art is much too advanced yet. So
the CCP Museum negotiates for this problem.
Curatorial considerations work this out.
Principle I - Exhibitions should be alive, not
church-like, quite high in festive ambience. It
should be entertaining.
Principle II - Exhibitions should be thematic,
dealing with current visual interests.
Principle III - Exhibitions should be
stimulating, controversial but not scandalous.
As time went on, a pattern of seasonal
activities became apparent, especially when
many memorable exhibits became a line of
the same kind—at least in spirit. The public
started responding to the phenomenon,
thus establishing rapport between artist and
audience. How interesting to know that didactic
artworks—or works that disarm us with different
information—are most popular among viewers.
In 1979, the CCP’s 10th anniversary, the
exhibition, A Decade of Developmental Art,
was organized. The works included in this
exhibit included recreations of sand works that
depended on specific time. A rundown of art
reviews of the past decade was presented.
In a press conference, we sent out answers to
accumulated questions:
Q. Why do you promote experimental art
when in fact you should be concerned with
established art?

to develop a stable of present-day artists who
can be ahead in the international front. It goes
without saying that historical and other types
of shows will be dealt with regularly, but with
the purpose of supporting our contemporary
art bias.
Q. The works are not Filipino.
A. On the other hand, neither are they
European nor American. They seem to be
continental, but the disguise is thin as one
realizes the works have charming shortcomings
such as reduced scale, over or under control,
humor, etc.
Q. What about the other types of arts?
A. We have a program of exhibits such as
the CCP Annual that takes care of the more
established artists. Aside from this, we would
be duplicating programs of the other museums
and even the commercial galleries.
Presently the CCP Museum’s program for
developmental art is fixed on four programs:
first is the series of exhibits on regional art or art
of the regions. Second is the publication of the
Philippine Art Supplement. Third is the series of
art fiestas or art excursions. Fourth is the Artists
Workshop for young artists.
As a result of this program, Manila is treated
with an experience of a variety of artistic
concerns, quite advanced and still puzzling.
But this is what we needed to achieve in the
first place. Nowadays, artists are not making
masterpieces of Western molds. But they are
seriously considering options for more authentic
experiences even if they have to take risks. The
Museum places itself into a role that may be too
biased to some. But it is a role that is relevant for
the moment.

Philippine Art Supplement 2, no. 4 (July to August
1981): 15-16.

A. The Museum has adopted a policy of giving
priority to contemporary experiences so as
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Alternative Spaces

In the beginning of the 1970s, the
phenomenon of alternative spaces began
to grow worldwide as a result of artists’
awareness of the need to situate or create art
that is less neat and less categorizable, in a
more appropriate or neutral environment.
Furnaces, offices, warehouses, clocktowers,
shopwindows, and even kitchens, became
showcases for contemporary artistic activities
which white-walled, well-lit galleries would
not accept for reasons that have to do with
sales, corporate image, and complicated
installation. These were venues that
significantly shaped the type of art of the
decade.
There are several art-historical reasons for
the rise of alternative spaces. The late 1960s
saw the extremely elegant and antiseptic
installations of hard-edged and colorfield
paintings. Minimal sculpture and mixedmedia installations dictated a space that
would either be all-nature or all-white
interiors. The clean-and-well-lighted space
ideals of artists came to be instituted by
gallery curators. Eventually, a new form of art
demanded a new treatment for environment;
thus, new backgrounds for new visibilities
were created.
Conceptual art—which was mainly in the form
of small pieces of paper or photographs—was
not the type that would require a specific white
space as its sensitive placement. Besides, since
it mostly took the form of normal house or
office documents (xeroxes, letters, contracts,
photographs, evidence samples, etc.), it resorted
to home and office conventions of installing, as
though the work were on a bulletin board, on
an office wall, or in a studio. Another form of
conceptual art turned to performance, again not
necessarily with a white wall space.
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Within this period also came a group of artists
whose works on land, sites, and life-pulse
spaces such as supermarkets and streets,
furthered this quest for alternative spaces as
they pointed out the limitations of the museum
systems, especially in the use of space.
In the mid-1970s, the American National
Endowment for the Arts started to apportion
financial support for projects under so-called
“alternative spaces”—a term which they use
officially for registered, artist-run, non-profit
organizations. The same term is used in North
America and in Europe. “Alternative space”
sounds like a positive term which is more
operative than say, “underground,” or “minor
space.”
The importance of the alternative space lies in
its tangential relation to an art museum. It is an
alternative, after all. And it denotes a difference
in form and content. It is usually the place
where a museum curator marks or considers
some activities which he may bring in his
gallery sometime in the future—when the
work is ready for acceptance. Artists usually
try out some ideas which they themselves
do not comprehend as yet. Uncategorizable,
raw, messy, and temporal, the works are risky
exercises which have to be done as experiment
or as transition. While relationships between
the museum and alternative spaces continue
to delineate roles, it is apparent that both
are working for different clientele, so to
speak. Museums deal with a general public.
Alternative spaces deal mainly with artists and
the more “enlightened” members of the art
community.
One of the early alternative spaces in the U.S.
is the Museum of Conceptual Art. Although
the Director, Tom Marioni, considers it a
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museum in that it is a venue which “presents
and collects,” it promoted an art that was yet
to be decoded and validated. He did several
performances there, together with Terry
Fox, until lately he reduced his activities to
Wednesday afternoon parlays in the beer
house below the museum. Later on, artistrun spaces started to exist with memorable
names such as And Or Gallery, P.S. I (Public
School I, transformed to Project Studios I),
All of the Above, Artpark, Franklin Furnace,
Kitchen Center for Video and Music, 55
Mercer, 80 Langnon St., South of Market
Street Cultural Center, among others. There
are also “alternative spaces” which have no
permanent display areas such as The Floating
Museum, Creative Time, Some Serious Business,
etc. These all promote the so-called new
art, as their artist managers aim to reprint
contemporary art expression. In such spaces,
significant performance and video work are
done as well as experiments with sound and
installation. New “art forms” are promoted,
such as artists’ books, window display, mail
art, broadcast, magazine-in-a-cassette, street
art, etc.
The essence of alternative space as a concept
in presenting new art can be extracted to
rejuvenate, once again, our present state-ofaffairs in the arts. It smacks of the Third World,
of resourcefulness, of more human activity. It is
workable for our purpose. This is why we wish
to present some ideas for our artists.
First of all, an alternative space should be
remembered as an alternative to something—
the museum space. While art authorities
who are cynical about fads and new concepts
insist that its origin dates back to the days of
ateliers and later to those museums-withoutcollections (and therefore it’s nothing new),
artists who make use of alternative spaces
realize the newness of the experience of
presenting one’s work within a different
context. My feeling is that there would be
a strong resentment from artists towards
something that does not look classy enough.
Our typical small, escapist pictures and
pristine abstract works may not be given the

usual reverence. Artists may not go for the
makeshift look.
On one hand, an alternative space dictates
a type of work it displays and therefore, the
artist should fit the work for the space. There
might be a conflict of styles, the artist refusing
or being unable to cope with the situation.
It is like considering a linear painting by Lee
Aguinaldo displayed on sawali walls.
On the other hand, it is logical that a new type
of space demands a new type of work. This
goes with a new attitude and a new type of
art, possibly something that communicates
expressions more freely and intimately than
cleaner places. This is, of course, granting that
alternatives spaces are of the makeshift kind.
But the new consciousness towards alternative
spaces frees the artist of a bias; cliché images
such as abandoned buildings and warehouses
are just one type. The thing is that, there is an
attitude that goes with it, added to the fact that
the space used is closer to life than art. One
can also argue that white walls can intimidate
viewers, whereas in an abandoned storespace,
one feels no heightened reverence, so to speak.
Before, several artist-run spaces appeared
in Manila, with varying degrees of success
and failures. Some of these were Gallery 7,
Sanctuary, Gallerie Indigo, and Shop 6, all of
which failed as business establishments but
helped in developing a new Philippine visual
sensibility.
Every now and then we hear of artists looking
for spaces to display their works. Same with
artists who exhibit in hotels, public halls,
schools, and other spaces beautified for the
occasion. We are clear on the importance of
alternative spaces and how they have been in
operation.

Philippine Art Supplement 2, no. 6 (November to
December 1981): 8-9.
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Once Again, but Beginning

insists on an ambiguity of space, function,
medium, and objecthood.

Certain issues in the 1970s are reinstated for
the beginning of the next decade, as in the
case of Judy Freya Sibayan’s new works. It
seems, however, that these are not deployments
of old habits—or manners—rather, they
try to generate, hopefully closing remarks
and eventually, turning points. Installation,
unconventional materials, basic paint on canvas
painting attitudes are there but all coordinated
for a more experiential and less academic
encounter.
The artist started as an investigator of gallery
spaces—behavioral patterns, visibilities of
walls and floors, object setting relationships,
etc., until she started to paint for her Thirteen
Artists project—undiscernible parts of objects
cropped from photographs. Here less-is-more
(or what critics call minimalist) tendencies took
on different manifestations such as in her noshow exhibition at the Main Gallery, paintings,
performances, works, and lately, tied paintings.
The utter “nothingness” in her works drew
viewers towards an aesthetic of spareness. Even
in her performances, theatricality is almost nil,
a stubbornness towards a reductivist position.
Negation of decorative elements implies antielaboration and an insistence on the literal.
Sibayan knew that somehow, the personal
would impinge itself to objectify her works.
The new installations relate themselves to
artists whose works have become part of artexperience vocabulary. The painted canvas
materials, tied in different ways to the gallery
walls, and the mud painting recall some works
of her colleagues. But the over-all appearance
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For space, the “gestures” on the walls make
negative/positive marks, as the painted cloth
over the wall becomes depth by virtue of the
dark color. For function, the nails which hold
the ropes are either installation items or part
of the image, thereby determining whether the
cloth is an object or a part of an assemblage
on the wall. For medium, the apparent
painterliness of the colors, their somewhat
removed-from-the-stretcher qualities,
indicate the painting discipline, although the
unconventional stretching blurs this certainty.
For objecthood, again the installations are in a
state where one can see actual objects literally
hung or just bits of colors and materials made
to elaborate on the walls.
The integration of disciplines and even attitudes
seems to be the result of rigid delineation and
redefinition of terms in the 70s. The mixed
media phenomenon has always been there, but
it seems that the new approach to mixed media
has something to do with selectivity rather than
the bombardment of techniques and materials,
to achieve complicated processes. Judy Sibayan’s
installations may be seen as belonging to the
new approach, although her object/gestures
may appear unconvincing at first. Indeed, the
concept is established, but there are integral
fringes that make the concept impure, such
as topics as “how to stretch and install a
painting” or “how to paint with unconventional
materials.”
But all this adds up to the establishment of
inevitable loose ends which open up ideas vital
to the 80s.

Cultural Center of the Philippines Small Gallery,
February 8-29, 1980. Reprinted in Judy Freya Sibayan,
The Hypertext of HerMes (KT Press, 2014), 573.
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Artists Book CCP ANNUAL 1982

There has been a great deal of artmaking with
black and white as the only colors which would
render best the artist’s vision. Our country,
known for its festive colors, has seen artists
who have become quite articulate with such
a colorless enterprise, and we see their works
literally all over the place, or so it appears.
Black-and-white is a hispano-oriental mode of
expression. We have a tradition of modernist
black-and-white painters. Major works in black
and white blockade our tradition, including
the Saeta series of Fernando Zobel, the flick
paintings of Lee Aguinaldo, the collages of
Roberto Chabet, the pen-and-ink drawings of
Vicente Manansala, the ink-on-paper works of
Ang Kiukok and Federico Aguilar Alcuaz, the
recent collages of Arturo Luz, the early spraygun paintings of Ben Maramag, among others.
Added to these are new generation painters Lao
Lianben, Augusto Albor, Romulo Olazo, Phyllis
Zaballero, Judy Freya Sibayan, and others
who have, in their own poetic way, worked on
surfaceness, materiality, scale, and transparency.
It has been a challenge among our painters to
express themselves in black and white—with
different reasons; one of which is to come up
with something still new.

It is therefore logical that an exhibition of blackand-white works be organized to explore this
aspect of our artists’ concern. A strong interplay
of contrasts and similarities is expected. The
CCP Annual’s goal, which is to provide a
visual forum for our contemporary artists—is
achieved not through the artists’ presentation of
their most recent aesthetic musings but through
their gesture towards a given stimulus. It is the
concept of involvement rather than apathy. It
is how one goes about a problem; a question of
style.
It is not, however, the intention of the
organizers to impose or dictate a rather adverse
set of rules upon the artists. We recognized the
few artists who told us they were not into blackand-white and so they were not joining. But we
are giving options, if not a means of control. Or
we can say that the theme provides a starting
idea for what would have been a senseless
endeavor.
Our expectations for a big black-and-white
exhibition were high. This year’s response to the
CCP Annual came out with flying colors.

Cultural Center of the Philippines, 1982, Judy Freya
Sibayan Archive.
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Angelus Poem:

The Sixth

(On December 29, 1966)
Tomorrow I will write a friend whose voice,
Believe me, is thinner than the night’s.
Thinner than the touch of dark upon her breast
I pressed it cool within my clasp.
I will say, look, there is something in this place
Believe me, I cannot write it down.
Something like this huge space above my head
I cannot write it down.
Heights XV (February 1967), 13.

Momentum in a Sunday Morning
Upstairs, the mind is poised
Like a rock engrossed with moss.

From his

Creaking eyes, he could vision things as they
Are:

the rose in the vase, the sprays of trees

Screwed in their proper place.

He scales

Down the stairs, levered by planks of light,
Towards the coming tightropes.

He thinks

It is upstairs where the mind is poised
As he screams and stretches his arms to loosen
The tightness of morning like two mountains.
Heights XV (October 1967), 43-45.
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TEXTS
A Decade of Developmental Art, 1979,
CCP Main Gallery.

Bencab New Works, 1973, CCP Small Gallery.
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A Sunday Painter’s Kind of Art

A sufficient sampling of the recent works of
Alfredo Roces at the Solidaridad Galleries
proves the artist’s nostalgic feeling for some
visionary disciplines of old Western painters.
His paintings and drawings, grouped into
“nudes, landscapes, and abstracts,” are the
fruition of tireless brooding over actual subject
matters—a nude and some scenic spots along
Matabungkay—and fanciful private diversions
of a flippant mind. The entire effort, great
enough to pass our attention, deals not exactly
with the issues-of-art but with the therapeutic
benefits derived from the ritual of romanticized
art-making.
For as I think for the moment, his is a Sunday
painter’s kind of art. Not that he paints on
Sundays, but that the principle that underlies
certain consistency among his works does not
relate in any way to the advancement and/or
aesthetics of Philippine art. The shapes he finds
enticing or interesting (“curves” of the nudes
and “textures” of rocks, etc.) are not enough
reasons for the works’ coming to being for
they can be better achieved by more “concrete”
means of communication such as photography
and writing.
The landscapes contain rocks, plants on top
of rocks, and some scenery rendered in their
poetic grand manner. The textural method is
reminiscent of Juvenal Sanso (it’s alright) and
the effort to hint an allegory (as in “Survival”)
is more literary than painterly in value. The

lyricism and escapism generated by the pictures
do not emanate from the colors, lines, and/
or shapes; but rather from the sentimentality
that overcomes the viewer while thinking of
memories evoked by the images of the pictures.
From Amorsolo or way back to Luna, this
issue has been handled with more virtuosity
without defeating the sensate excellence of
their medium. Even without reading the titles,
the series of nude paintings acknowledge
color as an element worth dealing with in art.
But acknowledgement is not at all a pursuit,
not at all a gesture that establishes perceptual
meaning. “Nudescape” done in greens,
“Homage to Fernando Amorsolo” in lavender
and tangerine, and the rest in general, each
shows dominant color or color combination
that is beneficial only to what advertising men
would term “recall” or memorability.
But the choice of dominant color (as in the red
nude) is so arbitrary: this particular shape of
the red nude does not show us that it shaped
itself to become red. More perceptive eyes
would choose sensuous colors that are more
congruent to the shape. The color should justify
the shape; likewise the shape should justify the
color’s being on the canvas.
Titles Only
The “Abstracts” have “socially committed”
titles (“Ma Falen and His Three Wives,” “To
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Liberate Mendiola Bridge,” “Demonstrations,”
etc.) that could be replaced by any other names
and would not alter the viewer’s point of
visual reference. I like to interpret his wittiest
“abstract” titled “Young Ideas” for parodying
works of young artists who work in a splashdash manner, groping and trying hard to
make a splashy composition worth decorating
bourgeois walls.
It is easy to decipher the artist’s understanding
of abstract art by means of his works. Textures,
splotches of black and bright colors—common
to European “informalist” painters—pass for
the term “abstract,” the meaning of which is: “of
or pertaining to nonrepresentational art; using
only lines, colors, generalized or geometric
forms, etc.” The claim is far from reality, and
the achievement of this type of work is their
betraying the audience to look for more than
the physical existence of a painting. As they
are, the “abstracts” yield no quality of sensate
power, no abstract pictorial logic that governs
the colors and shapes, no impact. The squiggles
done on the canvas resemble textures of nature
and are therefore not abstract.
Interest in the works of Roces only goes as
long as the tales of his art making are told.
Picture an artist sketching amidst the rocks of
Matabungkay, having drawing sessions with a
live model… one wishes he or she were in the
same experience—the short-time communion
with mother nature, the opportunity to explore
the geography of the human body with just the
eyes, the idle meandering and playing around
with paint inside the studio, the pleasurable
release of tension by dabbling with art.
Journalese
I’m sure Roces knows well his intentions—
intentions that are more journalistic than
painterly. His adaptation of nude and landscape
painting and perhaps an attempt to add to its
history are not successful for several reasons.
There is photography. There is poetry and
prose. Skillwise, he has a long way to go. Most
of all, the time of painting to relate stories or
capture moments is over and replaced with
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better results by the theater, television, and
other mass media.
I suppose those who combine art and relaxation
to pleasure’s advantage take time out to bother
a day’s location painting. A Sunday painter
paints with and for pleasure. It doesn’t matter
whether he may or may not have an intelligence
to combine and manipulate colors and shapes
to their advantage.
The emphasis in this type of art lies not in
the encounter between the art object and the
viewer. Rather it lies basically in the artist
and his methods of art making. It is only the
curiosity that invites the viewer to the works,
a curiosity in the subject matter, in things that
have nothing to do with the physical quality of
the art object. The viewer is at a loss; he cannot
encounter what the paintings offer. The pleasure
is highly personal, no viewer can experience it.
One can only discern drawings that mark off no
visual ideas “that can be done in no other way.”
Only memories unshared, unnecessary in the
advancement of an art history. Philippine art of
today, now getting aggressive, foresees no room
for works of modest intentions and I don’t think
it is an imposition if Roces took consideration
in the formation of Philippine heritage in art.
Of course, the works of Roces in this show are
minor (in the sense that they are not meant to
challenge the works of Manansala, Ocampo,
Aguinaldo, etc.) but then each artist no
matter how minor should not forget now that
Philippine art cannot lose even one artist in its
formative era. I say this because I believe Roces
has the intelligence, sophistication, and perhaps
broadmindedness to make more ambitious
works of art. I am waiting, and so is Philippine
art, for this moment to come.

Graphic, 2 December 1970, 43.
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Art Trends from the 70s

When Thirteen Artists went on view at the
Cultural Center in May last year, we could sense
the quizzical reaction of artists and viewer,
as though this exhibition were some sort of
an artistic checkpoint—in which the viewers
could not help but look back and forward
to perspectively “realize” the Philippine art
situation.
1970 was—with Thirteen Artists as its crux—a
revolting year. The pervading climate of the
art scene was dense with activities which
included openings from galleries left and
right, saturday afternoon sessions, group
discussions, invitational therapies, and lectures
on nationalist art. To fill in the times schedule
of the Luz Gallery, Solidaridad Galleries, Joy T.
Dayrit’s Print (which closed in April), Hilton
Art Center, Arts and Ends, the new Hidalgo
Gallery, and the Cultural Center, was a crop
of artists—art makers all—among whom were
veterans, student-art winners, politicians,
romanticists, assassins, primitives, and exiles.
Out of their exhibitions came the revelation
that somewhere in the midst of commercial,
mediocre, and complacent art are works by
artists who have intelligently kept track of the
aesthetic developments of recent Philippine art
and have made their own innovations.
The past decade filtered in the engrossing
aesthetic values of the painters and sculptors
of the 50s. At this span, artists such as Joya,

Ocampo, Legaspi, Manansala, Abueva, and
others saw their last brilliant refinements. The
earlier part of the 60s tolerated “informalism”—
that crude European interpretation of
“American abstract expressionism.” Even the
most over-all rigidly patterned painting of
Ocampo had to put primary importance to
“composition”—this method of tilting and
balancing taught extensively in art schools,
which seems to be the last link between
“modernism” and “academism.”
The same decade claimed the rise and maturity
of two significant artists: Lee Aguinaldo and
Roberto Chabet. Both assimilated the values
of immediate past masters—from the subtle
implications of the geometric paintings of
Constancio Bernardo to the technically
systematic method of H.R. Ocampo. With a
very adequate knowledge of international art at
hand, Aguinaldo and Chabet clarified the most
critical issues on color and abstraction.
The latter part of the 60s saw the accelerated
development of modern art in the works of
younger artists. At first there was no sign
of radical works—something that would
counteract the complex works of Aguinaldo and
Chabet. The motive of each young artist seemed
nothing but to overcome the artists of the 50s—
by any means. The early works of Marciano
Galang clarified “abstract expressionism” as
a manifestation of an “intuitive” process. Ben
Cabrera rendered human drama into elegant,
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compositional, and “brooding” drawings and
had print media to back him up. Many young
artists became active art makers and acquired
the lion’s share of gallery schedules.
But not until last year did reactions on
Aguinaldo and Chabet start. This is not saying
that artists were aware of this. Neither is this
saying that the reactions were directed to the
two alone. The age of relevant irreverence had
dawned. In fact, the reaction was directed to the
conventional concept of art-making-for-themarket. Ironically, it was Chabet (as Director of
the Cultural Center Museum and as artist) who
helped much in rocking the boat and started
a new (and, of course, incomprehensible, to
closed-minded art viewers) sensibility among
the art viewers.
This “new sensibility” consists of ironies or
“self-mockeries” that move one to total sensual
reaction. The viewer goes to the art gallery
for more immediate, more communicative,
more “understandable,” more enjoyable, and
more meaningful works of art. Artists have
“secularized” art by isolating their works from
“humanistic interpretation” and have shown
works as merely “objects.” The spirit that
beclouded the viewer while “looking through”
a painting has vanished in the past ashes of
aesthetic ignorance.
Innovations
What made Thirteen Artists a “milestone”
in Philippine art was definitely due to the
innovations the artists have made. We can
mention the two basic innovations here: namely
the removal of the base in sculpture and the
successful attempt to dealing with scale as an
element in painting.
The pedestal that erected the monuments of
Tolentino and raised the sculpture of Abueva
to the eye level has been cast aside so as to
prove its secondary importance. The hanging
“Epiphytes” by Castrillo, the unsteady vinyl
plastic spread by Maramag, the hanging steel
bars, “Pancit Canton” and the wandering “Hot
Spring” by Ray Albano, and the floor foam
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rubber pieces by Aviado denied the supporting
base and defined tri-dimensional space with
more visual and bodily presence.
Marciano Galang’s large flat-colored paintings
and Jaime de Guzman’s mural-size pictures
rendered with massive paint proved in two
different ways the significance of scale in
painting. Galang’s works, aside from their
being literally abstract, introduced the field of
color that is the source of sense-experience (it
would take a lengthy article to deal with this).
De Guzman, on the other hand, followed the
nature of the brushwork and suited them into
his private vision—still without creating too
much painterly illusion, without hiding the
brushstroke.
To some, Thirteen Artists became some sort
of a moving vessel that carried the future of
Philippine art. Others just considered it a
milestone. But surely, this exhibition—by means
of the immediate experience that it offered—
had given the much-needed impact of artistic
change.
Unclarified Achievements
Several innovative works went on exhibit
throughout the year. Joy T. Dayrit’s Print
sometime in April showed—for four hours
only—works by the Liwayway Recapping Co.
This group showed the visual potentials of
materials such as mirrors, tracing paper, and
painted tires. Hanging flesh-colored interiors
of tires, black balloons, “infinite” mirrors, “soft”
daggers made of cloth, and paper hangings were
laid out to make an environment that would
completely surround and enfold one’s senses.
It was this same group that set up Illumination
at the Cultural Center. This show dealt with
“the relationship of lighted objects, objects in
motion, and motion that occupies the same
time with sound.”
Other works of this type went on view in
several exhibitions throughout the year. Notable
works were the suspended sculpture by Danilo
Dalena at the Summer Exhibition (Cultural
Center); bamboo hangings by Francisco
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Verano, Roberto Chabet’s “Hurdling,” Marciano
Galang’s “color sculpture”—all at the Sculptures
exhibition (Cultural Center); Marciano Galang’s
painted wooden poles at Joy T. Dayrit’s Print;
tactile paper bags by Aro Soriano at the
Aristocrat Restaurant; and Roberto Chabet’s
multi-media piece at the Annual Show of the
Luz Gallery. This particular work is composed
of a calendar picture of flowers, with a
provincial type of decorative framing, one
corner of which is inserted a First Communion
picture, in another corner of which is placed
a cherished photo from a friend abroad (who
happens to be Bencab in London) with two
tinted plexiglass sheets before the frame (with
some postcards sent to him), and a hanging
price list which carried the title of the piece.
On this type of works (unsaleable and
misunderstood) were rendered negative
comments which were really comments on
those who commented. Mostly those were older
generation artists or Humanities teachers who
still believe in the ennobling qualities of art,
or in art as the reflection of the “artist’s soul.”
The terms they used were “avant-garde” and
“gimmickry” to describe such works. These
words, however, never get explained or clarified
so as to make their statements valid.
To offset those innovative works were
exhibitions that we have divided into two: the
historical exhibitions and the traditional ones.
By “historical” we mean those exhibitions that
showed works that are significant in terms of
the whole line of development of Philippine art.
We found Portraits from Malantic to Manansala
at the Solidaridad Galleries very informative.
The Botong Francisco retrospective at the
Hilton Art Center showed interesting pieces.
Some works by Edades, Magsaysay-Ho,
and Manansala were shown at the Summer
Exhibition of the Cultural Center. From
Arellano to Zalameda at the Savoy’s Arts and
Ends showed some works that are fascinating.

And in the group of young traditionalists (in
the sense that they do not want to part from
popular strictures of art making) came the
Tom, Dick, and Harry’s of the arts. Exception
were works by Jaime de Guzman, Angelito
Antonio, Antonio Austria, Ben Maramag, and
others who were firm with their art making and
had no illusions of making perhaps innovative
works.
Innovation had been the thing that made
science and art close and relevant to mankind.
Innovation by its very nature is not well taken
easily, for many take it with suspicious attitudes.
Nevertheless, if it offers itself suitable to a
situation, it prevails.
There had been an attempt to make things
“relevant and original” by making “socialconscious” exhibitions. (Oh, yes, 1970 was also
the year of “socially-conscious” or “topical”
titles of works!) The best example of this was
the exhibition inspired by the January demos.
Artists “depicted” this “event that really shook
the nation” in a manner that is similar to art
students who make their assignments for a
given deadline.
We can picture the coming art activities of the
70s with the significant events of last year as
the beginning, though we can also sense the
coming problems that will be encountered by
both artists and viewers. There is nobody who
takes care of evaluating most works, no critic or
reviewer for this “new sensibility.”
There will be a barrage of editorials making
silly questions such as: Is this Filipino? Is this
not borrowed? In Europe, was this not done 50
years ago? Is this not just a fad?
The only answers will be the works themselves.
Of course, a claim to originality or authenticity
is nil and typecasting will never cease.

Graphic, 31 March 1971, 30.

These shows have provided us with an adequate
historical perspective to serve as point of
reference in seeing new works.
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Notes on Liwayway Recapping Co.’s ROOM

The latest exhibition of the Liwayway Recapping
Co. is one that is “experiential,” in which
we plunge ourselves into a specific physical
situation that confronts totally our physiological
and psychological systems. It is called ROOM,
shown at the Small Gallery of the Cultural
Center on April 1, 1971.
Upon entering the door of the gallery striped
with masking tape, our eyes encounter two
blinding spotlights—the only illumination for
the whole room. This causes “white spots” as
we glance immediately all over the unlit parts
of the room, which leads us to take notice of
the “painted shadows” of human beings all
over the walls. The dimness of the two alcoves
conditions the eyes to open wider and feel the
strain of looking at the pale-gray shadows of
people in a tableau.
Our responses to the situation set up in the
ROOM are varied and limitless, causing many
a fanciful interpretation of the “characters”
portrayed by the painted shadows. For one
thing, LRC is good at making suggestive works.
Right in front, upon entering, is a distorted
shadow of a man pointing to the left beyond.
Immediately to the left is a blown-up shadow of
a seated man contemplating, in front of which is
an actual chair. To the right is a group of three
guys looking at a painting, which is actually an
empty picture frame. After a close scrutiny of
the front wall, one sees the reclining “shadow”
of a long-haired man in very pale gray. The
right corner near the door is a “shadow” of
somebody holding a ring, towards the “shadow”
of the security guard.
In the dark alcoves, some semi-stories are
enacted. The left alcove contains life-size
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“shadows” of teenagers looking nonchalantly
at somebody who hanged himself to death
(got the Lenten allusion?). One guy seems to
be taking a leak. At the opposite corner are
two girls and one guy looking up (ascension?).
A “shadow” of a hand with a gun aims at the
back of a bearded hippie (Christ?). At the right
alcove one first notices the thinker seated on
the floor, then the man who sits at the end of a
bench shared by two girls. A tall man holding
a flashlight points to a woman taking her siesta
on the bench.
On some occasions, a taperecorded voice of
a man is played, reading “The Similes of the
Cave” in Plato’s Republic, set in stereo with
some added sounds such as a radio frequently
changing dials, a telephone call, doors banging,
and other household sounds. The two speakers
are set apart, each one occupying an alcove.
The reading, interspersed with the other
sounds, is not audible except when “shadows” is
pronounced. The voice transfers pingpong-like
from the right speaker to the left, drawing the
listener back and forth.
ROOM has visual and auditory content
that invites each one to many a fanciful
interpretation. We are emotionally and literarily
taken by the dark shadows and the familiar
murmurs which are there merely as onedimensional pictures and plain sounds. They
serve as effective devices in creating a bodily
experiential situation.
Such devices draw several issues-of-art that
have yet to be explored by most Filipino artists.
There is a bodily feel of three-dimensional space
containing only calculated darkness, sounds
(and sometimes silence), and no independent
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art objects. By looking closely at the shadows
and/or paying attention to the sound, one
moves his body into the space and perceives
the contained “nothingness” within the gallery
walls. Upon entering ROOM, one faces a
situation emptied of the normal gallery items
such as pictures, bright lights, etc. Instead, one
is forced to look at what it offers, close enough
to strain the eyes, the ears, and even the body
sizing up the distorted heights of the painted
shadows. The “shadows” become concrete
objects relating their one-dimensionality to
the suppleness of the human body; they serve
as aesthetic caricatures to make us realize our
physical selves.

ROOM posits a statement for us to prove: The
concept of tri-dimensional space can be bodily
felt by means of negative light and mass. By
keeping the room dark, unoccupied by objects,
and by making an illusion of shadows, our
senses make the most of the situation, our eyes
and bodies thoroughly scrutinizing the walls.
Light and mass assert themselves when denied.
ROOM elicits other implications that are not
exactly relevant to our aesthetic experience but
are effective exercise for the human heart.

Pamana, June 1971, 8-9.

Raul Isidro and Oscar Dizon on the “Art Look”

the-verge-of,” the “with-great-potential,” the
“wait-for-some-time-and-see,” the “with-a-lotof-promise,” and the “good-start.”

We are all victims of local art proliferating
with “playful” gestures, “pleasant” effects,
“decorative” motifs, “native” themes, “inspired”
expressiveness, “saleable” subject matter,
“impeccable” craftsmanship, pinaghirapan
method of art-making, “never-done-before”
techniques, etc.—all of which strive to look like,
rather than reveal the meaning of, ART. Artists
in general have a sense of the “art look” rather
than art itself. As a result of this tendency, not
much significance is coming out of the brains
and brushes of the “up-and-coming,” the “on-

Two young artists show lucidly their opposing
attitudes to the “art look”—this familiar surface
appearance of a painting that resounds with
obvious composition, violent or mystical brush
strokes, and “meaningful” reds, violets, and
blacks, well-preserved with luxurious framing.
Raul Isidro showed at the Luz Gallery and
Oscar Dizon at the Hidalgo Galleries.
Isidro’s works have come out of the molds of
the “art look.” Surprisingly, his craft surpasses
the works of his colleagues at the Philippine
Women’s University. His idea of making a
painting out of an etching plate is the same as
that of an individualist print collector who must
display the “original” plate. The enterprise is
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called “metal painting.” Etching plates done for
prints are painted, lacquered, and mounted on
proportionally-large and well-polished panels
which, in the Rocio Urquijo manner, become
“part of the painting.”
Behind the evenly-poured varnish of the
works are pictures that echo memories of the
cliché past. There are about four Ecce Homo
pieces—each and every artist’s exercise on the
head of Christ. There are “landscape,” “city,”
and “flight” variations together with birds,
sunbursts, fishes, surprising numbers, and
letters all done stylistically and in such a way
that they fill in the limited space of the plates.
Textures are derived out of the labor of matting
the surface of the plate and dipping it in acid,
sometimes sandpapering, sometimes scratching
the surface. Colors are applied with insensitive
abandon only to shade the white-ish metal.
The panels are painted either bright red, dark
blue, or black. And of course, two paintings
“got involved” enough to be titled “Green
Revolution” and “Student Activism.”
A desire to outgrow the all-too-familiar “art
look” and sympathize with recent international
painting is evident in the works of Dizon. They
are “hard-edged,” or if you want a bastardized
term, “minimal.” The invectives hurled against
the paintings, such as “too simple,” or “has no
soul,” or “pointless,” become apt descriptions for
their virtues. Though his “Geometrics” doesn’t
shock us anymore (after reflecting on the works
of Aguinaldo and Galang), Dizon at his best
sharpens our concept of the abstract by making
more witty and more visually convincing
designs.
First, Dizon shows us the surface of his canvas
by painting them with plain colors. There is no
illusion of indefinite perspective. Then he sets
his colors together to achieve several types of
optical sensations.
He can pair two colors as two shades of
brown together so that one plane will appear
“advancing” and the other “receding.” Or he
can pair two plain colors of the same optical
intensity such as bright orange and bright blue
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to create a “vibration.” Or he can pair a shade of
brown with different colors and make it appear
as though it were in several shades. Or he will
make several shades of green as though they
were the same. The subtleties that he creates
out of his geometric design show how clear and
honest his intention is: to make painting into a
visual object, not a playground for the nervous
hand.
While Isidro goes along the stream of
“experimental” painting, Dizon goes to the
heart of the matter by showing that painting is
after all nothing but a painterly manipulation
of a surface, or simply color applied on canvas.
Color, here, is nothing but itself—it does not try
to take the shape of a fish, a tree, a landscape,
or something like those of Isidro. Hardly can
the works of Isidro be called “painting” even if
they incorporate their colored mats because of
their very physical nature. The works are simply
etching plates mounted on attractive panels
which try to solicit our interest by the heavyhand techniques and gestures. It is true though
that the works show impeccable craftsmanship
which are assets to the merchandise. But his
pictures suffer from worn-out “scaffolding”
compositions.
Recent painting has constantly been in virtual
move for honesty with itself by showing its
physical self first before it creates illusions.
Abstraction has become a strict label on
those that show color or paint undiluted and
undirected by some gesture of representations.
Geometric works such as those of Dizon are a
result of this search for pictorial verities—which
is showing visual (not technical) qualities that
lend themselves best to the medium. To top it
all, Dizon deviates from the run-of-the-mill
schemes of clenching one’s outer-limits-ofthe-soul so as to express, as in the case of
Isidro’s, deep emotion. The difference then
between Isidro and Dizon is vast; the latter
tries to combine part and parcel of the craft of
printmaking into legitimate painting however
unconvincingly, while the former gets simply to
the point of making statements that cannot be
achieved better by any other medium.
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This is not to say that Dizon has no
imperfections. Far from that. There are works
that are straight derivatives from some op and
color-field artists. Some of the geometric shapes
dictate a non-rectangular frame. But, in general,
Dizon should be admired for making his
paintings clear, showing color straightforwardly
so as to keep our senses focused on its inherent
qualities. And if his works lack the artificial
make up of the “art look,” it is because of this

virtual insight to the system of abstraction
that resents other extra elements added to the
painting, such as pictures on politics, sociology,
psychology, eschatology, bedlam, and sex.

Asia-Philippines Reader 1, no.23 (September 1971):
39.

Justin Nuyda’s Inspired Pictures

There are artists who desire to make their
works pieces for infinitesimal contemplation,
drawing images of cubes, doors, cracks, clouds,
and other geometric debris that thrust, recede,
discontinue, or vanish uncertainly before the
eyes. Fernando Zobel’s recent works and Ben
Maramag’s spray paintings generally play with
light and shadow, though they manage to
remind us to a certain extent of their surfaces.
Glenn Bautista literally “fools the eye” by
keeping close to photography, often witless and
rather neat. Justin Nuyda’s works, on the other
hand, are elusively contrived pictures that are
undoubtedly inspired, though this is not to say
that they have the same visual intentions as
far as the paintings of his contemporaries are
concerned.
In the recent exhibition of Nuyda at the
Solidaridad Galleries, the shapes have become
totally geometric as compared to his past
show. Except for two or three portraits and
landscapes, everything belongs to the “Search”

series. He uses pastel and acrylic on mounted
paper. The colors are glowing, vaporous and
transparent, fading into the predominant dark
(black). We presume the horizontal-rectangle
cartolina format was so designed as to come
within our field of vision, so we can sit back
and, watching, relax.
While the paintings appear to be some sort of
tired-businessman’s kind of art, they evoke,
after a careful viewing of the details, certain
quite disturbing feelings. Which is the irony of
it all—an irony that sustains our visual curiosity
and invites long and pleasant contemplation.
The shapes—generally geometrical—appear as
solids or cubes that vanish at their ends. The
cracks dissolve to transparent layers of color,
the door-like images lead to other “doors.”
The basic “elements” of the paintings are quite
orderly and balanced; there is a facility in
rendering diagonal and ragged lines to create
atmospheres of quiet, serenity, and tranquil
terror. But behind this meticulous drawing of
well-ordered shapes lurk the sober imagination
and the nervous hand. The crayon that Nuyda
uses leaves blurry marks that make the work
appear muddy. The sequence of “planes and
surfaces” is illogical and not well-defined. The
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colors (greens, oranges, purples) do not only
act as “source of light”; they glow from unlikely
places, sometimes like laser beams. All these
contribute to the mysterious character of the
pictures.
Nuyda stubbornly uses crayon and paper, not
paint and canvas. It is true that the pictures
have “finished” appearance and a certain
definiteness in the composition but, beyond
this play of fancy, the artist makes a personal
answer to the question of the uses of crayon.
What differentiates one “Search” from the other,
as far as the visual idea is concerned, is not the
illustration itself but the different approaches to
the making of markings on paper. Nuyda rubs,
checks, wipes, jots, scratches with his crayon to
realize the conception of each picture.

The scale of the paintings is exactly the outcome
of the limitations of the medium and the
working manner by which the paintings were
made. Using crayon to plot the complicated
planes and surfaces, it is only logical to use a
small format; it is also this scale that enhances
the inherent drawing qualities of his works.
Nuyda’s pictures may belong to the province of
Surrealism, Cubism, or Neo-Realism (to use
the jargon of the fifties) but they are not too
rebellious or revolting as works of ideas. In the
event that they were produced rather too late,
we can only see them as well-wrought drawings
intelligently conceived and wittily wielded in a
manner that evokes inner and extra sentiments.

Asia-Philippines Reader 1, no. 26 (October 1971): 17.

Luz Sculptures: Lines into Luminescences

When in 1969, after 20 years of painting, Arturo
Luz decided to stop and become a sculptor,
the mystery was—he later admitted—why it
had taken him so long to shift. His drawings,
sketches, prints and paintings, which were
invariably lean and spare, presaged sculpture.
They had that disciplined sensitivity which
focused on shapes: one quickly realized how
easily they could be translated into threedimensional forms.
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His discerning parents did not wait for Arturo
to finish high school. Instead, they sent him to
America as soon as his artistic talent showed
itself. He studied at the California College of
Arts and Crafts in Oakland and then he went
to the Brooklyn Museum in New York. From
there, he went to Paris to the Academie de la
Grande Chaumiere.
On returning to Manila, he began to paint
seriously. He worked with drawings, prints, and
paintings as well as collages, quickly moving
from the representational to the abstractgeometric. As quickly, he called the attention of
Manila art critics, one of whom singled out his
“elegant mandarin sensibility”—words most apt
then and now.
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Then he became a sculptor. He chose a
transition stage: paintings which definitely
revealed sculptural qualities with their hint
of incisions on pre-historic pottery with their
color of porcelain, with their hard edge which
invoked modern material. In 1968, he painted a
series called “Objects”: ceramic wares arranged
on tables, rendered in his usual black outlines
and on textured ground.
The next year, he concentrated on doing a series
of sculptural works. His first three sculptures
were done on marble, with sizes that were
slightly taller than a foot.
The three marbles are simple. One is almost a
cube with three inflections, another is T-shaped,
the third a standing piece that branches simply
at the top. One of them was proposed for a
foreign museum to be constructed to about 20
feet high. By then, Luz was already working a
lot with hardwood.
Luz’s concern is the collection of vital forms, no
matter from what source, in the presentation of
a personal visual statement.
His choice of materials for his sculptures is
specific and demands an exceptional sense
of sight and touch. The highly refined,
elegant polish of the sculptures speaks of the
disciplined craftsmanship long associated with
his works.
The early works are varied in size and scale—
from table pieces to works with stands to
freestanding pieces of sculpture. Many of the
forms seem to fit several scales—a table piece
can also be experienced if projected into the
scale of rooms. But Luz is not much concerned
with scaling as much as he is interested in
showing the possibilities of his art.
In this aspect, he makes a comment on
Philippine artmaking that works of art need not
be made wholly by the artist himself. In fact, the
absolute forms he is dealing with require some
“factory finish” and solidity in mass.

Luz comes out best in the simpler works. In
“Homage to Tony Smith,” which is shaped
like a hammer standing on its handle, he
demonstrates the most convincing curve and
diagonal lines; at the same time, the work
displays both the material differences between
raw marble and polished marble. While he
works at minimal shapes and constructions, he
brings the perceiver to scrutinize his material at
a close distance and to observe the shapes from
all angles.
Luz is perhaps the only sculptor in Manila who
consistently works in the abstract. Which is
perhaps one reason why his works give off a
quality that nears perfection.
After a series of hardwood works which
included a 10-foot “Anito” series of totem
pole-like geometric shapes, Luz started to
explore the possibilities of other materials such
as aluminum, brass, steel, cement, and forged
iron. But his first one-man show of new works
was mostly reliefs in wood, in which he tried to
show not many variations of the grid pattern.
The reliefs in wood are squares and rectangles
of one-inch thick plywood with parallel
grooves crossing or perpendicular to other
grooves. Painted either in black or white,
the works—almost identical—show Arturo
Luz’s methodology. They reveal a mind that
is creatively working in systems, translating
regular lines into poetic luminescences.
Perhaps these reliefs are Luz’s most important
contributions to date.
As in the reliefs, Luz started with another series
that almost discarded highly eccentric lines and
shapes. His laminated wood series are the threedimensional extensions of his reliefs in that they
do nothing but pursue the logical directions of
lines and shapes as well as the natural virtues of
his materials.

Archipelago 1, no.10 (October 1974): 22-24.
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Bastardized Terms

My favorite pastime as a young artist is to
indulge in some kind of artistic banter with
elder artists and so-called critics, listening
to their words of wisdom condensed from
the titles of the articles in Art International,
Artforum, and Art in America, and observing
how they fit such vocabulary into the art
situation. Here are some of the most commonly
bastardized terms: so name-droppers, take note.
Five years ago, several artists were painting
impressionist, which means not being a
colleague of Renoir, or Sisley, but just an
impasto-applying painter. We know Sym as
an impressionist and Jaime de Guzman as an
expressionist, though the latter tended to be
surrealist. I know of several artists whose works
are surreal—simply because they look like
those of Dali or Ernst. One wonders, though,
whether our artists attribute their thinking to
Apollinaire’s or any surrealist’s manifesto.
Until now, modern art is abstract. Any
representational painting is conservative or
old-fashioned, therefore not modern. There is
a term, Magic Realism, given to those painters
who follow the sentiments of Andrew Wyeth.
But it seems as though Magic Realism was
coined in favor of them.
In the early 60s, the works of Lee Aguinaldo,
Ben Maramag, and Marciano Galang were
called minimal, as though Lawrence Alloway
coined the term for them. “Sparse” may be
a more appropriate word, especially when
“minimal art” had been universally known to
refer only to the works of Donald Judd, Carl
Andre, and other New York artists. The same
is true of the term pop; there are collages and
constructions utilizing grocery items which are
attributed to this term.
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Any non-saleable works is experimental, so
this denies the academic claim that all art
is experimental. An environmental work is
something that was not built like a monument,
like the works of Chabet, Joe D. Bautista,
Albano, and the shoe paintings of Marciano
Galang. Any flamboyant-looking painting was
psychedelic, including the early H.R. Ocampo,
Lee Aguinaldo, and Galang. Some known
critics still think that the objects done by
Roberto Chabet, Ed Castrillo, Ray Albano are
environmental, alluding to barns covered with
mylar or parks covered with corn-flakes by Les
Levine or Allan Kaprow.
Any art opening alive with some extra activity
is a happening (oh yes, Professor Maceda also
had a musical happening) especially when
the gallery dealer-managers, or curators
(can they be called hospitality girls, too?)
arrange some fashion show or jazz music to
enhance the evening. The next morning’s
papers would come up with a column or short
article reviewing the exhibits—this can pass
for criticism. Lately, attempts at making art
criticism were done, ending in a sentimental
biography of the artist, that he became rich
because of this and because of that, and it is not
his fault.
Any seemingly incomprehensible art these days
is called conceptual after a term used by Joseph
Kosuth to describe his work. And there is a
group of Magic Realists who should feel inferior
for calling themselves such. And there seems to
be a derogatory implication to the term avantgarde, as in the works of Chabet, Joe Bautista,
Alan Rivera, etc.
Large paintings such as those of Jaime de
Guzman have been called murals. Abstract
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painting still refers to abstract expressionism.
Interaction does not at all refer to Josef Albers’
“Interaction of Colors.”
Our own idea of an art gallery is a place where
they hang paintings—whether that place looks
like a bazaar or a shop. There are still many
artists who religiously follow the rules on “How
To Look Bohemian and Be An Artist.” Not only
in the costuming but also in the smell and in his
big ego, more popularly known as his artistic
temperament. Our idea of a Cultural Center
is an institution that provides full financial

support to artists. And oh yes, our concept
of Philippine art is a painting or sculpture
that shows a view of our favorite countryside,
an abstraction of a church procession or a
cockfight, sepia drawings of old Philippine
photographs, the flamboyant style of Botong
Francisco, the inspiration of Ocampo and
the sari-manok, or contortions of shapes and
materials where the artist can expound (as read
in his titles) on his sympathy for the masses.

Ermita, May 1976, 20.

Ben Maramag, Luz Gallery

Finally Ben Maramag’s concerns have been
revealed with clarity and thrust that, literally,
the “mystery” of his paintings have gone. Prior
to his exhibition at the Luz Gallery, he exhibited
works of larger sizes, in sets of two or three
panels, each panel almost identical with another
and in different shapes. Out of the spray-gun
grammar he was able to compose atmospheres
of enclosed color. His new works, however,
are manifestations of technical excellence so
much like the skills in a Samonte serigraph or a
Manansala watercolor.
Apparently the artist has acquired a hand for
technical effects and an eye for visual splendor.
For it used to be that spray-gun painting was
an expressive way of creating transparent,
powdery, and cloudy surfaces, as in his past

works. His new paintings however are wellpolished, illusionistic, and full of what spray
guns are prone to create: chiaroscuro. But
unlike in his past works, where chiaroscuro
resulted in “abysmal depths,” the new ones have
specific glowing bands around the frame or
across, in intentionally false perspectives. The
bands appear cubist still—glowing, glaring as
though they were made of translucent material
with uneven lighting in them.
Well, the illusion goes far. At first, Maramag’s
paintings are rigidly formalist. Actually, these
were impulsively painted, with not much
attention to scale, proportion, etc. Then again
the “formalist” front of his works hides the fun
and the play aspect of spray-gun painting. In
fact, his paintings look too seriously perfect that
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on first viewing they look so real to the point of
being unpainterly and impersonal.
Painting with spray gun does not necessarily
imply doing away with the natural flow of
paint. As a tool, it is used for finishes and
even coatings. But if used as a substitute for
the paint brush, somehow the outcome would
show spurts of uneven atmospheres of color.
In Maramag’s case, [as] what he used to do in
his past works—controlling the wild bursting
of spray gun has been denied in favor of a
craftsman’s rendering of illusionistic bands
(which look three-dimensional).

fans. What is intriguing is not the abysmal
“perspective” or the chiaroscuro effects, but
the stubborn use of identical panels in his
paintings which are, in many cases, in pairs.
He repeats a composition almost exactly and
puts them side by side. The initial reaction
is to make comparisons. The preference for
increased bands and a complicated composition
shows the artist’s recent concerns. By the work’s
exacting clarity it is hinted that such concerns
are at the edge of a long personal and elusive
search for content in abstract painting.

Marks, 1976, 12.

This is all there is to it: the clarity of imagery
which may disarm the cloudy-Maramag

Impy Pilapil, ABC Galleries

seems somehow so honest as to tolerate all
misconceptions about her previous works.

There is always an implication of change when
a present exhibition of an artist is seen with a
view of a previous one. Impy Pilapil’s happens
to be an exhibition revealing tremendous
change; it is so indicative that one can conclude
that in her first one-man exhibition, she did
not show much of what can be called the artist’s
concepts as well as personal statements—in
fact, her exhibition at the ABC Galleries
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First, she is not exactly a printmaker. The
whole system and pictorial problem-solving in
her works do not [at] all probe on the graphic
process. This is not saying that she made, along
the way, a grievous mistake in terminology,
which deceives and registers with effecting
profundity. The optical vibrations of her striped
acetates as well as her paper constructions
have nothing to do with making interesting
impressions, but, definitely, if seen as collages or
otherwise, they are of greater value. For Impy is
just using serigraphy to make multiple lines and
solid colors, and if ever she made editions, they
were more “multiples” than prints.
Impy likes paper materials, and this is her
concern in her second exhibit. She does collages
out of textured paper, printing spoilage, and
any scrap that catches her fancy: here there is
much of the playful, charming, expressive, and
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sometimes witty artist at work. She composes
“landscapes” between colored plexiglass
sheets. She prints pink “squiggles” on black
background. Though still heavy at circles and
triangles and parallel lines, there is an apparent
intention to depart from all these as in some
works which are made of torn rice paper.
Shapes, textures, and raw edges are Impy’s
concerns. For the shapes and textures, one
recalls the illuminated collages of Rodolfo
Paras-Perez and the recent works of Jose
Joya. For composition, Malang comes close
as influence, with the sun-mountain-huts in
endless variations. The artist’s own technical
handling is somewhat Japanese without much
of the compelling poetry of space. What is
memorable is the seemingly effortless layouting
of the materials.

The works of Impy, like the works of our more
responsible young artists, offer possibilities that
need to be explored. As of now, she has not
considered scale as an important aspect of her
works. The use of plexiglass is not faithful to
the unique characteristics of the material. Her
attempts at making effortless exercises with
her materials do not move to an extreme; they
tend towards the cliché and safe. The exhibition
is still visually strong as to memorability and
“feminine charm,” but somehow remains a
passive strength.

Marks, 1976, 13-14.

Modern Art: The Felt Influences

How a Select Few Bring Out the Abstract Grammar

[T]reat nature by means of the cylinder, the
sphere, the cone, everything brought into proper
perspective so that each side of an object or a
plane is directed towards a central point. Lines
parallel to the horizon give breadth, whether
it is a section of nature or, if you prefer, of the
show which the Pater Omnipotens Aeterne Deus
spreads before our eyes. Lines perpendicular to
this horizon give depth. But nature, for us men,
is more depth than surface, whence the need to
introduce into our light vibrations, represented
by reds and yellows, a sufficient amount of
blueness to give the feel of air.
–Cezanne’s letter to Emile Reward, April 1904

The latent fact of abstraction has always been
in all painting. After all, what constitutes a
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picture gets down to the bare essentials of the
picture frame: paint and canvas and/or their
equivalents. It is the strategic encumbrance of
scientific expertise and skills that somehow
expose “semiological surfaces that articulate
meaning beneath,” which in the end emit
sensations for our experience—painterly
sensations first and then possibly other kinds.
Cezanne who painted sceneries and still life
knew that the artist was always trying at visual
effects. No part of our art history supports the
artists’ activity as hocus-pocus and there-youhave-it. In all aspects, the thinking in terms
of lines, color, and shapes has always been the
artists’ most reliable method. In a way, the
understanding and practice of abstraction
determined the aesthetics of a given period, era,
or movement.
The counting, the measuring, proportion,
spatial relationships, and the methodical
reference to geometric forms all calculated
mathematically have always been the classic
means of rendering representational objects.
Before representation, there was abstraction.
The persistence of that old-wives’ argument—
that one must know how to do representational
things to do abstract painting—is still a strong
cause of our artistic neurosis: “Look at Picasso.
He had a blue period before he had cubism.”
Cezanne, Matisse, and Pollock had something
in common in that they knew how to draw.
In Manila, there was a time when Lee
Aguinaldo had to exhibit his drawings as
footnotes to his Linear period. Somehow, the
argument bogs down to the whole issue of
sensitivity which, by nature defies satisfactory
resolution.
But somehow, the argument is strengthened by
example: we perhaps have not come up with
convincing abstract works so far. If people
are so baffled by the seeming emptiness of
abstraction, maybe it is because they are not
seeing much of the powerful ones, and then
conclusions are made.
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At a glance, the abstract movement in
Philippine art reads like a hop-hop-skip-andjump incursion into mainstream international
art. Eclipsed by Cubism and Futurism in the
1950s, intensified by Surrealism, coerced into
Informalism (Spanish Abstract Expressionism),
alienated by Abstract Expressionism, and later
on abandoned by Minimalism as it sensed
its identity, the movement lately declared
independence—or the artist would like to think
so—in the 1970s.
Today, as the definition of abstract art is
clarified by formalist criticism, several artists
have adopted the grammar of abstraction as
evident in their works. This is owed to the
theoretical paintings of Constancio Bernardo
in the 1950s as well as the flick paintings of
Lee Aguinaldo. A whole movement of artists
worked on the distillation of representational
form to establish the maturation of modern
art itself: Fernando Zobel, Arturo Luz, H.R.
Ocampo, Jose T. Joya, Napoleon Abueva, and
others. In the past decade, Lee Aguinaldo and
Roberto Chabet have proven that the abstract
grammar was communicable and further that
it was the only logical means of utilizing the
medium.
Essentially, abstraction is not an indulgence
in the artifice of gestures (or art for art’s
sake) but a necessary human way of checking
responses—visual responses foremost—and
to transmit new signs of socio-environmental
change. A painting should teach us to see, even
if it strains the eyes sometimes. It should make
us aware of similar signals in our day-to-day
existence and only abstraction—its necessary
meaninglessness—provide the pure experience.
Its insistence on breaking away from
convention as well as its apparent emptiness
have always scared uninvolved artists. As a
result, the good abstract artists are a select few.
There is enough abstract painting by Filipino
artists to express how much the world has
revealed itself—in the artists’ concern for color,
line, materiality, behavior, installation, process,
concept, systems, autobiography, emotion,
libido, etc. Filipino representational artists still
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revel at cliché subject matter. The bigger part of
the works exposes the artist’s abject ignorance
of treating “nature by means of the cylinder, the
sphere, the cone…”
Amid a cross-cultural breeding of Filipino
artists, abstraction should take on a more felt
meaning among them. If Olazo’s diaphanous

shapes echo nature, if Aguinaldo once again
shows “windows of emanating light,” if Lao
Lianben makes pictographs, it is because they
are at their best transforming the universal
language of abstraction into a vital and intimate
way of expression.

Archipelago A46, vol. 5 (1978-N): 15-17.

Ofelia Gelvezon-Tequi: Fine Print First Lady

sculptors, or anything that must have been
more satisfying, convincing, easy.

They were fine printers all: Virgilio Aviado, Jo
Escudero, Mario Parial, Manuel Rodriguez,
Jr., and later on Ray Albano, Rodolfo Samonte,
Romulo Olazo, Marcelino Rodriguez, Restituto
Embuscado, among others, the second
generation of printmakers in the late 60s, when
a print still had to be explained to the public
as something that was original although in
copies—that awkward stage when printmakers
and art critics still had to convince art
enthusiasts that there was more to the medium
than meets the eye, that printmaking has its
own history and that new terminology still
had to be invented in order to define new print
processes such as collography (after collage),
plantigraphy (using stencils), thermography (or
embossing), xerography (or photocopy). But
where are they now? Chances are one or two
survive, still make prints regularly (Aviado and
Marcelino) and the rest have turned painters,

Printmaking is such a difficult enterprise, and
apparently one that yields “minor” results.
Only those who understand the work may
stay on, as if the process tests one’s character
and challenges one’s convictions. It was Ofelia
Gelvezon who stayed on to the present as a
professional printmaker—with an achievement
of being responsible for the success of many
young printmakers (Imelda Cajipe, Ileana Lee,
Nonon Padilla, even Bencab) and a professional
training in complex techniques such as
viscosity printing (in which one applies several
colors together on a plate and still retains
color separation by a chemical method) and
engraving.
Coming home after a stint at the Pratt Institute,
New York, Gelvezon worked on a series of
illustrations in which pinball machines were
allegorical games of life and death, with biblical
characters pitted against pinball chance.
She won the major awards in the Philippine
Association of Printmakers competitions, and
went on to have shows at several galleries,
including the Cultural Center.
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Since she started printmaking, Gelvezon
accepted the fact that she was doing craft, and
maybe art. She knew the Gutenberg tradition of
printing, printmaking’s origin. She investigated
the craft’s roots—typography, relief, mechanical
printing, etc., and found it logical that a print
be some illustration to something important
like the Bible. If one looks at her pinball series
and other early works, one finds the classic
book design and format in the way the holistic
image was created, with rounded corners, and
stark coloring. Considering printmaking as a
craft meant she had to try harder, like making
only one perfect print for the whole day, and
being precise with each step, so that one print
looks exactly like the other, in an edition.
She left nothing to chance, and although she
experimented with a lot of techniques in the
making of the plate, printing was easy and
exact.
Gelvezon’s academic approach to her craft
makes it possible for her to achieve the effects
needed for her subject matter. A print dates
back to the early press where important news
(the Gospel) were to be spread. So what else is
there to comment on but the Bible, and what
manner of commenting is more appropriate
than the allegorical? Her subject matter is
naturally highly literary, a juxtaposition of
biblical characters and the game of chance,
religion and circumstance, faith and fate.
While trying to settle down in Paris, Gelvezon
shifted to a subject matter that was perhaps
more meaningful. Her house in Iloilo was
presented as a whole picture and as details of
windows and doors. Later she did the same
approach to her house in Pasig. The new
subject matter of course lent itself to viscosity
printing, which seemed to be the medium
she was perfecting at that time. For a while,
those parts of houses were simple nostalgic
but otherwise cliché images. However, the
autobiographical context within which her
images were immersed in transcended triteness
and supported the literary content of these
works. Anyway, it was not any other story:
it was hers—related with concrete images
achieved by intelligence and craftsmanship.
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With this, Gelvezon was into another aspect
of printmaking again, into the multi-levels
of personal involvement or how far personal
statements could do in her work.
In her recent works at the Luz Gallery, Gelvezon
goes back to the pinball image, but dragging
other images from pop culture (science fantasy,
outer space, toys) with certainly a more relaxed
attitude. It should be noted, however, that her
works in the exhibit included a set of collages,
as in the case of her show last year, which were
composed of mainly recycled trial proofs of
her prints.
From this show one can inevitably discern
the dependence of the collages on the prints.
This may sound an unfair treatment. But just
as one can make intimations of the energy
and laborious process [by] which the prints
were made as opposed to the “quickie”
collage-making—there is no doubt about the
superiority of the prints. The comparison
is inevitable, especially in an exhibit that
combines the two mediums. As a matter of
fact, the presence of the collages enhanced
Gelvezon’s position as the foremost printmaker
among Filipino printmakers.
The literary aspect of Gelvezon’s prints is
crucial. It is a way of checking herself with
her literary background and reverence for the
origin of printmaking itself. After all, the press
was invented to duplicate mainly messages to be
read, hence also the association of her biblical/
medieval allusions to the first books ever made.
But this time in her exhibition, Gelvezon’s
maturity in dealing with subject matter is
apparent. Her recent treatment of her subject
matter is more witty and tongue-in-cheek, with
a lot of humor in juxtaposing Star Wars images
with biblical icons. One wonders if her return
to the early-books theme is due to realizing the
fact that getting into autobiographical imagery
which she did in her house series last year is
quite limited and tends to bring in fiction, or
that she feels she is making more profound
statements with her tribute to the graphic
process. Certainly, her recent works more
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than imply the malleability between personal
(literary) and professional (graphic) statements
which seems to have been glossed over in her
past works. It is apparent that she is at her most
personal when she deals with more graphic
themes. Her genuine respect and involvement
with the medium is enough to create profound
personal statements on print.

Philippine Art Supplement [Special Feature on
Printmaking] (November to December 1980): 2-3.

Ileana Lee: Impressions, then Illusions

Just when one discovers the complexity of
Ileana Lee’s prints in her recent exhibition at the
CCP Small Gallery, she throws in a work that
jolts with utter simplicity—a rubber stamp print
of myriad dots. This possibly unintended shock
of recognition, an interruption of an illusion
of sorts, may still be a clue to her outstanding
graphic ideas.
Upon entering the gallery, one notices
Lee’s imagery as a collection of textures
and texturations, from the process, lines,
patterns, embossments, etc. A line, dot, or
texture is repeated only to be lost within the
all-overness of the works. Indeed, the lack of
spunk in subject matter may not fascinate as
much, though it does draw attention to the
exquisite craftsmanship perhaps only Ileana
Lee can achieve. The works even show off with
impeccable grace—no unprofessional smears,
no uncertain impressions, no “doctored” plates:
everything is so right it is almost suspect.
Well, Lee’s prints are tough, always ready to be
scrutinized, perfect in every detail. In a series

of ten, almost identical prints of fine textures,
she plays with texturing and wiping to achieve
relief, somewhat cosmic effects. In a series using
continuous curved lines, she uses multiple
impressions—a relief print and an intaglio with
different colors. She uses the square format so
as to be able to rotate the plates from all sides.
This one particular innovation provides for
the richness and the surface dynamism that
sustains interest.
In a series of monoprints, Lee even applies
non-print techniques such as cut-outs and free
drybrush strokes on open stencils. She comes
out most sensitive in these combinations. It is
also in this series of works that she includes
rubber stamp marks that look like silkscreen
prints, hand embossments, and perforations.
Here is where her statement about printmaking
shifts from the highly rigid, edition-demanding
system to an open, compromising, and
experimental one. In her own terms she
makes aware of the specific character by
which she establishes her own standards—
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such as neatness, clarity of impression, and
the exact use of materials. Not that these are
unconventional standards. But she virtually
makes it a point to tell her viewers through her
works.
What binds all the prints in the exhibit is the
underlying concept of utilizing the plate to
produce her pristine works. In the framed
works, the crisscrossing of the curved lines
and even the positive/negative printing were
all achieved by the multiple printing of a single
plate. Variations and permutations from the
given possibilities were tried, and the results
worked out. In fact, quite excellently, it is the
figuring out of the method and techniques that
adds to the interest and involvement, and in
some cases, it seems as though the printmaker
maneuvered a web of tricks to keep us looking
endlessly for the clues.
In the unframed works, Lee elaborates on
some of our “household” print processes such
as the rubber stamp relief and hand-rubbed
embossments, plus the open-stencil drybrush
and perforation. Instead of using the embossing
machine, she carefully rubs the paper on a
relief plate until it gets embossed. In using the
rubber stamp she uses printers’ ink, and makes
impressions of dots all over one area. The drybrush and perforation techniques articulate
on her surface, making the works difficult to
duplicate.
There is more to observe in each and every
work as there are endless possibilities posited
by Lee’s system of printing. In this exhibition,
it is her personal preference, rather than a
mathematical order that governs the production
of the prints. The few works shown are enough
to prove to us her position as one of the most
sophisticated printers around. She uses a large
format to let us know how neatly she sustains
her masterful craftsmanship. She makes allover textures and patterns so as not to throw
techniques out of focus. She sparsely uses color
to let us notice her materials. She provides us an
illusion which, upon reaching deeper visibility,
brings us to a philosophical questioning of what
printmaking is all about.
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Well, printmaking to Lee is making impressions
which can be purely visual and tactile. She
makes no literary statements—hence the
cold, somehow boring appearance of her
works—and keeps an equally abstract language
which depends entirely on the medium. High
craftsmanship and restraint of visual statement
make the works quite convincing. It is easy to
state that at this moment, along this field, Lee is
unchallenged.

Philippine Art Supplement [Special Feature on
Printmaking] (November to December 1980): 6.
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Zaballero: The Idea Stripped Bare

Since her first solo exhibition, Phyllis Zaballero’s
paintings have been dealing with deliberation,
a structure of movement from black to white,
positive to negative, cool color to warm color
or the like. Where one field of black contains
sparse streaks of white, there is a white field
with black streaks at the other end. In her work
for the Thirteen Artists 1978 exhibit, shades of
blue gradate to shades of red and in her second
solo exhibit at the Kamalig, her black-andwhite works start with dominant black in one
corner and gradate to white in the opposite
corner. It has always been a straightforward
optical narrative, essayed through lightweight
elaborations of process and color. Effectivity
of her work inevitably depended on how she
managed to gradate the linear reading—either
with barriers to complicate visibility or with a
no-nonsense way of directly dragging it to its
endpoint.
Zaballero’s works at the CCP Museum Hallway,
“Grange Canal No. II,” is a set piece to illustrate
the straightforward deliberation of the process.
Recalling an early work, “Grange Canal” is a
series of black cardboard sheets dipped in latex
at several levels gradating from a slightly dipped
board to a fully dipped one, and back. The
boards apparently were designed and installed
handsomely with respect to the Hallway wall.
The two rows that move from left to right
complement each other—one goes as the
negative to the other.

Considering her theme of transformation,
“Grange Canal” comes out as the simplest—as
it does not offer any decorative entrapments
such as color and texture as in past works.
The boards are cinematic, a frame-by-frame
sequencing of one simple gesture, like a wink of
an eye. This is all there is, and yet, the idea took
visual form profoundly, frozen in time unlike a
real filmstrip. This is Zaballero’s most complex
work to date, stripping bare the idea and
presenting it as a complete story in itself.
The idea stripped bare, however logically it
developed and however honest it was as a
gesture, rids itself by being more literary than
painterly as seen in the context of her past
works. The relationship between the idea and
the painting process seems to have been lost,
or the act of drawing the paint on board may
not at all be crucial to the work at hand. That
a different method of painting such as the use
of freehand brush, hard-edge painting, or even
cut-out application could have done as well.
Nor was there any highly personal gesture
involved in the dipping act or that there was
a rigid system followed which resulted in the
gradated “painting” of the areas.
This may be an unfair treatment to consider
Zaballero’s most recent works in view of her
past achievement. But in the first work that
was ever shown—which is the root of this
exhibit—her system was more painterly as the
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black paper pieces were dipped on white, with
the paint allowed to seep through and crawl
naturally on the material. At least both process
and invented system provided an interesting
picture and acted as a vehicle for the artist’s
personal expression. If the natural character of
the work is not found or hampered in this latest
one, it is because the focus was on the idea and
the seriality that worked out the plan.
But viewing her past works, there are still

aspects yet untouched or not dealt with, such as
color, seriality, and scale. In the meantime, there
is the thought that here is an artist who pushed
the abstract language further to a level that has
become, even to the masses, accessible.

Philippine Art Supplement [Special Feature on
Printmaking] (November to December 1980): 14.

Chabet’s Collages: Text, Context, Content

For a time, collage was a cubist technique to
emphasize surface verities by slapping on a
patch of surface on a surface, or a surrealist
device for a calculated chance meeting of
images and objects. Recently, collage became
a living term in the artist’s vocabulary, as a
technique to assemble materials together—a
much-abused method of incorporating all sorts
of items.
In the recent exhibition of Roberto Chabet,
entitled The Making of King Kong and Other
Works, collage takes in a new level of meaning,
something which can only be achieved by
someone who has contemplated on it for a long
time. For what Chabet does is not so much to
create effects or even surreal undercurrents, but
to lay down interdependent “units” together, so
naturally or casually, that only after a while do
the collages unfold to reveal themselves.
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The “units” which I am referring to may
range from a page of a book, an old envelope,
a postcard, or a magic slate, each of which
is joined together in a row or a group by a
masking tape. The collages themselves look
like a series of small panels hinged together by
masking tape. Each unit has been personally
given a treatment of presentation: a total wash
with acrylic paint, collage of small paper bits all
over the surface, or left as is. The possibilities
for combinations are endless but within the
artist’s established catalogue of contents.
For purposes of clarification, the “content” I am
referring to means the literal items presented by
the units themselves: for instance, a page from a
book has words for content, an old envelope has
stamps and marks for content, a photograph
has the picture for content. Practically all the
units are containers of literary information
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explicit or otherwise. Blank paper, clean magic
slates, painted envelopes underlie the absence
of words.
It is the consistent use of language-associated
units that elaborate on the artist’s recent
concern with collage. The almost fatalist
attitude one can guess the artist took with
regard to the inevitability of verbal language
in the visual arts—an ontological investigation
which is a total digression in itself—is
deliberately established with apparent energy
as one gathers all the verbal visual puns/
associations in the contents: envelopes, slates,
and file cards contain letters; old letters, King
Kong, and Chuck Berry are nostalgia pieces,
etc. Whatever, the contents of the units are
about language and language as subject.
The sources of the units should be noted as
whole interdependent context, each having its
own story, data of function, and circumstance.
For instance, a page of a book, say that of
Chuck Berry, was taken out of its context
(which is the book), or a letter envelope was
released out of its function, or a file card was
taken out of the bunch of files. As it appears,
all these items taken out of context are laid
down together to form a multi-level story that

is quite homogeneous (because the images and
words somehow connect with one another)
and yet puzzling because the “meanings” weave
and interweave but do not explicate any end
statement. They however create a new context.
I do find it interesting to discuss the literary
meanderings of Roberto Chabet’s works rather
than their physical aspects simply because I
find the works to be controlled and lacking
of jolting shapes as in his 1960s collages. But
then again, as one sees the careful elaboration
he made on each and every unit (painting,
pasting bits of paper, using the and pattern, etc.)
there was no detail left unstudied, the works
are very well-made. Still, I figure that the real
experience of unjolting imagery might have
been psychological in more ways than one.
The overpowering take-over of language in
the words, pictures, and symbols that overflow
from one unit to another, negotiates for
“smooth connections” or smooth reading of the
works whether from a physical, ontological, or
psychological standpoint.

Philippine Art Supplement 2, no. 1 (January to
February 1981): 7.

A View on Philippine Photography

From a slow, soft-focus stare, current
photography shown in galleries seems to be
establishing a selective frame that limits its
iconographic domain, setting itself apart from
say, photojournalism. This trend, inexplicably
set up by the gallery system, develops when
picture-taking is seriously treated as an activity
to produce art.
There are growing biases that stem from groupopinionating among camera club members.
And so are general habits. My short stint in
camera clubs informs me of standard practices,
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making standard rules ending in standard
results. A monthly contest (black-and-white,
color print, or transparency) always brings
in a reap of very competent stuff: technical
sophistication (the best camera taking the
difficult situation, processed with utmost
care and darkroom doctoring), clear details
of subject matter (sometimes humorous,
sometimes mysterious, a lot of times lovely).
Sojourns to distant islands, happy moments
with children, a day with beggars in the
ruins along the jagged streets, or a major
set-up in the studio for the “favorite” face,
or an odd arrangement for “still life” are the
vehicles to reveal the psyche of sorts, if not a
photographer’s point-of-view. Hardly are any
contests beyond one-picture concerns (such
as photo essays) even though subject matter,
most of them selected, demands further
visual explorations to elaborate on the scale
of a situation. It may be that a certain group
dynamics governs the club, because if one were
to check on tools and resources, club members
are well endowed.
Because the gallery treats the photograph like a
print or painting, it favors those that are perfect
as prints and those that look like paintings.
Color, detail shots, arty camera framing, and
genteel or exotic subject matter—elegantly
framed under glass or plexiglass—spell out
gallery preference and saleability. (Inexplicably,
there are many paintings in galleries that
look like or are copies of photographs, which
indicate the influence of the subject matter of
photography-for-a-gallery.) There is to me,
a dangerous aesthetic and even economic
domination of painting over the realm of
photography within the gallery system, which
seems even more problematic than that
between painting and printmaking.
The situation is tight but clear: because amateur
photographers (serious non-professionals)
dominate the galleries, one cannot expect more
than what they want to achieve. In fairness to
them, we acknowledge their professionalism
towards the handling of the camera (Franco
Patriarca once said that sometimes it is the
amateur photographers who can do better
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because they have more time and better
equipment), and also their academic knowledge
of the history of the technology. But what
they do, by emphasizing their supremacy
over craftsmanship, is hardly any personal
involvement much more concern, as their
works do not reflect a fresh and imaginative
way of seeing—or viewing life, for that matter—
through the eyes of the camera. With some
exceptions, of course.
Salon photography is mistaken for competence
in craftsmanship. The rough world outside
captured on film would seem inappropriate for
the salon, to put it literally. It is always ideal to
have a subject matter that evokes gentleness
and strives for upliftment simply because, even
technically, it is neat.
Even journalists themselves succumb to the
concept that the art of photography deals with
artistic subject matter. News photography is
much too inappropriate or too easy for them.
Sometimes they do not realize that their day
to day picture-taking yields the real expression
of an artist so much involved in capturing the
real life.
In the end, it will be a merging of two poles—
the craftsmanship of the amateur and the
subject matter of the journalist. Romeo Vitug,
Franco Patriarca and company, once proved this
in the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s. With the
introduction of new technology for accessible
photography, photographers are presently at a
stage again when they start to experiment with
their materials (color processing) and their
exhibition venues (art gallery).

Philippine Art Supplement 2, no. 1 [Special Issue on
Photography] (January to February 1981): 15.
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Aguinaldo’s Decisive Versions

Pour lighter fluid on a magazine page, cover
it with a sheet of paper, rub the paper with
ballpen, take out the paper, see that you’ve done
a frottage, in a manner like Lee Aguinaldo’s
technique in doing the works for his recent
show at the Alegria Gallery (February 1981).
It may be remote to think of the frottage as
a serious medium for art, but this is what
Aguinaldo did here, and at some time in the
early 1960s.
This first time around, when he first tried
frottaging stateside magazine on paper (in the
mid-60s, at the old Luz Gallery), he was on to
an aesthetic of tediousness, of surface qualities,
of graphic effects. The surfacing energy that
showed in these works was powerful, could
not be ignored, but heavyhandedly controlled.
There were lines and optical devices such as
small squares and typography that served to
determine an order in a network form. There
were rhythmic patterns, image repetitions (yes,
Aguinaldo would buy several copies of the same
magazine), advancing-receding movements
within an infinite field, and so on. It was a
work of textures, orchestrated details, dynamic
surfaces, effects. What could have been a
contrasting predecessor for his “Linear Series”
of flat surfaces and bright colors than a series of
works in rich textures and faded, almost blackand-white, colors.
This second time around, the fascination for
effects wears off. Aguinaldo does frottages
with a different concern, much more complex
than fifteen years or so ago. It seems that the
return to this technique is a planned gesture
to refer to his early works, to the point that

viewing the new works as they are especially
individually, only yields the basic fascination
with a deceivingly complicated medium such
as frottage.
The new works confirm the artist’s revisionist
attitude towards his materials. In his
case, “materials” means a magazine page,
documentation of his past works, and the
history of his art. For one thing he makes
several versions of one photograph. In the
series “Homage to Hokusai,” a picture of a
populated beach, there are about four copies (or
versions) with marked differences. Many of the
works in the exhibit are in pairs, which further
strengthens his concern for several versions.
It used to be that the artist would start a
painting and end up with a totally different one
on the same board. In his search for perfection,
he covers other options, but now, he is willing
to show us not just one version of a theme
(at one time he showed a series of paintings
in green, with almost identical formats). The
versions, though, are not contrived to look
identical.
Aguinaldo somehow treats the photographic
image like literature. Before, he would
superimpose them as abstract patterns, now he
gives them due respect as whole images—but
quite paraphrased by him. For instance, the
beach is taken as a whole picture, laid down
on paper but as frottaged, certain graphic
limitations make for a “hazy” picture, if referred
to the original, but which is what he tried to
achieve. Taken from this context, it would seem
that he has allotted a right for his materials
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to be what they are for once, or that he has
recognized the inherent virtues of his materials,
with more conviction.
As in his exhibition of collages last year, the
artist wavered from a complete manipulation
of his materials (treating them abstractly) to an
almost untampered presentation of the items,
allowing for the “original meanings” to be
perceived.

In this exhibition, Aguinaldo works on repeated
images, creating several versions of a picture,
reflecting a catholic attitude towards decisions.
The one interesting part of this exhibit is that
the artist accepts several valid decisions on a
single idea. Making other versions gives both
the materials and the artist a gesture of “another
chance.”

Philippine Art Supplement 2, no. 1 [Special Issue on
Photography] (January to February 1981): 17.

Joya the Essential

“Granadean Arabesque” was the title of the
painting by Jose Joya that convinced me enough
to consider the unique power of abstraction
in painting. It was hanging at the old Ateneo
Art Gallery, about 1964, [having] just arrived
from the Venice Biennale. This was a powerful
yellow canvas, expansive as it stretched long,
with thick bold strokes of dark paint strung in
a horizon with jabbing marks that extended
towards the bottom. Together with a couple of
other paintings, this one was used to analyze
his grammar, or the manner of laying down his
ideas and feelings, and to examine how different
his works were from representation.
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Ocampo was doing scaly images then, quite
surrealist. Manansala was into altars and
jeepneys and the crucifixion. Arturo Luz was
doing his cityscapes series, quite geometric and
innovative. Ang Kiukok was into lamps and still
life. And the rest of the so-called Neo-Realist
group were still into this distorted figuration on
small-size board. Joya provided an alternative
to this Neo-Realist look. It was all color,
brushwork, in large size. And bursting energy.
It was a habit to view Joya’s then refreshing
works, during [my] student days. Now at his
retrospective show at the Museum of Philippine
Art, Joya is nostalgia. “The Hills of Nikko” and
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“Episode in Stockholm” at Gallery II of MOPA
are the typical Joya works of the mid-60s. Big
bold strokes, thick, and rich in texture, gather
centrally to a middle horizontal line and a
middle slanted vertical line. Elaborating on the
structure, the artist would draw out his feelings
of profundity and virtuosity, dazzling us with
bold outbursts of color. To this date, the works
during this period remain most memorable.
Joya was legendary with his technical bravura
at that time. The use of sand in mixing his
thick paint, the streak of color, the calligraphic
swatches, the compositional devices which
he used in his works were things Humanities
students loved to dwell on: the Abstract
Expressionist devices which he absorbed from
his midwestern stint at the Cranbrook Academy
in the U.S. contributed to the stark power of the
works. Most of all, the works carried the virtue
of honesty-with-the-medium so articulated in
contemporary non-geometric abstraction.
As one looks back, one realizes that Joya’s
mid-sixties period—his strongest—was a
conflict of concerns. While he was into the
materiality of color—physical qualities of paint
and marking landscape imagery seethed in his
work, externalized in the colors, acknowledged
in the way the paintings were titled. The
landscape was a way of laying down paint, its
essence captured in the paintings’ composition:
a horizontal-vertical structuring of elements
used by European representational painters for
their pictorial system of weights and balances.
While it was true that he was using Abstract
Expressionist methodologies—methods of
marking the canvas—he still succumbed
to earlier European academic painting, or
relational art, as opposed to the all-overness
of the former. It was a time of proving the
excellence and righteousness of abstraction,
by way of showing that it was derived from
representation.
In later years, those seen in Gallery III, Joya
moved on to another series of important works,
of which “Laguna De Bay” is a good example.
At the then new Luz Gallery, he had a show of
these paintings which were done by covering

the canvas with modelling paste or such
substance, and scratching marks while wet. He
was into marks that meant something, like the
ancient Tagalog alphabet, zodiac signs, amulet
marks, and other inscriptions. His works
had the qualities of etched tablets of stone.
As seen from the retrospective, these works
mark the artist’s last concern for materiality,
that hedonistic fascination with the dynamic
surface.
After this, from the mid-seventies to the
present, the paintings were almost purely
decorative; that is to say, they never made us
interested in seeing the ideal that went into
them. Except perhaps in the collages with
Chinese paper, where the artist elaborated on
transparency and “floating” space.
The later Joya was more rigid (there were flat
surfaces appearing on top of a horizontal hue),
more calculated (the hard-edged shapes denied
spontaneity), and more plain (gone were those
richly textured surfaces). Somewhere along
the line, boredom with materiality showed
even while working on new disciplines such
as ceramics and rug-weaving. Superfluous use
of material and grammar was quite apparent.
Clay was not used as clay, nor were fibers used
as fibers.
In Room V, Joya reveals influences and basic
attitudes. A row of small works is close to
the wipings of the late H.R. Ocampo. The
drawings—both abstract and representational—
remind us that he knows drawing and therefore
his abstraction was intentional. His attempts
to describe his shapes by drawing them are
remarkable but open-ended, since no work
ever emphasized the shaping of the forms.
At times when painters were simplifying
elements in their works, Joya reduced his
painting into hard-edged, flat, thin layers of
colors. Again caught in another movement of
surface experimenters, he came up with some
more visceral works, such as the “Fire Lake,” a
painting filled with drippings, wavy lines, and
organic forms. This painting may be the most
arresting within this period.
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The Joya retrospective is possibly the most
organized of MOPA’s series. It has recorded
quite evenly the artist’s phases as he went
through his pursuit, controlled where he
went overboard, and plain bad. The highs
and lows of his career are all tracked down
from the beginnings to his most recent. His
representational base, however, went on
too strongly in the first gallery and in the
drawings along the corridors. So strong is his
representationalist attitude that it suggests as
though his major works were to be decoded yet,
into representational forms.
This extensive presence of representational
drawings of studio models and landscapes
comes strongly and deceptively. If taken as
the artist’s footnotes-to-abstraction, we see
no logical connections between, say, the
nudes as they are presented and the paintings
themselves. It may be that the waning of
concern for abstraction is tinged by the artist’s

serious excursions into figurative drawings in
recent years. But this is sheer speculation.
Artists have their own peaks. The influence of
Joya over younger artists is apparent and in
some cases, his so-called protégés have already
outmatched him. The comparison is between
his recent works and theirs. He stopped to move
further on, while they were after him.
But he started it all. No one working in his
manner can outmatch the splendor of his best—
in the sixties.

Philippine Art Supplement 2, no. 3 (May to June
1981): 2-3.

Junyee’s Woodland Fantasy

Children, romantics, and cynics of
contemporary art will find Junyee’s exhibition
at the CCP Small Gallery a delight. For its
environmental intimacy, a sense of being in a
natural world (somewhat akin to imagination
and fancy), one relates with the works on
different experiential levels. For one may
consider it a child’s garden, an adult’s thickets,
or in a state of nirvana, a part of heaven.
Wood Things, as it is called, refers to the objects
made of dry banana stalk and kapok pods
which were assembled together to look like
82
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an abstraction of a pet animal. The artist is
concerned with a woodsman’s perception of his
environment, especially in that aspect which
leads him to see things well in order, everything
belonging to each other, balancing forces.
The installation of the exhibit required the walls
to be the base or ground of the “pets,” which
look like giant insects moving in rows. On the
floor were acacia fruits, again, like the “pets,”
were dark objects on the white-ish floor. There
were parts of the gallery that were lit in either
straw, blue, or red.
The ambiguity of the situation thickens as
one stays beyond the “magic moment” of the
exhibit, that is, when one realizes the workings
of the artist’s set up. First, the “pets” are not
made to look like particular bugs, although
the idea of a botanical-zoological paradox is
suggested (plants made to look like animals).
It also follows that the acacia pods on the floor
may “squirm” like worms. Another thing is that
the lighting enables the objects to be seen as
they are or as theatricalized under red or blue
lights, creating alternates of illusion and reality.
The woodland environment which Junyee’s
exhibit was premised on cleverly covers up the
complex strategies he has set upon the audience
and upon himself. Because of the inventive
use of natural materials, suggestive at that, we
are deceived into imagining an ideal human
experience that we forget all our concepts of art
and art materials. We see things as suggested,
and as we see them as they are, and we continue
to wonder, we still do not equate our situation
into one that belongs to an art gallery. But this
is precisely the concept of environment the
artist has created: a total perception of one pure
situation.
It can be argued, however, that Junyee’s
visual proposition borders on entertainment
or on an excess of decorative elements. His
reference to the works as “pets” connotes
intimacy and cuteness, which is again a point
for decorativeness. But all these are regional
touches, and may be contrary to urban taste—
another item he touches on. Junyee has worked

on art concepts for his environment in Los
Baños, Laguna. There, on top of the mountain,
he works on materials he finds in his way (not
living ones) and does not get limited by the lack
of ideal materials for his work. The gumption to
do objects for perception may not be completely
instinctive to the artist whose biodata includes
several major sculpture awards, but it seems
that his activities revolve around ritual and
lifestyle—subjects which should be treated in
longer articles. Within this context, however,
the artist’s work in the city is a big sweeping
gesture of coming down from the mountain
to the display hall. And this shows: the works
have that brought-in quality, strange, obtrusive,
alien. Indeed a charming presence.
The implications of Junyee’s art are enough to
question one’s attitudes to art and experience.
Like all of CCP’s developmental art projects,
there is a great risk involved, and the
proposition of the artist here is well-taken. One
can say it was a light encounter, even though it
was of a different kind. Where one expects to
find a picture on the wall—an object created on
expected rules and materials—Junyee provides
the opposite: unexpected rules and unexpected
materials.
The challenge of art is how to redefine itself for
its time, and once again in Junyee’s exhibition,
we are faced with questions only future
artistic validations will be able to answer.
What is permanently in art: the object? What
is sculpture? Or can sculpture borrow from
theater, landscape architecture, and science?
It appears that Junyee’s art is loaded with
dimensions that allow for intellectual exercises.
This is an academic way of justifying some
woodland fantasy that works.

Philippine Art Supplement 2, no. 3 (May to June
1981): 5.
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Improvisations: Arturo Luz / Luz Gallery

Cool, controlled collages of Arturo Luz were
on view at the Luz Gallery, marking the artist’s
first solo exhibit after his mammoth show at
the Museum of Philippine Art two years ago.
Entitled Improvisations, the works were done on
half-size board, uniform vertical format, under
glass. These colored collages used torn bits of
paper that were painted, marked with pencil or
brush, crumpled, or simply found. Possibly, the
collages are remnants (or by-products) of his
past exhibit, as he utilizes the same materials
and methods of producing textures of paper.
Color here refers to sporadic use of orange,
blue, or brown in some of the painted paper
otherwise the works were in black on paper
white, natural beige, or brown. Texturally, some
bits were crumpled but pressed almost flat on
the paper, so that what remained were creases
and tears. A randomness in arranging the bits
seemed at hand. The general combinations
interplayed bits that were scratched with lines,
painted and crumpled ones crowded, divided,
distanced. Every now and then tailor’s paper,
Manila paper, or kraft paper was introduced.
Apparently, the materials used were from whole
sheets of paper that were generally marked or
textured for this purpose. Nothing came from
printed matter or materials laden with personal
affinities. But the works can be autobiographical
in the sense that they contained practically a
representation of materials he used in his entire
career of collage work.
As to visibility, the collages are obviously
exercises on aleatoriness and surface
dynamics—the basic purpose of the medium
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itself. There were hardly any crucial instances
wherein lines and textures achieved tension
or intensity. Everything was just right. The
system of ordering was open-ended, signifying
that the exercise was inevitably geared towards
redundancy and absurdity. It presented
possibilities, though not exactly by example.
The range of his items was limited—or
controlled—led, rather—and that the activity
did not try to exhaust, push-to-the-end, or
let-go of the natural manipulative process to a
more awesome degree: the collages as bearing
the typical Luz character of his art—a mellow,
cold approach marked by refinement and
subtlety. But these are the artist’s rawest works
yet, and so within the context of his oeuvre, a
rather daring attempt. His neat use of raw scrap
paper may be a little tasty, but then the works,
being mounted under glass only, were presented
more casually.
In quite a charming way, the collages taken
individually hint at a primitive, child-like
expressiveness, a carefree state of mind, a sense
of play for the sake of play. But this is serious
artmaking, and the academic rules of the game
are there to stay.

Philippine Art Supplement 2, no. 5 (September to
October 1981): 15.
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Romulo Olazo at the CCP Museum Hallway

Consistently, luck comes whenever Romulo
Olazo engages in the silkscreen process. Not
that he relies on a gambler’s intuition for his
art, but that he has made some milestone in his
career through this medium.
In 1972, his work for the Thirteen Artists
exhibition consisted of experimentations with
ways of blocking the silkscreen and print
registration. Together with Rodolfo Samonte, he
showed possibilities of the medium as capable
of achieving effects above its normal industrial
function. A few years later, in an exhibit at
the CCP Small Gallery, entitled The Silkcreen
Process, Olazo produced monotypes using oil
instead of ink. One work stretched to thirty
feet, silkscreened in sections. As a highlight of
his silkscreen endeavors, he won Honorable
Mention in the 1979 Tokyo International
Print Biennial with a book of printed acetates,
a serigraphic translation of his “Diaphanous
Series” paintings.
This year, he does it again at the Museum
Hallway. A custom-built project for the long
wall, he mounted yet another roll of silkscreen
print, a revised edition of his earlier long print.
Still, the printing is sectional, though the inking
does not utilize oil anymore. The print is a long
bright red horizontal rectangle with an arch of
yellow and green patches extending from end
to end. There are red-on-red patches all over,
scintillating as one moves about. The starkness
of color and magnitude marks the architectural
context within which it was situated. In a
way, the work has become not just a print

or a painting but a wall, so much a property
of the building itself. (I hesitate to call it an
environment, for technical reasons.)
By intention, the work is simply a print. The
artist has revealed his passion for the process,
as obviously shown in this mammoth work. He
has solved much of the barriers of large-scale
artmaking. He systematically printed it on
the sidewalk, in a short time. The exhausting
performance as well as the tedious process in
the production manifested themselves in the
work’s bursting raw energy.
Yes, energy. Very evident in all of his silkscreen
works. Tucked in neatly in his drawings,
gilded in his paintings, energy is open in his
silkscreen. He seems to be at his most playful,
most honest, and most energetic with this
medium. This may be due to the fact that the
medium is just a diversion from his regular
activity, and so such rare occasions stimulate
exciting releases of creative energy, especially to
a process-oriented expert as Olazo.

Philippine Art Supplement, vol. 2 no. 6, November to
December 1981, p. 21.
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The PAP After All These Years

The timeliness of an exhibition such as P.A.P. ‘81
(end of the year in the beginning of a decade)
should be added to its significance. For P.A.P.,
or the Philippine Association of Printmakers,
which organized this exhibit at the Philamlife
Theater Lobby, has for some time laid low in
its activities. This exhibition—a long-awaited
occasion to nonetheless assess contemporary
Philippine printmaking—would inevitably
touch on not only recent works but also the
state of the organization now.
The P.A.P. was founded in 1966, with Manuel
Rodriguez, Sr., the “Father of Printmaking,”
as its leader. It had an impressive beginning
and continued for years, with annual exhibits
and competitions. To identify the past winners
of the competitions would [be] to name
people who have become prominent figures
ever since: Ofelia Gelvezon-Tequi, Romulo
Olazo, Rodolfo Samonte, Imelda CajipeEndaya, Manuel Soriano, Mario Parial, among
others. Printmaking spread as vital artistic
preoccupation, a housewifey therapy,
and business.
But the important contribution of P.A.P. is the
establishment of a workshop for its members,
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where one could use its facilities to make prints.
No other organization at that time was helping
artists with something tangible in the making of
their works. For a time the P.A.P. workshop was
the meeting place of artists and students, where
news, views, and technical “discoveries” were
exchanged. It started in a space near the PWU
Fine Arts, then transferred to Jorge Bocobo St.
until its disappearance.
When Manuel Rodriguez, Sr. emigrated to the
U.S.A., the P.A.P. started to let loose. There
are, however, several reasons other than this
(the fact that it could not exist without a
figurehead). At one angle, it can be seen that
its management was not able to differentiate
the organization and the workshop, did not
realize that an organization of printmakers can
still exist without the workshop. Many of the
serious printmakers found the workshop too
crowded and not conducive to creativity so that
they built their own workshops in their homes.
These are, of course, better workshops.
From where it “hid,” at the Print Collections
Gallery, an ad hoc committee was formed. The
revival of the P.A.P. started with this exhibition.
And like it was in the past, it was set up with
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physical shortcomings: the committee did not
bother to make the presentation neat with clean
panels and proper labels. The Philamlife Lobby
has good illumination at daytime, which all the
more emphasized the unintended clutter.

handmade paper was proving to be the miracle
ingredient in the hands of Olazo, Samonte,
Albano, Bose, Aviado, Lee, etc. The craft ended
as craft. And so we are left with a few assurances
and insights.

For someone who kept track of printmaking
here, P.A.P. ‘81 looked all too familiar. Not
that the same old styles were there again (this is
expected in a reunion, anyway) but simply old
works were there to remind each and everyone
that many have become stagnant in their field
mediums or other careers.

Printmaking has led to the establishment
of workshops. At one time or another, there
was or still is the Ilang-Ilang, 101 Workshop,
the U.P. Press, and a couple in Baguio. The
establishment of a Print Council was once
pursued. And there are hopes that someday, in
the near future, a lithographic workshop will be
established.

Of the new works, Ileana Lee (the hesitant
president-elect) did a set of mixed media
bravura pieces—subtle, witty, seemingly
complicated but simple. It is a silkscreen print
of grain-fine textures rubbed like a frottage
with pencil or craypas. Rhoda Recto’s works
deal with the effects of her composed materials.
Jess Flores, ever the illustrational, is always the
consistent craftsman. The other names, if one
could read them, escaped my mind.
More presence in absence was the rule. The
giants of printmaking were nowhere to be
found in this alumni-homecoming of sorts.
This includes names such as Gelvezon (resident
in Paris but still doing prints), Olazo (more of
a painter now, exhibited a wall-long print at the
CCP Museum Hallway lately), Samonte (now
in L.A.), Aviado (more seen in Baguio), Bor
Rodriguez and brother Marcelino (the former
into weaving, the latter into painting). If the
situation implies abandonment, it is inevitable.
But where are the replacements?

My guess is that it may not be a good
proposition to continue the P.A.P. tradition of
printmaking activities. Because it focused on
the medium that its workshop could do, which
is etching, it somehow disregarded the vital
task of printmaking. New processes and effects
must be achieved, together with this, a new line
of technological tools (xeroxes, offset press,
transfers, etc.) which do print must be elevated
to a “fine art.”
P.A.P. ‘81 proved to be an inept beginning of a
second birth. But then maybe this was a trial
run to a series of exhibits that will grow to ideal
proportions later on. Maybe it deserves some
kind of a tongue-in-cheek treatment—after
those years of virtual seriousness. One can say
that what was shown was not expected to be
unexpected.

Philippine Art Supplement 3, no. 1 (1982): 6-7.

In the end, the inactivity of the P.A.P. is the
inactivity of printmaking itself. There are
not enough serious practitioners to sustain
it. It is rather ironic that it is in printmaking
that the visual arts in our country has gotten
international recognition. Ray Albano (in 1974)
and Romulo Olazo (in 1978) both received
Honorable Mention each from the Tokyo
Biennial of International Prints.
In spite of this, the development of printmaking
is slow these days. It sparked when one time,
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Sanso’s Hymn

Juvenal Sanso’s exhibition, Hymn to Water
brings together his varied disciplines and
technical concerns throughout his career while
presenting a new way of viewing his works.
In so doing, he makes available, for inevitable
comparison and in almost a catalogue form, the
crossings and peaks of his art, verified by the
degrees of excellence in which he has achieved
his craft. For this reason, both the artist’s and
the MOPA’s efforts in organizing an exhibition
according to a subject-matter is a curatorial
highlight. Sanso’s exhibits recently have
become popular for quantity, frequency, and
redundancy. This one puts a new shift in the
experience of his powerful works. By focusing
on the subject—water—the exhibit deluges us
with un-navigated information.
The focus on “water” brings, naturally, much
of the interest—and the problems. For one,
water is represented in his drawings, etchings,
lithographs, paintings, and photographs. For
years, Sanso has been seriously fascinated with
marine life and seascapes mainly to present
evocative variations of a desolate horizon.
Graphic investigations have led him to views
and images that verge on surrealism—with that
borderline position that glints with ambiguity,
intensity, mystery. Seascape has been his main
subject. Hymn To Water thus refers to the
ocean or lake, mainly, whether this be along
Parañaque or Brittany.
The quantitative magnitude of Sanso’s body
of works conjures something above a song.
A symphony maybe. But he chose “hymn”
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to set the tone of his art—its seriousness, its
evocation, its spiritual reverberations. As master
craftsman he graphically transforms smudges
and blotches into rocks, flowers, and seashores.
He sets his pictures with quiet intensity.
Sunsets, tides, and theatrical spaces have
become signature images well within the realm
of what we perceive as poetry. If Hymn to Water
suggests something, biblical, or mythological, it
is not far from the artist’s consistent concerns.
Sanso’s seashores have been written about—and
interpreted—in terms of desolation, loneliness
(metaphysical or otherwise), and the “inner
eye.” Heaps and heaps of unfinished works in
his Paris studio attest to the laborious process
that cleverly charges each and every picture to
this state. High draftsmanship and the ability to
use the eyes (like each painting looks different
after each viewing) are apparently the virtues
Sanso for so long possessed like no other man.
A lack of it results in some dull creativity as in
the photographs.
Which brings us to the works on exhibit.
The MOPA had all the works of Sanso
grouped according to medium. To discuss
all the different groups would be to echo
his past reviews, so we point out his most
successful (prints and drawings) and the
least (photography). Nothing much that we
do not yet know about the black-and-white
prints, drawings, and even paintings can be
mentioned. These are intense, very likeable,
intimate, honest. In the drawings we see the
artist at his freeest and most articulate. The
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etchings are absolutely his great contribution
to world art. His drybrush on white are
convincing enough—that they do not need
color. We have been musing on Sanso’s blackand-whites for so long.
The photographs—yes, he takes pictures—are
difficult to take seriously. Especially not within
the tone of a hymn. Minutes, maybe. Minus
the courtly cheerfulness. Because the raw
images his camera had captured reveals the
mystery unintentionally—the mystery of his
“inner” eye. Presented as though they were
more of reference models for the paintings, the
photographs liquefy the hard intensity of his
images.

of the waters, and possibly of art and life. Here,
the artist captures movement as opposed to
his static rock forms and upturned boats. He
recreates water and the rushing movement that
marks time and the eternal cycle of existence.
This tidal flow, and escape of time resound the
hymn that we have long heard in the experience
of his art.

Philippine Art Supplement 3, no. 2 (1982): 2-4.

The colors were technically handled, the
compositions not as even as the drawings, the
print quality far from being elegant. Unless
the artist masters the photographic craft—in
the same manner as he did his paintings—the
photographs remain archival.
In terms of treatment with respect to the theme,
the watercolors of the Brittany coast are most
engaging. It is in this series that the artist’s
aquatic concerns have shifted to the particular
and to the implication of time. He traces down
the movement of the waters, the appearances of
the rocks as they sink and rise with the tide, the
directions of the waves as they weave through
the boulders. Here the artist confronts specific
rocks and waters and he records this specificity
on paper. Whereas in the other works he would
stylize passages, here he literally marks down,
as in a map, his environment. He would draw
them in the middle of the breakwater.
At the back of the brochure, Sanso writes down
his dedication to the man who accommodated
him while doing his Brittany coast series.
Given the theme of water, we turn our heads
towards the watercolors on the Brittany coast.
Agreeable prior to this exhibit, these would
pale in comparison, like one of those that fall
under “studies” or “exercise.” In spite of their
modest scale and materiality, however, they
show themselves to reveal their creator’s view
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As We Move On

Now, on its third volume, the Philippine Art
Supplement staff feels it timely to share its
readers their reasons for being. So for this
purpose and for the first time, “we” is used to
group us all. May we then begin.
There have always been grumblings about the
dearth of art critics and reviewers and how
they should help evaluate our art and motivate
its development toward the international
level. The remaining critics—remnants of past
generations—have not only become dated and
commercial, they simply cannot cope with
the demand. The problem is that there are no
writers for art anymore; in fact, writers per se
are near-extinct nowadays, surviving on more
practical means of utilizing their craft. If this
is indeed the case (and critical writing is still
indispensable for our art), we thought that
maybe the artists themselves can possibly solve
their own problems.
Which is why P.A.S. was organized. It not only
solves the problem of venue for art writers, it
also documents activities of the art community.
Development of new art writers and
documentation have always been the concern
of the CCP Museum and since no private entity
wants to keep the tab, the support is significant
and direct. In a sense, P.A.S. is for art writers. So
here we are.
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Like a band, rehearsing, we wrote our pieces of
what we call “art writing.” Starting with lofty
feelings, we looked around for people who
have been writing about art. Initial problems
arose with regards to qualification (Can anyone
with no art history background write?), ethics
(How can writers be artists at the same time?),
incentives (How much is he getting paid?),
among other domestic ones. Every issue of
P.A.S. was an outcome of an experiment, sort of
a way of elaborating our feelings through this
“awkward” phase.
If one realizes that most of us are artists,
conclusions can easily be made. What could we
do but write first about what we know or what
we are familiar with? This seemingly incestuous
arrangement was inevitable. We thought it
would not only ease us from other-party
damnation but also provide a better ground
to affirm our literary-critical standpoints, no
matter how fast they would eventually shift.
But there are also writers who do not profess
any type of visual art at all. We sharpen our
points each day, indulging in self-argument and
regular gallery visits and homework, just like
writers. We experiment on or doubt the literary
form our writings take in.
Which is why we call our writing not “review”
or “criticism.” That is not yet our business, we
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must admit. Ours is a simple case of existence:
write about art so art exists even after all events
have transpired. Our duty is to write. But note,
however: we should write with a standard that
merits the support given us.

this sounds like self-conscious writing. In the
end, our test is to come up with issues regularly,
with sustained enthusiasm. If public interest
increases, then we know our language has been
met.

Well, we believe that has been the past. One
phase is over, we are now into a new editorial
approach that should hopefully serve a bigger
community. We have instituted some of the
departments our writings have tended to move
into with still the same adventurous attitudes
and spirits. As We Move On is about the writers’
forum; Travel Reports should continue to be the
writers’ journals outside Manila, but which will
feature more on the provinces; Traffic Record
will list down important events in blurb form;
and On The Road will continue to document
more exhibits and events but with more
captioned photographs. The rest would be the
features.

Nine or so regular writers for a bi-monthly is
not bad. If potentials become professionals—
as we believe is beginning to be true—then
we’re breaking the records. There has never
been a point in our time when there were art
writers this many, unless we include part-time
practitioners. Art Writers On The Loose, the
name of this group (named primarily for fiscal
purposes), has been organized to produce
P.A.S., assuring interested writers that this is
not a closed camaraderie of artists and other
idealists. It’s just an editorial board, in charge
of production. We believe in long-term writers,
not one-article contributors. Development is
the one single element we cherish. Evaluation
of works in a period of time promotes growth.
Then comes professionalism. Authority. Style.

We, too, have considered the interests and
comfort of our readers, now fast growing.
There was a time when our issues were almost
purely words (part of the strategy to create
the literary presence); now there will be more
pictorials. Our writings will provide a variety of
subjects from early photography to color xerox,
from interviews to design shows. Not that we
abandon our focus for the sake of accessibility
but that we want to establish a more acceptable
context for evaluating the visual arts—which is
something that should not be negotiated with
words in the first place. Clarity not obscurity.
Sincerity not intellectual pretension. Art not
personality.

As of the moment, we have already comments
about the “P.A.S. literary style.” Others have
been vocal about our “parochial tendencies.”
Pros and cons have kept us alive and where we
are. The new phase we have moved ourselves to
further realize our plans should produce issues
closer to the ideals of artists and readers alike.
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Blindfolded, we do not write our pieces
unknowing of the general international trends
in technical art writing and in criticism that
has been shaping contemporary art. Our Third
World intuition has overcome us, so we take
pride in saying that we want to create our own
styles, our own terminologies, our own set of
measures which we address to our readers.
This gets to the purpose of the P.A.S. and
this project: to develop a Filipino art-critical
language that is relevant to the general public
by means of documenting art activities. Now,
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Meanderings

While each established artist dreams of or
contemplates a forthcoming Hong Kongprinted coffee table book about his art and life,
Napoleon Abueva comes up with Murmurings
of a Wood, Stone and Metal Carver. Quite the
opposite of a big-time edition worthy of his
stature, this thin book (or thick pamphlet) is
a token piece of the artist’s attempts at writing
down his thoughts. It is square-ish (7 inches x 7
inches) and printed on brown kraft paper, and
is like every other starving poet’s idea of a chic
low-budget container for his stringed tapestry
of words. It is simple, unassuming, and manages
to lucidly express what we normally consider in
literary craft as real content.
The book is actually a collection of statements,
short articles, and songs compiled in
connection with Cross Section, his one-man
exhibition at the National Museum. As such,
therefore, we see here his journals, speeches,
and literary works as also his texts for songs.
For an artist who is known for his play of
words in his works’ titles (Abueva was an early
conceptual artist), the book gives us a clue as
to how much his verbal expression influences
his sculpture and how developed is his literary
craft—as sort of footnotes to the workings of his
mind as a sculptor.
We do not know enough of the complete range
of writings of the artist to make conclusions
about how the selection was made, but
we surmise that the contents of the book,
presenting a variety of forms, is the extent of
his literary calling. There seems to be one of
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each kind—a poem, a song, a speech, a polemic
piece, an open letter, a eulogy, a Pilipino piece,
a humor page, addressed to a corresponding
variety of audiences, from Fulbrighters to
art educators, to businessmen, to university
presidents. The selection purports to embody
nuggets of wisdom, so to speak, spoken with
sincerity. And love. His opinions are neither
suffocatingly scholarly nor irresponsibly loose.
The articles are brief but concise. The titles
range from the formal (“Concept of Design”),
to academic (“The Fulbrighter Program’s
Contribution to Philippine Development in the
Visual Arts”), to witty (“A Grave Proposal” or “A
Grave Situation”), to lyrical (“Lord Please Help
Me Compose A Son”).
We like to situate Abueva’s writings within
the realm of literature, to which they seem to
connect. There are enough signs of his literary
concerns. The mere fact that there are verses
and lyrics among the more serious writings
attests to his creative writing. Besides, the
brevity of even his speeches call attention to the
nuances of his words and word constructions.
This brings us to the semiotics of his concepts
for sculpture. In many of his works, the title
plays an important role in understanding his
concepts. In “Tulay Ng Pag-ibig,” for instance, a
naked man arches himself to reach for the hand
of a naked woman who forms the other end
of the “bridge.” He once called his sculptural
flying machine “Billicopter,” and dedicated
an ass-molded marble chair to a poet (puwit
is the Tagalog for ass). But before we get into
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oblivious digression, it is enough said that
Abueva values the meanings and nuances of the
written language. Thus, we realize the relative
importance of his writings and their value in
the understanding of his art.
The book itself will serve as a source of
quotations from our distinguished National
Artist. His comments on art, his general
attitude, his wit finally have been immortalized

in a modest form. If Murmurings may seem
corny or cute or even short of book-production
drama, Abueva makes it up with intimacy,
irony, and candor that has made him a quite
lovable character among artists.
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Ben Maramag at the Luz Gallery

By the early 1970s, the aesthetics of sparseness
began to mark works by young painters. Only
lately have “minimalism,” “hard-edged,” and
“shaping” dwindled down for some more
relevant type of abstraction. Ben Maramag’s
paintings at this time, as in his entry for the
exhibition, White, at the CCP Small Gallery in
1971, did not deal so much with depths as in
the elaboration of the surface, a kind of all-over
chiaroscuro until he introduced color and
shape.

There was a time in the late 1960s when the
spray gun became an exciting tool for the
artist. The effect of chiaroscuro and instant
tri-dimensionality vis-à-vis shading became
a concern among a few artists. On the other
hand, the spray gun was a tool to lay color
evenly on a surface, like the way it is being used
industrially. Ben Maramag started to use the
tool with a highly metaphysical subject matter;
unexplored depths, ambiguous chiaroscuro,
dark brooding colors of black and blue. Those
were the times when Fernando Zobel was still
actively influencing young painters.

Maramag was the leading master of the spray
gun, having had the authority and experience to
play around with it. He managed to complicate
his surface but using masking, masking tapes,
shaping his surface, taking chances. His
language was complete with the nuances of
expression and illusion possible for such tool.
Now in his exhibit at the Luz Gallery, Maramag
uses spray gun along more conventional terms:
paint on canvas with a square format. For five
years of absence from the art scene, must this
be a result of a re-investigation of his materials?
Or is this an indication of self-contradiction
artists usually treat themselves when they have
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come to a point of exhaustion? Whatever the
answer we see that his paintings no longer
reflect his concern for surface and the surface
dynamism only sprayed paint on smooth wood
would achieve.
In the exhibition Maramag used two sizes and
consequently, two formats. The large pieces,
about 5 feet x 5 feet, show in each painting
a square band that repeats the frame. The
band usually dissolves at the bottom, while
the top is laden with intertwining bands.
The center area is usually a flat middletone
of the dominant color, say pink or blue. The
eyecatcher of the works has something to do
with the “disappearances” and “convolutions”
of the bands—a misty optical play of appearing
and dissolving shapes achieved by means of the
spray gun. In the small pieces, the square bands
are not only more pronounced—they form a
solid mass and shape which appear emblematic
like logo designs. Again the interplay of light
and shadow is the concern.
The question is: how far can one go with a
perfected technique? The case for Maramag is
that he knows the technique of air brush too
well. But the content of his recent paintings
seem to lack the sophistication of his past

works, particularly those done in the early
70s. The bands are much too defined so as to
create the mystery and ambiguity unique to
the process. Or is the artist once again into a
concern for the seemingly mysterious gesture
as when he consistently used to paint with two
identical shapes put together?
Whichever, the nostalgic attitude beats us,
recalling the issues which Maramag and the
spray-gun company raised a decade earlier.
This concern with the shimmering, sensitive
surface—an elaboration on the aesthetics of
sparseness and pleasantness so associated
with the Luz Gallery—was at its apex then.
Now, oblivious and perhaps less involved,
after a five-year respite from the art scene, the
artist did nothing more than let those who are
familiar with his early works make comparisons
between then and now as far as his paintings
go. In the end it is a matter of intention. His was
clearer then. But let us just say that his recent
show was a case of something just starting
to gather momentum, speeding up and to be
resolved perhaps in his next exhibition.
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101 Artists: Incidents at Shop 6

Shop 6 is a vacant store-shop in Patio Kamalig.
It is adjacent to a boutique called Point Blank. It
has been transformed into a one-show-a-week
gallery by a group of artists whose ideas may
well be the most advanced in Philippine art
today. Heading this group is Roberto Chabet,
with Joe Bautista, Yoli Laudico, Boy Perez, Joy
T. Dayrit, Fernando Modesto, and others. At
first, the group divided itself into sub-groups
that would handle one show each, until a series
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of one-man shows was scheduled. Artists who
had one-man shows include: Nestor Vinluan,
Nap Jamir, Alan Rivera, Eva Toledo, and others.
The exhibits open every Friday. There were no
intended sales.
To cynics, Shop 6 is just another showcase
for pakulo, a place for gimmicks or simply
“rubbish.” But judging from the one-man
exhibitions, gimmickry was hardly a concern:
the works were results of hard work, perhaps,
harder thinking. The series of one-man shows
culminated with a mixed exhibition, 101 Artists.
The organizing artists invited “guest” artists to
participate in the festival, and several did. On
the 23rd of August, the show opened with guest
works by Eduardo Castrillo, Rene Castillo, Ray
Albano, Jose Mendoza, Judy Freya Sibayan,
and others. The festival extended to the Patio
Kamalig parking area.
In an exhibition like this, where there is a
free-for-all atmosphere, an uneven quality
of works is expected. There was an overuse
of scrap materials—by-products, recycled
works, discards. This is perhaps due to almost
everybody’s concern for process and materials
and a quality of appearance that is not polished
or “elegant.” In a place like Shop 6 and Kamalig
parking lot, such works—whether hung,
installed on walls, spread on the ground, etc.—
do not quite appeal with asserted presence.
But there are memorable ones. Perhaps the
most interesting works of 1974 are displayed
here:
1) A yellow car docked at the middle of the
parking lot, filled with people eating and
drinking, not minding anyone. Afterwards,
they opened all doors of the car, left half
a pie, two half-empty Magnolia Chocolait
bottles, and a metronome on top of the car’s
front.

3) Another Joe Mendoza piece is plastic
doll (boy) playing with his fecal matter
on a piece of white plywood. The work is
perhaps the most realistic in the show.
4) Yoli Laudico’s work – a large canopy of
paper towels extending from the ceiling to
the drain, meant to absorb water up to the
ceiling. The work is simply imposing.
5) Perhaps the most intriguing work is Joe
Bautista’s. A tree has a cement base. Its
branches are cut: the upper portions are
nailed back to where they were cut, with a
gap of several inches. The artist intends to
make the tree grow branches again while
the attached branch remains though dead.
The implications of this work deserves one
article.
The shows at Shop 6 are directed towards
other artists who may still think that art is that
commodity wielded in oil and brush. It is one
big gesture questioning the basic foundations of
art. The works are hardly commercial in nature,
they’re simply seen for what they are.
Shop 6 ended with another group show, 1001
Artists, but this time only a few participated.
Still there were interesting pieces like Roberto
Chabet’s rattan hanging and Joe Mendoza’s
mannequins.
In spite of the lack of publicity, Shop 6 was able
to get interested viewers who certainly have
diverse opinions. But certainly the organizers
were creating an art that no longer shocks with
anti-art gestures but with an art that is halfsurprising and half-acceptable. The anonymity
of the works all the more makes the viewer feel
like witnessing deliberate incidents.

Marks, [1974?], n.p.

2) Joe Mendoza’s large piece consisting of
“crumpled” wires painted white, in which
one can enter through the mesh by means
of a hinged opening.
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Joe D. Bautista’s Tree Project

Joe D. Bautista’s entry to the 101 Artists
exhibition at Shop 6 was a “sculpted” real tree.
Again, he has created a cool, in fact sedately
chilling, presence which appears immediately
absurd but draws a certain interest into its
suggested workings. The work is a tree with a
cement base, its branches cut but put back with
some inches of gap by means of some wooden
braces. The artist’s ideal plan, which he hopes
to be realized, is to have a row of trees cut in
the same height, with the cut parts put back by
means of a chrome brace or ropes. Time is to
be considered so that as the cut parts wither,
another branch sprouts from the living trunks.
This brings in interesting implications.
Visually, the work would, at its most ideal,
appear like a cut tree trunk with a branch
“floating” a few inches above. In a row, one
could see through the trunks. The spread
branches make a balancing act.
The fact that Bautista uses a living tree, not a
construction of carpentered wood or welded
metal, transforms visual possibilities into
non-abstract information. One considers
the tree as tree—its life system, its shape, its
biological function. One expects the branches
to wither and the trunk to grow buds which
will eventually replace the dead one. Bautista
suggests a metaphor on the cycle of life.
The attempt of putting back the branch to
where it was cut off is more of a positioning the
tree to its former place, filling up the vacancy of
space so as to complete the form and to suggest
the attempt of reconstructing the mental
image of a tree which is always with branches.
Growth is deliberately not considered: the tree
must look at all times like a tree. In a way, the
artist wants to bring back the memory of the
tree-image in a concrete manner. There is the
suggestion of freezing the memory, of keeping
the tree alive. In fact, the bracing appears like
a first aid device to the tree, a gesture of hopes
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and expectations; to be scientific about it, the
works is a parallel to the marcotting or grafting
device except that this one only a certain
invisible and suggested joint is created.
At the same time Bautista’s tree suggests the
artist’s desire to speed up its growth. By putting
some kind of extension, he seems to stretch the
tree upwards, by means of braces. Predictions
are also part of the process. One predicts the
branches to wither and the buds to sprout. At
the same time one sees a dead frame acting as
a trellis to the new branches, a reference point
of regeneration. When the new branches are
mature enough, the artist might cut them down
again, and repeat the process.
The obvious absurdity of Bautista’s gesture
in creating this work all the more provided a
mental structure or setup that perceives the
conceptual aspect of his art in a definite way.
One knows that the artist knows the branches
will die and buds will sprout. And one tries
to know why he braced his tree: the answer
of course, is personal, negligible. The work
succeeds just by its power to ask, not its power
to make one answer the question.
Again, Bautista has made a work that is
starkly simple, inane, and easy to disregard,
but can act as a catalyst to the imagination,
to endless conjectures, to absurd deductions
and rationalizations, and certainly to our
awareness of the world. He inflicts on a set
natural presence (the living tree) a witty act of
harmless annihilation and lets the awareness
of the phenomenon of time to make the
explanations. Armchair aesthetes will consider
this a foolish idea (besides, he has not a
tree-collage), plucked from the latest news in
avant-garde art. Apparently, the artist is aware
of such implications. In fact his body of works
has always been made of items from his habitat:
score boards, candy jars, and items from sarisari stores, refrigerators, toys, wall signs, and
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trees. Process has never underscored his works,
although lately he had been thinking in terms of
complicated operations such as cutting rows of
trees and destroying inside walls. He is heading
towards a new direction in our advanced art:
the creating of works that need not be located
in a predictable milieu such as the gallery.
(The tree for instance, cannot be displayed in
a gallery.) Instead, he wants to have his work
outside, to create an incognito presence by
letting information and mental stimulation do
the rest.

Marks, [1974?], n.p.
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CCP Second Annual for the Visual Arts, 1977, CCP Main Gallery.

Five Contemporary Sculptors, 1979, CCP Main Gallery.
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Angelus
At 6, I walk home 1 corner and 2 blocks
Far, crossing the vassals and investments of children
In the street.

3 days ago, the place was an ocean

With furtive pirates.

The grass acted as shores.

Now they have to wash their clay-bodies, put back
Their age in clean night clothes.

I can hear

Their mother’s smacking their collarbones,

Poem: Walk

And the hounds of darkness howling loneliness
Wind moving down the boulevard
To you and me who failed to harbor and share a vassal

Explores my back. It is hard

And investment in the home at the right pause,

For steps to trace straight light
Stranded in trees.

At the right hour when the angel of the Lord draws
Near the feastday table.

At the terminal
Jeepneys rescue the issue

Heights XV (October 1967), 43-45.

In the newsstands.
It is an afternoon
That must accept a storm.
The urge to grab a seat
Grumbles in the sky.
This month
Has calendared no day of rain
I’m sure.

The sky’s condition

Is leaded:

I must hurry.

Angry steps
Calm down a brainful cloud
Voyaging away from crowds.
Heights XXXVI (1968), 35.
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Ray Albano: Tenth Year, 1978-79, CCP Small Gallery.

Otherwise Photography, 1974, CCP Small Gallery.
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The Ray Albano Graphic Design System

Any material given to me has graphic
possibilities. So I usually develop these
according to some techniques I am about to
discuss. Some of the techniques and principles
I’ve applied are:
I. In the Lay-out
1. The “Chicken’s hitch” Principle. In life, there
are always hitches. Nothing is perfect.
Sometimes I tilt a word, or tear out or make
smudges that will make one think I made a
mistake.
2. “Staged” production. Not even in our local
record jackets are good staging done. Once,
Johnny Manahan and I set a table with a
hundred items strewn on it—as though a
celebration has just finished—and some
months later we were surprised to see the
stateside jacket of George Harrison’s “Living
In a Material World.” I like the one I did for a
Picasso show and Olazo’s exhibit.
3. “Centro-centro” system. When I don’t have
much time or when I deal with formal things,
all the texts are centered and anchored to
the top and bottom. This, however, is always
overruled by the “Chicken’s hitch” principle.
4. Aleatory composition. After blueprinting
the photos and text, I throw them on a
piece of paper and see whatever comes out.
Sometimes I ask other people to put the
blueprints randomly.

II. In Typography
1. “Advertising look.” Sometimes I think the
worst thing that happened in the history
of typography is the invention of Letraset.
Advertising artists love the sleek look and
tend to go crazy with the availability of new
typefaces. Sleekness is suspect to me so I do
not go for flashy types. Besides, I can’t afford
Letrasets. Some of my posters have this ad
look.
2. Darkroom Types. I solarize and distort types
in the contact room. Sometimes I consume a
lot of film to achieve what I want.
3. Tampered types. There are easy ways. Have
a crudely proofed linotype blown up and it
becomes a good item for any Shakespeare
play. I’ve scratched or painted on types with
opaque to achieve some “rotten” effects.
4. Invented types. Usually my own typefaces
are drawn although I prefer designing with
red tape and stripping knife. I also cut out
types, paint them, construct them, etc. I’ve
projected ordinary types on several surfaces.
Nice.
5. Mambo technique. It’s simply done by partly
putting a screen or a photo behind the type.
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III. In the Photo Lab
1. Photogramming. I bring embroideries, leaves,
branches, hands, hair, etc., and contact print
them.
2. Duotone black. Duotone process using black
ink for the two plates.
3. Duotone with lineshot. One lineshot and one
halftone for duotone.
4. Studio-taking. Uneven lighting, with glare or
even with moving items to be photographed.
IV. Stripping

V. Printing

1. Closed stripping. I do the stripping because it’s
much easier to strip than to explain.

1. Rainbow effect. The most imitated, most
abused technique of putting different colors
on the rollers. Posters of cheap movies use
this.

2. Strict composing. I compose my types also,
sometimes painstakingly.
3. More colors for two plates. I do designs that
may appear like they were printed four
times.
4. Salad Stripping. I tear out golden rod paper,
scratch negatives, put things on a black film
for plate-making.
5. Negative treatment. Try sandpapering a
negative of say, a portrait. The picture will
come out like a drawing
6. Love stripping. Bring a sandwich to your girl
stripper and she will do anything for you.
She won’t even complain when you make
mistakes.

2. Vanishing effect. Some parts of the roller are
not inked.
3. Over-inking. Sometimes people think my
medium is serigraphy.
4. Streaking. Put some water on the rollers.
5. Progressive coloring. The idea is to make
several monoprints.
6. Solarization. Positive plate vanishes to meet
negative plate.
7. Uneven inking. For some indistinct shades.
8. Opaque inking. A color with a lot of white ink
painted on a darker color.

Ermita, August 1976, 30.
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Ray Albano and Friend. With Others.

Here is an interview on the most prolific and
most interesting poster-maker in town. Amidst
a clutter of blueprints, positives, typefaces,
dummy sheets, and color guides, Ray Albano
answers questions like he’s answered them
many times before—fast, enthusiastic, and
confident. In-between questions, he gets out of
his stripping table to talk to Raul and Nenette,
or to Johnny Reyes, the Production Manager
of the press. The interviewer followed him as
he composed letters one by one on his table,
then back to stripping where he works as fast
as and as meticulously as any one of them. His
stripping knife, triangles, cellophane tapes and
films float around briskly as he finishes one flat
and then tucks his dummy on the wall, staring
at it continuously and intently as he talks.

here, who apparently do not go beyond the final
art work. They only check the printing quality
afterwards. Nobody tampers with the negatives,
stripping, or inking, etc.—which are so vital to
the printing process.
E: You claim to have developed a “graphic
design system” all your own?
A: It’s more of a working manner. I design by
contemplating on the available materials and I
proceed as I strip till I print.
E: It takes a lot of time.
A: Before.
E: Why?

A Ray Albano poster is always characterized
by a photo blown-up to the edges or an eyecatching color or a witty composition which is so
much like a painting. His claim that he doesn’t
do his best “because even my worst are better
that the rest” is not a remark “to recognize my
talent” but to lament the fact that “art directors
and their clients either don’t have taste or they
just don’t give a damn.”

ERMITA: What is Ray Albano and Friend. With
Others all about?
Albano: Well, it’s a design outfit of sorts,
although there are really two people involved.
I am tired of giving advice left and right, so I
decided to formalize my consultancy. I love
graphic designing not because I love designing
per se, but because there are no real graphic
designers around.
E: What do you mean?
A: Well, we only have talented art directors

A: Because before I had to fight everybody
from the stripper to the printer. They think
what you want them to do is wrong and
they feel it’s their obligation to correct your
“mistakes.” Now, everybody in the press is my
friend. Whenever I do a “gimmick,” they are
interested in the outcome.
E: You mean, you’ve gotten rid of the hassles.
A: True. But it took me several years.
E: How did you ever get to be a poster
designer?
A: It’s like asking how I got to be a Museum
Director. That’s a good question. I had a
different concept of my work at the CCP
but when the work came, it was not really
disappointing but it was different. One day, we
discovered we were paying too much for our
posters and I volunteered to design a poster
and print it myself. At that time I was already
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dealing with Vera-Reyes, so I came up with a
poster one-fifth the price of our former one but
the same in size and the number of colors. Since
then, I’ve been designing all those posters.
E: But your posters look expensive.
A: No, they‘re not. In the first place, the
designer doesn’t get paid and Louie Reyes is
fond of art and artists so I think he has a special
rate for me. Louie, the big boss of Vera-Reyes,
is interested in my works, it seems, because
sometimes he comes down to take a look at my
posters. He wants to “solve” how I came about
the technical aspects of my posters.
E: It must be fun designing all those cultural
posters?
A: No, not really. There are good shows with
nice photos but there are also bad ones—I
mean bad to design for. And I get only stock
pictures to choose from. And I limit myself to
two colors.
E: What about those rainbow colors!
A: Inking techniques. I mean, I use only two
plates.
E: Going back to designing posters. It seems
that you only do artistic posters.
A: If you mean I do “classy” posters, I don’t
think it’s true. If I ever make posters classy it
is because it fits the show, but certainly I’d do
a poster with the audience in mind. I can do
a soft drink ad as interesting as I do a ballet
poster.
E: Still you have reasonable deadlines and
nobody checks your posters.
A: No, sometimes I’m given only three days
to do a poster. Well, you know our working
conditions, everything’s rush.
E: You think fast.
A: It depends. There are times when I can
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design and finish a blueprint in a day’s time.
There are times when you just can’t solve your
design problem and you stare at your types
or your photo for hours or for days. This is
when I get stuck for days and before I know
it, somebody gets mad. When I do a poster, I
always have a concept on how to go about it.
Even my worst poster has interesting points,
technically or otherwise.
A: But at least you can do what you want.
A: Well, I should do what I want. Which is why
I get into trouble sometimes. You know printing
involves several people and when your client
want this at such and such a time you have to
have your way with the printer to meet your
deadline. Still your design hasn’t evolved the
way you wanted it, so you wait till you can think
of a solution. I don’t want to feel uneasy with
the final print.
E: But designing for the arts should be always
interesting.
A: Not at all. I’ll give an example. There’s this
foreign group—a quartet. Visually, they’re
hopeless. They’re musicians. I have to show
their photographs somehow so I decided to
xerox the photograph. Then I blow it up, then
I add background. Then I chop them to pieces.
Still bad. So I print it with vanishing colors till
the photo gets a solarized effect. It comes out
okay. But I would not consider it beautiful. But
they like it.
E: What do you consider beautiful in your
posters?
A: Wow, that’s too much! You know, I like one
out of ten posters that I make. What I like,
many don’t. What I find cheap, a lot love.
E: Do you have people who help you design?
A: Usually, none. But I welcome artists like
Roberto Chabet or Modesto because they
give me good designs and they let me do the
technical problems. I also have a friend who
does some of the artwork or suggests ideas. She
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has a strong visual grasp of things with graphic
possibilities though she doesn’t know the
printing vocabulary.

which remind you of Graphis Annual 1962 or
something. I’d rather go for West Design, even
though it’s conservative. It’s simple and neat.

E: Do you design things other than posters,
such as brochures?

E: You have big clients?

A: Yes, R.A. and Friend takes care of that. But
I still have to do big budget brochures. I am
interested in doing formats and identification
systems.
E: How do you relate graphic design with your
art?
A: Well, poster-making is printmaking.
E: Do you think you’re still developing your
design system?
A: The trouble is, there are no good cultural
posters around. I would feel challenged if there
were “beyond commercial” designers around.
You know, many of my posters do not come
up to my standards but still they’re better than
those by, say, Manila Symphony or National
Philarmonic. It’s obvious, and yet I’m sure those
posters are much more expensive than mine.
E: What’s the reason behind this?
A: I don’t know. I guess it’s due to the fact
that most designs go through the “academic”
process practiced by art directors. First you do
a comprehensive lay-out for the client before
you make the final art work. I always show
blueprints. They’re more honest.

A: None. People think I’m expensive. In fact,
people think I get paid for designing those CCP
posters.
E: What are you interested in, these days, as far
as your posters are concerned?
A: I want to continue doing photographic
things. I want to stage them. And I still like
doing posters like they were titles for movies. A
friend of mine is trigger happy and she shoots
photos that surprise me sometimes because
they are honest and plain and I want to put text
to her photos like I did posters. One of these
days what I’ll do is ask her to go about her
unstoppable ways of taking pictures and I’ll just
do my graphic designs out of them.
E: She must be a good photographer.
A: She has the eye for what I want to see. One
of these days I’ll make all the necessary printing
and stripping indications to her designs. I
can see what she’s unconsciously doing to her
pictures.
E: What do you think of Ermita?
A: (Laughter) Nice. (Laughter).

Ermita, August 1976, 31-32.

E: You don’t deny that there are good art
directors around?
A: No, in fact I know many of them. For
instance, there’s Nik Ricio. He does Goodman
magazine which is overly decorated. I think.
Each article in the magazine has its own pretty
identity to cover up some of its weak content.
There’s Rudy Gan who is really logo oriented. I
can name Frey Cabading plus a host of others
including those of the Design Center. But
somehow they’re too sleek and they have styles
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Three Pieces

Ladies and gentlemen, the program is about to begin, is beginning, has begun.
You are now encountering THREE PIECES:
A performance by Judy Freya Sibayan (that’s me), Huge Bartolome and Ray Albano (that’s them).
Kindly take note of the error in the program announcements: No, Ray Albano did not do a script;
not that he failed to do one—which is not surprising—but that this performance would not exist as
it is with a written guideline for acting and dialogue. A script implies a literary structure of events
as in a play or even in a concert; so, definitely, this performance would become a theater piece
with, or due to, a script. As you may have read, this performance abstains from many theatrical
conventions—not that it is free-for-all-affair—but that the contents of our work do not just aspire for
particular feelings and effects.
What’s wrong with calling this a painting?
Well, going back to the error, if we just had Ray Albano for the script, it would not be THREE
PIECES. We would all go TWO PIECES. And that, we would not want to happen.
Yesterday, Ray called me up after I called up Huge. You may want to know that the first performance
of THREE PIECES was at the Cultural Center of the Philippines End Room. I told Huge that Ray
hasn’t written the script. But actually he has, which is why he called up. This was part of our—Huge
and me—Thirteen Artists 1976 presentation. I thought Ray called me up again to tell me about his
broken heart. It was presented before a crowd of students, we had fun because, at the End Room, we
had tiled floors. Here we have a carpet. It’s good that Ray did not tell me about this sad story ‘cause
I would have felt bad too. What was problematic with the first performance was that we did not
know how to end without bowing and waiting for an applause as a happy ending. But Ray’s this time
ended sadly, not tragically, but with something that would create a lump in your throat. Anyway,
Huge was clever enough to come up with a razzmatazz so the audience burst with applause. What
I like about some love stories is that, in spite of the grim revelations and sad turning points, the
protagonists are calm and peaceful. Ray should be calm, but then, this performance can make him
nervous…
The most important things about THREE PIECES may be the fact that we all know what we are
doing but then we don’t interact though we may seem to be interacting with one another. If we
interrelate we would not be able to know what we are doing. We don’t calculate, we don’t expect,
we don’t consider, we don’t feel around, we don’t relate, we don’t assert or deny, we just don’t do
something hypothetical. I guess the poor lover was all calculating and expecting and considering
and feeling around and relating and asserting and denying, which is why he lost. What are we doing
is not at all falling in love—although both need a certain involvement—if a comparison has to be
made. In the end, there is no script after all. I am actually not feeling well, but the performance must
go on. We would not want to end up like him. I guess it’s going to be alright.
Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.

Judy Freya Sibayan Archive.
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Original Script of “Three Kings”

(1)
Good afternoon.
Good afternoon sa inyong lahat.
Huwag sana kayong magagalit sa katotohanan
na maibabalita ko sa inyo.
dahil
tila mahirap ngang tanggapin na katotohanan ito
Sabagay mahirap tanggapin ang katotohanan
kung minsan.
Eto nga, tungkol sa “three kings”
Ang tatlong hari
na nagbigay ng ginto, insenso, at mirra
Kayamanan, pag-ibig ba’t kapaitan?
Parang ganyan
Kung gawin ang modern version nito,
ano kaya ang insenso?
Palagay ko cigarette lighter iyon.
Ang ginto ay ginto
At ang mirra ay… maaring langis
Baka nga lang
Pero ang tunay kong ibabalita sa inyo
Ay ang malaking katarantaduhang ginawa
Sa paniniwala kay Melchor, Gaspar, at Baltasar
Sa katotohanan, sila ay mga prinsipe lamang.
Siyempre naman, kung hindi sila hari,
sino kaya ang magkakagusto ng kuwento nila?
Wala.
Kailangan na ang mga bida ay mga hari
Ni Diyos hindi nga puwede, e.
Ano pa kaya sa mga ordinary citizens?
Hindi puwede.
(2)
At ang pangalan nila ay Prinsipe Amante, Prinsipe Abante,
at Prinsipe Florante.
Sila ay patungong silangan
Nang nakakita sila ng “shooting star”
Natuliro sila.
Ang hindi natin malaman ay kung bakit
Nagbigay sila ng mga handog.
Masyadong nag-abala sila sa isang anak
Ng karpintero
Gusto nilang mag-charity work
Kung minsan
Si Prinsipe Amante ay isang “businessman,”
ika nga. Marami siyang negosyo.
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Guwapo siya at maaring maging aktor siya
sa Hollywood
Mahusay siya sigurong gumanap ng
eksena para sa mga roles ng prinsipe
Mabilis sa kamay
Maraming bisyo
Kaya gusto niyang magpakatino.
Parang nararamdaman niya na kung magbigay siya ng handog sa mga sanggol,
mababawasan ang kaniyang kasalanan.
Sa bagay
parang may bisa ang pagbibigay ng
handog. Si Prinsipe Abante ay
isang mandirigma.
Parang hostess:
may hindi kanais-nais na layunin nguni’t
may gintong puso
(3)
Lalaki siya.
Maraming ulo ang gumulong sa daan
dahil sa kanya
Huwag nga nating pag-usapan iyan.
Hindi yata bagay sa pasko ang
kwentong mandirigma. Maliban
lamang siguro kung pag-ibig ng
mandirigma ang pag-uusapan
At si Prinsipe Florante?
(Pause)
Tama kayo, siya ang kumakanta.
Gumawa siya ng kantang handog
sa ating pagkasama.
Magkakaibigan ang tatlo. Hindi
malinaw sa alamat ang kanilang
pagkakaibigan. Basta na lang magkakabarkada
sila. Hindi masyadong mahirap
intindihin kung bakit ang mga reino
ay may kasamahan. Lahat ay
naghahanap ng kapayapaan.
Kaya ng makita nila ang shooting star
may kutob sila na ang bituin na iyon
ay magbibigay ng tunay na direksiyon
sa kapayapaan.
At na patungo sila sa daan ng mga
bituin. Naglakbay sila
Hindi nila malaman kung saan
sila pupunta, kung tumataas ba sila o bumababa.
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(4)
Hindi sila nahirapan sa paglakbay.
Mamaya na lang e lumalapit sila sa buwan.
Wala silang dalang bandila
kaya wala silang tanda.
Doon nila nakita na ang kanilang mundo
ay maliit pala.
Ngayon ay nasanay na sila sa kalawakan.
Napansin nila ang paglipas ng Andromeda.
Malayo pala.
At walang daan patungo doon.
Lumampas sila sa bilyong bituin
ngunit mayroon pa ring nasasalubong.
Alam nila na ang mga bituin at planeta
ay hindi mga bola na ibinabato
sa mga bowling pins
Apoy, langis, bato, tubig
Ang mga elementos ng buhay
Ang mga elementos ng pagsimula
Mga elementos ng lakas
Marami silang naunawaan
Marami silang napag-aralan
Kapag nadagdagan ang inyong nalalaman,
Nadadagdagan din ang mga alam mo
sa misteryo ng mundo
Nagbigay sila ng handog—iyon na lang
ang maibibigay nila.
Naubos lahat sa paglalakbay
Nahanap nila ang kapayapaan.
(5)
Naging masaya sila
Mahalaga sila sa belen.
Ngunit ang masama na naman sa ating
nalalaman ay ang external things
palagi ang mahalaga.
Dahil siguro medyo dramatic makita
ang tatlong prinsipeng nagbibigay ng
ginto na kumikinang, insenso na
umuusok, at mira na sa makorteng
kahon. Ang hindi natin malaman
ay kung paano si Abanteng nakipagduel sa mga bayan para lamang
makaraan sila. Si Amante ay nahirapang
bumola sa mga tao upang may discount
sila sa mga hotel. At si Florante—
huwag na nating idamay si Laura—ay
naging idolo sa kanyang pag-awit
ng mga ballad.
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Sa mga awitin ni Florante,
mayroon isang kanta tungkol sa kanilang
paglakbay. Malapit na ninyo itong
marinig sa jukebox at sa mga radio.

Judy Freya Sibayan Archive.
Text: Raymundo Albano
Performance: Raymundo Albano, Huge Bartolome, Judy Freya Sibayan
Site: End Room, Cultural Center of the Philippines, 1979

Sound Bags

Huge
Excuse me… or excuse us.
we would like to tell you that this afternoon’s
presentation of “ELEVATIONS” has been
changed to SOUNDBAGS. Okay?
SOUND BAGS.
Sound bags.
Let’s see.
Okay… Now!
I have been asked by Ray, Huge
and Judy to perform
with?
for?
to?
them
by just reading this script on Soundbags
Painters have been painting paint, and materials
and movement, but painting sound
is something else.
Painting sound.
It could be concrete music
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How do you paint piano sounds?
The human voice?
Coloratura.
Fart.
2
Judy
With a sable brush you can sing
With a palette knife you can strum a chord
With paint… there go the notes, the
whole notes, the
half notes,
the quarter notes
the rest
half or whole.
In a sense.
But by virtue of reading this,
I am some kind of
sound effects.
Let sounds speak up!
Let my words accompany the message.
I am the chorus
They are the vocals
They are the lyrics
I am the background
and at this moment
let them say it
3
Ray
Once upon a time
there were three coins in the fountain
Those people threw them
They made their wishes
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Like all wishes, they were meant
to come true
Nothing much is known
after the coins were thrown
to the water
But there is much stirring though
nothing much is painted on the canvas
But there’s much too much stirring
As the waters blurred by waves after waves
The picture became clear
It was not a picture of sounds
4
Huge
It was a picture of pictures
The next number will say it all
But let me get into sounds
or music
Even without melody
The song is sung
And if one looks for lyrical beauty
It’s always there
Just don’t ask for a nightingale
Just don’t ask for sunsets
Just don’t ask for roses
Because there won’t be any, but
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There will be music
There will be painting
There will be love forever and ever
5
Judy
Part II of sound bags is
something which should be called
silence
silence colored grey,
blue
silence
silence is purple
silence is yellow
but yellow is noisy
noisy silence
If it grows on you
colors get into your body
silence is body painting
and if the color is red
you know it’s silence
6
Ray
and you know the picture
of all these colors
becomes silence.
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A rainbow doing a crescendo
in the sky
when everything else is
grey
it doesn’t mean there’s
going to be silence
that’s the easy trick
it’s silence when colors speak up
in an equilibrium
It is a desired silence
Noise is undesirable violet.
7
Huge
We hope that
we did not give you the impression
that we were forcing
something
into the realm of another
Painting sounds
is not—take note—
trying to speak
in metaphors
The artists are just using
sound as materials.
To manipulate pictorial
possibilities of sounds,
sources of sounds
and sound ideas,
this is what it is all about.
But let me tell you
about the next work.
By the way:
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We all thank you for coming
Mang Isabelo Carzson is our
sound technician
I am Peng Olaguera
8
Judy
I was dragged into this
piece
because I think
finally, Ray, Huge and Judy
wanted an actor
for this performance.
I never saw any
of their performances
This presentation also
is made more impressive
by Ricky and Ed,
who typed out
the script—
Excuse me, excuse us
Judy will not call this
a script
But on our next work
I mean, on their next work
may we anticipate
that
the artists intended
no acts of heresy,
stubbornness
or even crime
Don’t go away yet
It’s too early
9
Ray
Relax.
This performance is
in connection with
the Thirteen Artists 1978
exhibition
“The name of the game
is gimmickry.”
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Oh well, let me
not editorialize
Time is running fast
The next work
has a difficult script
Call it anything
but boring
you’ll know what I mean
You can walk out now
but be sure to come back
right on time
Which may be now
but missing the next show
is missing the whole thing
it’s missing the main feature
10
All
Today’s the end of the season
I think
so we planned
a real nice entertaining
work for everyone
On behalf of the Cultural Center
and Ray, Judy and Huge,
Happy Three Kings
and “Three Kings”
is about to begin.
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Text: Raymundo Albano
Performance: Raymundo
Albano, Huge Bartolome, Judy
Freya Sibayan
Site: End Room, Cultural
Center of the Philippines,
1979

(Note from Sibayan:
“Ray assigned us
pages where after each
paragraph or line was
read by Peng Olaguera,
an actor (stage and
film), each of us made
sounds with different
things we brought to the
performance; things we
hid in paper bags. Each
thing brought out from the
bags we used to make
sounds amplified using
microphones.”)
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Three Early Site Works

1
Ten years ago, I discovered the flashlight. What
a handy light container, it seemed, and what a
holder of mystery and symbolism!
At one time I used the flashlight to spotlight
a dead cockroach under two chairs in an
installation I did at the Kamalig. The object’s
stability impressed me, so I decided to use it for
tougher works.
We drove to a deceiving route to Ugong, a
barrio somewhere in Bulacan, possibly near
Obando. Ting was the guide, accompanied by
Blade, the office mate of Joe D. Bautista, my
witness-artist. We reached the brook at twilight.
Blade gave me his flashlight. I sealed it with
electrical tape so as to waterproof it. The
bandaging work made the little lighthouse look
like sculpture. The light was switched on and
taped permanently to emit light forever. I did
the same procedure to two other flashlights.

Let’s get out of this place before the lights die
down, I suggested. So we left Ugong, blessed
with a site work.
It was the ritualistic quality of the work that
made it so memorable. The impact was strong,
the work simple. It was this piece that led me to
do several plans for flashlight works. In a copy
of Fina magazine, it read that I had plans of
throwing 100 flashlights to the sea, which did
not push through as the breakwaters of Manila
are filled with light reflections. There was no
real dark spot to choose from. Added to this,
the real waterproof flashlights were costly and
there was no big discount if we bought 100. But
it had to remain that way: the experience can
happen within the mind.

We got near the boulders where there were
bamboo branches clustered as fishtraps.
The sun was completely down, I hurled one
flashlight to the water, which went with the flow
and left us. I dropped another one inside the
trap, but the flashlight got stuck—or floated—at
the surface of the water. To the last flashlight, I
stuck a piece of stone as weight. It was right at
the bottom of the water.
The ‘’landscape” was strange enough, but not
in a startling way. In the dark moonlight, the
brook is a dark area of boulders, trees, and
a faint glow within the water, indicating the
passage of time and the rustle of the waves. I
took pictures of it.
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2
Johnny Manahan and I used to invent ways of
investigating the phenomena of specific time,
which resulted in a body of collaborative works
in the 1970s. Many of these were photographic
and dependent on chance. It was within this
period that Manahan’s “Evidences” series and
my own “Otherwise Photography” came to be.
What was important was finding out what
specific time was and that we had to “beat”
time itself. In our investigations, “capturing”
time was “beating” it, since in a way it froze
aspects of time as well as stopped its passage.
One morning at about four, we decided to go
to Antipolo to photograph his performance.
Johnny brought with him a blank canvas,
carried it across the hilltop towards where fog
would cover him, making him disappear from
sight. Mentally, we noted basic facts:
a. landscape shows location,
b. fog indicates time,
c. early morning implies strain on our efforts to
seriously face the problem,
d. performance makes specific time within
specific time,
e. the image of man carrying canvas suggests
painting,
f. photography of performance is not only
documentation but also evidence which can
be made to deny itself.
Oh yes, we used greased lens for soft-image
effects.
So the photographs were made. The images
were lovely. For a while we stuck it on the
photolab door, not knowing what to do next.
The picture contained all the facts we wanted to
see, but somehow there was something about it
that made the whole picture too perfect. It had
turned out looking unreal.
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The argument therefore traversed theme of
ambiguity—Johnny’s favorite “Evidence” theme.
The soft-lens made the presence of the actual
fog doubtful, for instance. It also denied a
certain crispness in the lighting, so that it was
difficult to distinguish whether the picture
used a day-for-night effect or was really taken
in the early morning. It had so much to say; it
was not candid. “What about the empty canvas
business?” Johnny asked.
The photograph was too lovely.
Six months later, the photograph became the
poster for Johnny’s painting exhibit at the
Small Gallery of the CCP. We never showed
the photograph as one of our conceptual pieces
as it was too poetic, pleasant, and much too
contrived.
In the end, it seems as though the important
thing about this work is that this gesture—
performance, if you will—has become the
source of much of our later works. If we needed
to paint at five o’clock then we painted at exactly
five o’clock. If we wanted to pour a gallon of
paint, it was really one gallon. Honesty has
become a virtue in our artmaking. The beauty
of art is partly due to the specificity of a gesture.
Every now and then, Johnny uses the soft-lens
effect in the TV shows he directs. He goes to
work with a body conditioned to be awake any
time of day or night. The last time I went to
Antipolo was when I visited a friend in one of
those new subdivisions. The same picture will
never be taken again.
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3
Ilocos salt is fine, like sugar. It does not
come from salt beds like those they have in
Parañaque. It is boiled sea water—the part that
froths at the edge of a wave. The saltmakers stay
in a place, as in Bo. Davila, Pasuquin, Ilocos
Norte, where they make urns and urns (or vats
and vats) of fine salt, ready for the market.
Visiting the province one summer, I venture
on doing a site work by the sea. Much has
been done by the seashore—from sand castles
to footprints—so I had to come up with
something that would not appear romantic
at all. I would not want to do something with
sand. So there I ventured on my idea.
I brought with me a small bottle of salt. I had an
excuse—we had brought some native mangoes
for our picnic. Nevertheless, it was not a crazy
thing to bring salt anywhere, since there is a
belief in this part of the globe that salt drives
the evil spirits (and also snakes) away. The thing
is, I was faced with the dilemma of whether I
should tell my friends of my plans or would just
go on. Well, I tried saying that if I poured salt
into the sea, it would get saltier. No one ever
even got the “joke.”
We went to Burgos, Ilocos Norte, by the
lighthouse of Cape Bojeador. The place used
to be paradise for deep-sea fishing and shells.
The sea was calm, meaning there were no giant
waves splashing towards the reef. We had our
picnic by the sea and climbed the ninety-six
steps to the lighthouse, to see more of the
horizon.

Back in Manila, I developed the film with no
sense of excitement. Earlier, I thought of doing
a David Hemmings act in Blow-Up, where
I would try to show where the bottle was. I,
however, cast the negative aside.
What I did not like with my work was the fact
that I used the salt that came from the same
place. My grandfather, was incidentally saying
“You’re only giving back what we just took. So,
that is not making it any saltier.”
The picture did not show any evidence of a
“flying bottle.”
As part of my invitation to my exhibition at the
Luz Gallery in 1973, I showed the contact print
of the salt-sea incident, relating what I did.
These three old site works are part of a series
of “sketches and studies” for later works. These
do not add up to anything now, since not much
information has been made to publicize them.
These are personal investigations, but as such,
they can be shared, if only to get more insights
into the workings of young artists’ minds in the
early 1970s. These helped me learn more about
process and about the subject of photography.
My adherence to a concept was strengthened by
such uncompromising procedures.
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Before we left for home, I set my tripod on the
shore. The object was for me to pour salt from
the bottle into the sea, my photo taken with a
self-timer. Somehow the tripod was tipped over
by the wind so I did the most logical thing: I
threw the bottle into the sea and “captured” it
with a camera.
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The Absurd Song for Lou Pagandian
The other side of the wind
Is black probably: On the cover and the first page
Are written sentences of our lives;
Love, for instance, or
Death, for instance,
is a sentence.
Never mind:
It is just the light-and-shadow movement of the wind upon the wind.
This doesn’t matter.
It is just the light-and-shadow movement of the wind upon the wind.
The inside pages
Like myself within me
Fail to insinuate the depth, the loss;
Nor can they build up to their own measure.
We think of messages and texture in a way
We think the same way both ways.
The texts in the pages are torn apart by alien winds,
Loneliness torn apart by sharper loneliness,
we see
Broken phrases, for instance, or
Broken words, for instance,
Made more broken
by my provoking.
Some guess.

Some attach meanings whatsoever
Never mind:

It is just the light-and-shadow movement of the wind upon the wind.
This doesn’t matter:
It is just the light-and-shadow movement of the wind upon the wind.
Heights XV (October 1967), 43-45.
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TEXTS
Mauro Malang Santos, Hernando R. Ocampo, Imelda Marcos, Raymundo Albano.

Francisco Tatad, Lucrecia Kasilag, Raymundo Albano.
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Interview with Zobel

The Saturday following his lecture at the
Ateneo on February 15, 1967, we visited
Fernando Zobel at his Forbes Park home. We
were ushered into his sitting room, passing by
a wall where five black-and-white paintings,
done with his familiar hypodermic syringe,
were panelled together with a painting by
Lee Aguinaldo and two others. A 15th century
Japanese scroll by Niten hung by the door of
his sitting room. Inside, there were shelves
of books on poetry, art, alchemy, astronomy,
black magic, etc., on one side, while on
another were shelves displaying his collection
of Sung and Ming ceramics. Daylight shone
through a screened glass window. Outside, we
could see a lotus pond.

A
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Zobel seated himself comfortably in a
maroon leather lounging chair in front of a
wide-rimmed “framed-framed painting.” He
answered our questions clearly, wittily, and
precisely, checking himself once in a while to
see whether or not he answered us right.
The history of Philippine art would not be
complete without mentioning the name of
Fernando Zobel as one of the few painters who
introduced modern art to the Philippine scene.
He was, at one time in the early fifties, president
of the Art Association of the Philippines. He
won first prize in a nation-wide art contest for
his now-classic “Carroza.” He has exhibited
extensively in Spain and in Manila, and has
participated in group shows in London, New
York, Boston (where he had his first one-man
show in 1950), San Francisco, and Tokyo,
among others. He taught art appreciation once
in the Ateneo graduate school.
Zobel claims himself to be Spanish by birth and
nationality. He is now director of what Alfred
Barr of New York’s Museum of Modern Art
calls “the most beautiful museum in Europe,”
the new National Museum of Spanish Abstract
Art in the Hanging Houses of Cuenca, Spain.
He owns practically all of the works in this
museum.
It is a common remark made by noted critics
and painters alike that they still have to see a
bad painting by Zobel. The secret, Zobel himself
told us, is that he destroys all the paintings he
does not like. He makes it a point, furthermore,
to paint every day, a practice which he
compares to that of the guitarist or pianist who
has to practice constantly in order not to stiffen
his fingers or cramp his style.
After the interview, he led us into an adjoining
room—his reading room—and showed us his
calligraphies and photographs. He had earlier
promised to demonstrate his style of painting,
so that he now led us up a winding staircase
into his shop above the receiving room. Here,
we noticed two paintings, still wet, which
surprised us because they were done in color

(he used to paint in black and white with a
minimum shade of color).
“A young artist can learn a lot just by observing
masters paint,” he remarked. He got a
hypodermic syringe out of a bottle of water “so
the ink will not dry” and made lines on an old
yellow canvas. He brushed the lines lightly to
produce a wiped-out effect. “Now this is ready
for glazing.” He squeezed out some white oil
paint from a tube (not more than the amount
of toothpaste one puts on his toothbrush) and
started spreading it on the whole canvas. “This
amount of oil paint is sufficient for the whole
painting,” he explained. “Most of the classical
painters painted so thinly you could notice the
texture of the canvas in their paintings.”
Combining the black lines with the glaze on
the yellow canvas, he was obviously pleased
with the exciting color scheme. “I’ve never
used yellow for the background before.” With a
single light stroke, he could change the painting
either by reducing or by increasing the intensity
of the coat of paint. He showed us how to use
cardboard for the sharp-edged tones. To check
the composition, he examined the painting
upside down. When he finally finished, he
asked us to sign on the canvas as witness to his
exercise.
Zobel had one last technique to show us—how
to draw a vertical line with a pencil at the
bottom of the canvas. “To draw a straight line,”
he said, “you have to use a ruler.”
Which he did.
Heights: Will you give a general review of the
evolution of your art—how you came to your
present style?
Zobel: Very gradually, of course. I started

out by being figurative. My early paintings
were based on expressionism, I suppose. You
have examples of this at the Ateneo—bright
colors, heavy bounding lines, and a good
deal of subject matter, especially Philippine
subject matter. Around 1954 I got involved in
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photography and the whole thing split. I saved
the subject matter for photography and got
involved in a very formal kind of painting, like
the saetas, which had a good deal of color.

everything you see and do. I don’t really worry
about my influences or the styles I’m going to
work with when I’m doing a painting. I worry
about the painting itself, naturally.

Then I got more or less sick and tired of color,
and for four years I painted in black and white.
And then about three years ago, four years ago,
whatever it was, I started, very quietly, very
carefully, putting in a completely different kind
of color from what I started out with. Anything
but expressionist color. It was observed color.

Heights: At that point you were concentrating

I think the present style consists more or less of
a very abstract structure combined with a very
natural observed color that creates a tension, a
sort of now-you-see-it-now-you-don’t effect.
Heights: Is there any particular reason why at
one point of your career you shifted to black
and white?
Zobel: Well, I just mentioned it. I decided one

day that my colors—the kind I was using were
a little meaningless. They started out by being
expressionistic in the sense that they expressed
emotions. But as years went on they became
very formal. They were just bright colors for the
sake of bright colors, and one fine day I got sick
and tired of them. They were there for no good
purpose, so I decided that the best thing to do
with them if I didn’t know why they were there
was just to get rid of them.

Heights: When you were doing your blackand-white paintings, were you influenced by
calligraphy?
Zobel: In what sense? Do you mean did I

use what I learned of calligraphy, of Chinese
calligraphy? Because at the time I had been
studying Chinese calligraphy… No, probably
not. The reason why I studied Chinese
calligraphy was not so that I could use it in my
painting, but so that I could have some basis for
judging Chinese or Japanese calligraphy when
I saw it.
I don’t think the effect was very direct. I
suppose subconsciously—sure, you use
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on line, were you not? Wasn’t the calligraphy
you were doing in your Chinese “studies” then
devoted strictly to black brushstrokes?

Zobel: Yes, but in calligraphy you concentrate

on the beauty of the brushstroke as much
as anything else. By the time I was in my
black-and-whites I was using a technique in
which it was impossible to make a beautiful
brushstroke. I wasn’t using a brush at all. I was
using a hypodermic syringe, which is one of
the least expressive instruments possible. The
only advantage a hypodermic has is that it
permits you to make an extremely long, thin
line in oil. But it is very hard to get any beauty
or expressivity out of it.

Heights: When you shifted to black and white

your paintings also showed a very evident shift
in subject matter.

Zobel: Yes. In other words, the first paintings I

did before I went abstract were very concerned
with observations of things that surrounded
me. I was looking at, well, literally Philippine
subject matter. Perhaps not what passed then
as Philippine subject matter, because when
I started doing those things, we were in the
middle of the “banana-tree-and-carabao”
period of subject matter, and I was very
concerned with looking at things that nobody
had bothered about at that time outside of our
group of painters: things like ice-cream carts
and images and Antillan houses, and so forth.
I mean these were also the subject matter, of
course, of Arturo Luz and Manansala, and our
entire generation.

When I switched from that to abstract
painting, I kept that kind of subject matter
for photography. There was really no subject
matter in my earliest abstract paintings. None
at all. They were almost formal exercises. Then
gradually I began to develop a new, much more
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personal subject matter that I think I have now
which has to do largely with memories.
Heights: Memories of what?
Zobel: Qualities. Qualities of remembered

experiences, things that struck me. As an
example, take my “Icarus” that you have at the
Ateneo Art Gallery. It is a recurring theme in
many of these paintings, and it has to do really
with a combination of a flight of birds, an effect
of light, and the way I feel about the legend of
Icarus, all rolled into one. These are all different
experiences but they all have a common basis
which unifies them in a three-in-one kind of
effect. I am not at all sure that those who see
the picture can trace it all back to all that. I
mean it is not important that the audience
can trace it back to my original source. What
I am interested in is that they get some kind
of equivalent emotion of what I originally felt
just by looking at the picture. Which I think
they do.

Heights: What made you change from non-

color to color? Now your new abstractions
seem to have even brighter colors than your
first ones.

Zobel: About the time I got to the series of

paintings—the last of my black-and-white
ones—that were shown in that big SpanishAmerican exhibition that toured the world, I
began to feel a need for color for additional
expressive content. A very different kind of
color. Not decorative color, but color that
would give more meaning to the lines that I put
on the canvas.
It was then that I decided that I was ready for
color again. That was my mistake. I have never
destroyed so many paintings in my life. My first
experiments in color after four years of blackand-white were disastrous. It took me about six
months. I just didn’t know how to do it.
I’m using color again—but only as much, I
think, as I need. Not color for the sake of color,
but to make things clear. To me color does act
in space and it does have a strong emotional

impact. Some colors seem to signify certain
things to most people. No question that when
you get a gray that is bluish, people tend to
read something aerial into it. When you use an
earth color, people tend to read solids into it.
It is in that sense that I use colors expressively,
sometimes to nail things down, sometimes
to release them, sometimes to get effects of
transparency or opaqueness.
Heights: About that statement you made

at the Ateneo the other day that the typical
Spanish painter has a tendency to reach out for
the nearest pot of black paint, to what extent
does this apply to you? Has this, for instance,
motivated your purely black-and-white
paintings in some way?

Zobel: I don’t think so. Because I was not

really brought up in the culture that would
make me reach out for the nearest pot of black.
In my case I reached out for the nearest blacks
simply because black is an absence of color. I
just wanted to work without color. Whereas I
think what makes the young Spanish painter
reach for it has to do with the qualities of
Spanish life, of traditional Spanish painting, the
tremendous emphasis on value and contrast
rather than the qualities of color.

Heights: In your photography, do you use

both color and black and white?

Zobel: It was very much like painting. Funny. I

started doing photographs exclusively in black
and white and then gradually switched to doing
them in color—almost entirely in color now.
But I don’t think the reasons are the same. I’ve
run out of time. Black-and-white photography
requires laboratory work. Then, to me, the
great charm of color photography is that you
don’t have to do the processing yourself. What
you do is get somebody else to develop it, put
your trust in him and hope for the best. It’s a
limitation that’s very healthy for me because it
keeps me out of the laboratory and back in my
studio painting—where I think I really belong.

Heights: Did your photography move into
abstractions like your painting did?
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Zobel: No—exactly in the opposite

direction. As my painting got more abstract,
my photography got more objective. My
photographs are increasingly documentary. I’m
very curious to record the passing world.

Heights: Were you ever consciously after form

in your photography? Your early photographs
seem to have had a concern for balance and
harmony.
Zobel: Yes, the earliest photographs I

took did have a concern for balance, I
suppose, inevitably. But right now it’s almost
unconscious. When I get very well-composed
photographs, that generally happens simply
because I’m trained to take well-balanced
photographs. I don’t pay much attention to
form in my photographs. They are not “art”
photographs in that sense.
Actually what I’m working on now are several
series of documentary photographs. I’m doing
a set on games and toys of Spain, another
one on shoes, another one on glasses and
receptacles, and also on machines and means of
transportation. In doing these series, I intend
to stop time—and also record the fact that
Spain is changing very rapidly at this moment. I
would like to record some of those things which
most people don’t notice because they seem so
obvious. People do not realize their passage and
they really are going to be lost. Things like shop
windows and signs. The use of color, say, on
architecture, changes from province to province
and from period to period.
There is one series that looks almost abstract
but which is actually the opposite of that if
you stop to analyse it. That is the one I am
working on most now. It is a series on the
qualities of light and it is anything but abstract
photography.
I have a total of something like three thousand
negatives. My photography has very little to do
with painting. It is a hobby really. It’s more like
an archivist’s work.
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Heights: How far have you gone with the book
on photography which you told us you were
preparing?
Zobel: It is a perpetual thing because a book

on color photography is fabulously expensive
to print. And it’s a vicious circle. Collecting the
photographs, I mean. The last time I discussed
the book on games and toys with an American
publisher, we selected, out of a hundred already
selected photographs, about twelve we felt really
justified the expenses. If I can get a hundred of
the quality of the twelve, then we have a book.

Heights: Do you plan to do the same with your
etchings? Have you ever thought of putting out
a book of etchings?
Zobel: I have put out a book of etchings. Did

I show that to you? Well, I took them back to
the States and had them bound and shortly
after I arrived, my friend who was a very good
binder got run over by a taxi-cab. There were a
few copies bound, but I’m looking for another
binder. I must say it’s not a very practical book.
Twenty copies with twenty-four etchings. I’m
not crazy about it. It’s private. It’s not successful.

Heights: What advice would you generally give
to anybody who wants to become a painter?
What would you say are some of the basic
equipment he needs?
Zobel: Well, the funny thing about being a

painter at this stage of the game is that no
two people seem to have learned exactly the
same way. All the good ones seem to have
gone through very different processes. One
of the classical methods that I have used
myself is the business of sketching constantly
and copying constantly. I realize that this is a
very unfashionable way of learning to paint.
Everybody is supposed to be original. It’s very
hard to be original, though, unless you have the
tools and the knowledge to be original with.
I forget whom the anecdote is connected
with—I think it was Degas. Somebody, some
young person, came to Degas and showed him
some drawings and paintings he had made.

ASKING

Degas looked at them and said: “Who has been
your teacher?” And the young man said: “I
taught myself.” And Degas said: “Then you had
a very ignorant teacher indeed.”
I’m not sure I don’t agree with that. It is true
that the whole process of copying sounds a
little boring, but then I suspect that unless
a painter is excited enough about the whole
idea of painting to overcome that boredom the
chances are that he is not a painter at all.
All of us dream. My persistent dream is that
of going to sleep and waking up playing the
guitar sublimely. I’m afraid I don’t like guitar
music well enough to put in the years involved
in learning how to play it properly. I think
that’s the difference between a guitarist and
a music lover. And I think that may very
well be the difference between a painter and
somebody who likes paintings or who would
like to paint. There is always a very definite
boredom in all these things.
Heights: It applies to other fields of art as
well, doesn’t it? Writing, for instance.
Zobel: Same thing. Unless you are prepared

to write millions of words, chances are that
you will never write well. Sounds frightening,
but not if you set out actually. I don’t think
any young painter has said: “I will now bore
myself for fifteen years until I become a
painter at the end.” You will never face it
that way actually. You do it because at the
moment it seems exciting, and the fifteen
years suddenly have gone by. Now, when
it comes to the philosophical training of a
painter, I still think the best education for a
painter is an education. Unless a painter is
an intelligent and cultured human being, the
chances are he won’t have anything to paint
about. The more you know, the more you
know. The thing is, there has never been, in
all the history of painting, a good painter who
was ignorant about painting.
Heights: And they were generally quite
intelligent among a variety of other things,

weren’t they? Van Gogh, for instance, could
write very well.
Zobel: Van Gogh certainly wrote very well and

he was anything but an ignorant man. I think
that’s almost the general rule. You can get a
good craftsman-painter who is rather ignorant,
but I suspect that it’s that ignorance that keeps
his work merely a craft. The actual technique of
painting is relatively easy. It is one of the easiest
of the artistic techniques. True, you can make
it into one of the hardest. But it is amazing how
little of the technique of painting you really
need in order to express yourself. There is a
minimum requirement, of course. But I should
think that that minimum can be taught in
one or two years literally. The rest is up to the
person wielding the brush.

Heights: What do you think is a handicap or

a set of handicaps that every Filipino painter
faces—assuming that there are conditions
that enhance or facilitate a painter’s growth or
development?

Zobel: Aside from the handicaps that every

beginning painter faces everywhere at this
moment of history—which is a moment
of extraordinary confusion in the arts—
specifically, I think the Filipino painter faces
the handicap faced by any artist who grows
up in a, you might say, provincial art milieu, a
provincial art center.
I don’t say this in a scornful way, but I think
that an art center is provincial when it does
not have either a long tradition of art or a rich
tradition of art. Consequently, and generally, it
also lacks a large number of original artworks
from the past as records in a system of
comparison and control. But I don’t think this
handicap is peculiar only to the Philippines.
It exists probably in 90% of the places where
there are painters. The non-provincial art
centers can almost be counted with the fingers
of one’s hands. Some countries are blessed with
a very long tradition.
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I would quickly add also that living in a
provincial art center has its advantages. Because
it means that you do not labor under the heavy
hand of tradition, which can be very heavy
indeed. In this sense, the painter is much freer
to develop in his own line.
Well, another handicap that is peculiar to
the Philippines has to do with nationalism
misunderstood in terms of art. That is
something we have discussed many times. It
is a feeling particularly prevalent among the
young that in order to be a good Filipino you
must paint Philippine. It’s a circular argument
really. I mean, in the effort to paint Philippine,
very often you end up painting banalities
that are rather of no interest as art, although
they may be interesting as information or a
variety of other things. I say that it is a circular
argument because it’s perfectly obvious to me
that the Philippine look in art is going to be
determined by what Filipino painters paint. It
works backward. The Philippine look is what
will happen after you have painted, no matter
what style you paint in. It will happen by itself.
It’s a natural by-product.
It will take a long time to figure out what
that look is. We are already beginning to see
evidence of it. But it can impose the desire to
look Philippine when you already, whether
you like it or not, look Philippine. That is my
argument. The effort to look Philippine can
naturally narrow your horizon tremendously.
It is an unnecessary worry in a profession
that has worries enough as it is. It is inevitable
that Philippine painting will look Philippine.
This is quite obvious. There is no way of not
looking Philippine. Everything around you will
conspire to produce that result.
Heights: This sounds a little wild, but Leonidas
Benesa has said that one of the handicaps that
many of our artists, if not all, have to bear is the
Philippine heat.
Zobel: The Philippine heat?
Heights: Yes.
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Zobel: Well, that’s a very interesting idea. I’m

not sure… Let me take… two seconds to figure
that one. It never occurred to me.

Heights: Picture to yourself a Filipino painter
in a non-airconditioned house, sweat trickling
down his forehead, his armpits…
Zobel: In some way, of course, heat does create

problems. Not just heat but climate. There is no
question that Western oil painting was intended
for a different climate. There is no question
that the climate in the Philippines, for instance
in non-air-conditioned houses, reduces the
amount of wall space available for paintings. It
also decreases violently the amount of time that
those paintings can be expected to last.
Exposed to the usual Philippine climate, most
things decay fairly quickly, and probably that is
the principal reason why we have no evidence
of prehistoric Philippine art aside from pottery
and a little gold-work. I am quite sure that
there was some form of painting and possibly
sculpture as well. There must have been. It was
probably done with very flimsy materials, say
bamboo and paper. I think that the primitive
Filipino, just like the folk Filipino, when acting
as an artist more or less gave up in front of the
elements, and was prepared to accept a very
handsome effect at the expense of durability. In
other words, rather than fight the elements, he
just accepted them.
Conditions, however, have changed
enormously. Paints have changed. There are
paints now that resist the hazards of climate.
The acrylics, for instance.
It’s interesting to look at what the Southern
Sung dynasty Chinese were faced with,
because they were painting in a very similar
climate. Nothing is damper than the climate in
Southern China, where probably the greatest
glories of Chinese painting were executed. But
there is also involved a case of adaptation. They
painted on scrolls and things that could be
wrapped up and brought out on occasion and
protected against the elements, the insects, and
so forth. They devised their own techniques.

ASKING

Modern chemistry has taken care of that
problem for tropical painters nowadays.
When it comes to the effect of climate on the
individual himself, I suppose that is where the
Philippine style comes in. It is perfectly obvious
that the person in a hot climate is going to
paint in a different color scheme from a person
in a cold climate, whether he likes it or not. But
I would not say that this is bad. Because history
shows us that some of the greatest works of all
time have been done in climates every bit as
hot and humid as this.

Zobel: Yes. There will be a need for sculpture,

and I think that sculptors will arise to meet
that need. Just as I think there was a need
for painting in the Philippines long before
the people who needed it realized it. A
group of painters arose to meet that demand
and persuaded the public that they needed
paintings. And now you have the situation
where the Filipino painter can live off his
professional production. This was not true
fifteen years ago. It certainly is now.

Heights: How do you find the social-political

“climate” in the Philippines? In relation to art,
of course.

Heights: Just for the record, would you repeat
what you said at the Ateneo, your answer to the
question: Who do you think are the Filipino
painters who can fare well in the international
art scene?

Zobel: I think that it would be very hard to

Zobel: Of international standing?

find a country in Asia where, you might say,
the rulers are so excited by painting as the
ones in the Philippines are at the moment. It
is the functioning art in the Philippines. I was
getting this from Kazumi, the Japanese painter,
the other day. He more or less hinted that
he was impressed at the way the Luz Gallery
was functioning from the point of view of
patronage.

Heights: You said that painting is the

functioning art in the Philippines. What about
sculpture?

Zobel: There is no sculpture in the Philippines

right now to speak of. There seems to be no
desire for it. It is interesting to note that before,
when the Church required it, there was, as
you know, a flourishing sculpture here in
the Philippines, but not painting. The social
situation has reversed itself. There is now a
tremendous demand for painting to decorate
the great number of houses that are being
built in the Philippines. There is an interest in
painting. Nobody quite knows what to do with
sculpture.

Heights: Yes.
Zobel: In other words, people who can

obviously exhibit first-rate paintings anywhere
in the world without being, shall we say, purely
local celebrities? The three names I mentioned
were Aguinaldo, Luz, and Hernando Ocampo.
I am aware that there are a lot of painters in
the Philippines who are on the verge of being
in their category. I think that the next ten years
are going to be very dramatic in the history of
painting for this country. And I think that by
that time the Filipino painters will have become
quite well-known. They are not yet. But they
will be, I’m sure of that.

Interview by Raymundo Albano and Rolando Perez,
in Heights [The Official Literary Publication and
Organization of the Ateneo de Manila University] 15, no.
3 & 4 (Feb-Apr 1967): 23-33.

Heights: Although there are many spaces in

the new architectural works in, say, Makati,
crying to be filled.
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